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Newark Plans
Insurance
For Religious
NEWARK—On the eve of his
the second session of the Vati-
can Council. Archbishop Bol-
and announced the establish-
ment of a health and life in-
surance benefits program for
the Sisters, Brothers and
priests serving in the 248 par-
ishes and schools and 13 insti-
tutions in the Archdiocese of
Newark.
PARTICIPATING in the
benefits of the plan arc 3,244
teaching and nursing Sisters,
192 teaching Brothers, 124
priest members of religious
orders staffing parishes in the
archdiocese and 826 members
of the archdioccsan clergy.
Represented arc 21 commun-
ities of Sisters, five of Broth-
ers and 10 of priests.
In his announcement. Arch-
bishop Boland invited '"The
superiors of the 12 religious
communities of men and wo-
men with motherhouses in the
state to avail themselves of
the plan on behalf of their
subjects missioned outsided
the archdiocese."
‘"ln effect," he said, "the
Newark plan could benefit mis-
sionaries as tar away as
Alaska, the Philippines and
priests of the archdiocese
staffing a parish in Honduras
will participate in the plan's
provisions."
EFFECTIVE Oct. 1. the
plan will function through the
combined facilities of the Hos
pital Service Plan of New
Jersey (Blue Cross and Blue
Shield) and the Mutual Benefit
Life Insurance Cos., Newark.
Participants will enjoy hos-
pitalisation and mcdical-surgi-
cal benefits under the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plans
together with a major medical
program serviced by the
Mutual Benefit Life up to
StO.OOO for each accident or
sickness. In addition, members
of the archdiocesan clergy will
receive life insurance ami
accidental death and dismem
berment benefits provided by
Mutual Benefit life.
A feature of the major medi-
cal portion of the plan is a
nursing home benefit. A »pc
cific daily benefit will be paid
to the infirmaries of the reli
gious motherhouses for the
care of Sister patients during
the re hospitalization
BENEFITS OF the plan are
transferable within the Arch-
diocese of Newark. Wherever
a priest. Brother or Sister
may be assigned to serve in
Essex. Bergen, Hudson or
Union counties, their benefits
will follow them
An archdiocesan-wide enroll-
ment is being completed this
week It will effect a merger
of all previously existing
health benefit programs into
the newly established plan.
The Newark Archdiocese Last
year instituted a pennon and
insurance plea far its lay
employees.
Religious
Education
Stressed
NEWARK Archbishop Bo-
land this week reminded par-
ents of their “grave duty to
see to the religious education
of their children."'
The Archbishop made the
point in a letter read at all
Masses on Sunday, which he
designated as Confraternity
Sunday. The observance was
designed to spotlight the work
of the Confraternity of Chris
tian Doctrine.
In stressing the duty of par
ents to see to the religious ed-
ucation of their children, the
Archbishop said: “Absence of
children from grammar and
high school confraternity
measure to the lack of inter-
est or neglect of one or both
parents. We cannot in silence
allow these parents to risk
their own souls and the souls
of their children by this in-
difference.
“Parents must insist with
full parental discipline that
their children attend religion
classes throughout all the
2a*?- grammar and high
See Text, Pope 3
4 Sisters
To Bolivia
CONVENT - Four mem-
bers of the Sisters of Chanty
of St. Elizabeth will receive
mission crosses from Bishop
Navagh in a departure cere-
mony at Holy Family Chapel
here Sept. 15 at 2 p.m. The
Bishop will also speak.
The Sisters will leave Sept.
18 on a journey that will
eventually take them to Car-
ana vi, Bolivia, where they
will serve as nurses and
catechists in the parish run
by Paterson priests.
MOTHER JOANNA MARIE,
mother general of the Sisters
of Charity, said this would be
the congregation's first mis
sion in South America.
The Sisters will tail on the
Santa Ines for Calao. Peru,
and will then go to Coroico.
Bolivia, where they will study
at the school of the Sisters of
Immaculate Conception of St.
Catherine of Siena.
Heading the mission will be
Sister Mary’ Frederick who
had been head of the malhe
matics department at the Col-
lege of St Elizabeth. She is
from Dorchester, Mass
Slater Ann James, superior
for aix years at St. Monica's.
Sussex, will bring experience
in catechetical work to the
mission She is from West Rox
bury. Mass.
The two nursing Sisters in
the group are from Jersey
City, Sister Grace Lavtaa. the
sister of Msgr. Eugene J
Reilly of Cbnat the King
Church. Jersey Cdy, had been
night supervisor at St. Jo-
seph's. Paterson. Sister Mi-
chael Juba, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venice.
was stittnwad at St XaphNt’a
Hospital. New Haven. Com.
Picture on Page 10
Jersey City Boys’ School
Will Accommodate 1,200
NEWARK Plans were re-
vealed this week for anew
Catholic high school for boys,
the sixth school to be an-
nounced under the Archdio-
cesan Development Cam-
paign.
TUE SCHOOL, which will
be constructed at the corner
of Bergen Ave. and Mercer
St., will accommodate 1,200
boys. The classroom wing,
facing on Tuers" Ave., will be
three (lories high and have 29
regular classrooms, plus sci-
ence laboratories, art room,
library, band and choral room
and administrative functions.
A wing running along
Mercer St„ across from St.
Aedan's Church, will contain
the auditorium gymnasium
with a seating capacity of
800 for athletic events and
1,200 when temporary seals
are placed on the floor It will
also contain a cafeteria ac-
commodating 400.
Facing this on the other
side of the court will be the
three-story Brothers' resi-
dence with rooms for 22
Brothers. This will also in-
clude living room, dining
rooms, parlor and a chapel.
All wlnga will be of contem-
porary design and fireproof
construction and materials
, wIU ba of a type requiring
minimum maintance.
THREE SCHOOLS have al-
ready been completed under
the Archdioceaan Develop-
ment Campaign: Immaculate
Heart of Mary, dedicated in
1982, and St. Joseph's. Mont-
vale, and Roselle Catholic,
both dedicated last week.
Union Catholic in Scotch
Plains is entering its second
year and will soon be com-
pleted. while construction is
under way at Mother Seton
High School In Clark, where
classes will begin next week.
There still remain a co-ln-
stitutional school in Paramus,
a similar school in Essex
County and a girk' high
school in Hudson County.
Other School Newt,
Pogos 3, 4 and 5
JERSEY CITYBOYS' HIGH- Thisis teharchitect's conception of the new Catholic highschool for boys to be constructed in Jersey City under the Archdiocesan Development
Campaign To the rear is the classroom portion of the school, which will hove a capa-city of 1,200 students. At left is the gymnasium and at right the Brothers' residence.
The architects are Paulsen and Clarke of Jersey City.
ACCM Also Acts on Race
To Take Census of Archdiocese
By ED GRANT
NEWARK - Archbishop Bo-
land announced at a meeting
of the board of directors of
the Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Men Sept. 8 that a
full census of the Archdio-
cese of Newark will be taken
under the auspices of the
ACCM.
THE BOARD of directors
voted at the meeting to add
a committee on racial Justice
to its executive group on
both archdioceaan and district
levels. William Holub of Sum-
mit, business manager of
aAmerica, acoepted the posi-
tion of archdiocesan chairman
of the committee.
A delegation from the
ACCM will attend a one-day
seminar on "Planning a Dio-
cesan Census" to be held by
the National Council of Cath-
olic Men in Washington Sept.
19. Hugh J. Connell of New-
ark will bead the group and
will be in charge of planning
for the census which will take
place when plans have been
completed down to the local
level.
THE ■ ARCHBISHOP cited
the tremendous growth of the
archdiocese amj the constant
shifting of population as the
main reason behind the cen-
sus He called on laymen of
the archdiocese to assist in
the work. He said It has been
most helpful In other dioceses
in contacting faUen-away
Catholics tnd making con-
verts.
He noted that a great deal
of preparation would be re-
quired for the census here,
that there would have to be
workshlps at which the men
would be trained for their
duties.
He said that the cen-
sus would not only give him
more knowledge of the arch-i
diocese, but also of Us poten-
tial of growth. "It will also
help establish a rapport with
the people," he said.
ON THE RACE issue, the
Archbishop approved of the
work being done In conjunc-
tion with other faiths on arch-
diocesan and local levels to
solve a civil, ethical and mor-
al problem.
In addition to approving the
formation of the committee
on racial justice, which bad
the convention on the ACCM
In June, the board of direc-
tors also passed a resolution
approving the stand of the
Archbishop and giving him its
full backing.
ANOTHER resolution stated
its own position thus:
"We recognize the fact that
all men are created equal,
that all men are brothers be-
cause they have a common
Father and that all men share
tho same essential human dig-
nity because each man pos-
sesses an immortal soul . . u
In view of this all men are
entitled to equal opportunity
in every field of human en-
deavor, including, but not
limited to, education, employ-
ment an(t hflpsing
At Bishop's Installation
Byzantine Freedom Here
Stressed by Delegate
PASSAIC - Archbishop
F.gidio Vagnozxi. Apostolic
Delegate in the U. S, com
pared the freedom which
Ruthcnian Catholics have en
joyed in this country to the
oppression they suffer in their
homeland as he presided et
the tftallatiou of Bishop
Stephen J, Kocisko as the
first gpettk of Paaeale Sept
19 at the Cathedral at St. Mi
cbael the Archangel.
IN HIS SERMON at the
cathedral, the Apostolic Dele
gate said that "we see today,
in this actioo of the Holy Fa
ther, the extent of the devel-
opment of the Byzantine Rite
In this country.” He referred
to thl tremendous task that
had been accomplished by the
first wave of Ruthenians who
came to this country.
“To you, the people of the
new Diocese of Passaic, the
Holy Father has sent a shop
herd You know how dedicated
h* will be. a real father to
all. both priests and people
'
Returning to this theme at the
dinner at the Alexander
Hamilton Hotel which followed
the ceremony be said that
'while a diocese cannot sun
without a Bishop, it can also
accomplish nothing without
the cooperation of his (lock,
particularly the laity.” -
IT WAS IN his talk at the
dinner that Archbishop Vag
nozzi referred to the suffering
undergone by Ruthenians who
still live behind the Iron Cur-
tain. "We know what the
Church ia passing through in
Europe." be said. "The free-
dom that it enjoys in this
country is the greatest gift
it can receive."
Referring to the fact that
there are now, for the first
time, two Ruthcnian eparchies
in this country, the Apostolic
Delegate said that he was cer-
tain that Bishop Kocisko and
Bishop Nicholas T. Elko of
Pittsburgh would provide
"holy emulation in their co-
working for the apostolate."
He stressed the need for more
schools, more education, more
vocations.
Archbishop Vagnozzl also
asked the people to pray for
the success of the Vatican
Council and to accept in a
spirit of humility whatever its
decisions may be tie noted
that whUe Dope Paul VI ts o<
a different temperament than
Pwpe John XXIII. be will
bring to the Church "a vigor-
ous. if not as dramatic a vis
age"
In his sermon at the cathe
drat. Bishop Kocisko com
pared the birth of the new
diocese with the birth of
Christ and said “We have
sung 'Glory to God in the
Highest' today as dtd the an
gels at the birth of Our Lord "
The new Eparcb pledged his
loyalty to the Pope and sakl
that be would erdeavor to
spread the faith in the Byian
Use Rite and also to "bring
new sheep into the told "
THE C 4THEDRAL wiv
packed to capacity for the in-
stallation ceremony, which
lasted for three hours, inctixi
mg the Pontifical Divine Lit-
urgy celebrated by Bisboo
kortsko. The highlight came
early in the proceedings when
the Apostolic Delegate, after
the readme of the Papal BuH.
recited these words:
"By the authority vested in
me. and accord mg to the in
structioni of the Holy Apos-
tolic Koman See. I install you
the Eparch of Passaic, and
cooler upon you legitimate
authority over things spiritual
and temporal, and entrust to
your care Christ's flock which
you are to lead according to
the example of Our Lord
Jesus Christ, who <ven laid
down His lift for hia
sheep
The Bishop's motto la Par-
sillo Viry (A Rule of Faith)
Sew Editorial, Fog* 6
SYMBOL OF AUTHORITY - Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi, left, hands the crozier - symbol
of episcopal authority to Bishop Stephen Kocisko, seated on throne. As he did so, the
delegate said; "Receive this crozier with which you ore to watch over Christ’s flock that
hos been entrusted to your core. "
St. Mary’s Abbey
Establishing First
Overseas Mission
MORRISTOWN _ Rev Ed
mund Nugent. O S B. and
Rev Kevin Bray. O S B . left
Sept 6 tor Brazil where they
will establish the first foreign
mission of St. Mary's Abbey.
Abbot Patrick M. O'Brien.
D S 8., tn making the an
nouncement of their departure,
along with other changes in
Benedictine personnel in North
Jersey, said that the mission
is being founded in accordsnec
with the wish of the late Pope
John XXIII that each U. S.
religious house become in-
volved in the Latin American
apostolate.
FATHERS NUGENT and
Bray will go first to Anapolis,
Brazil, where they will live
with the Franciscans while
studying the language and cus-
toms of the people. They will
then enter parish work in the
State of Goias, several hun-
dred miles west of the
coast, and ultimately establish
their own foundation
Both Benedictines grew up
in Newark, though Father
Hray was born in Ireland
Father Nugent was ordained
in 1941 and has spent most of
his priestly life In parish work
his last assignment being at
Blessed Sacrament, Elizabeth
Father Bray was ordained in
1951 and has taught biology
at Delbarton School since thee.
TWO OTHER members of
the abbey will alto serve out-
side New Jersey this year.
Rev. John Browne, 0.5.8 , has
been transferred from St.
Benedict's Prep to Sacred
Heart, Wilmington, while Rev.
Aquinas Fay, 0.5.8. leaves St.
Benedict's Prep to serve as
head of the philosophy depart-
ment at St. Bernard's College,
Alabama.
Other transfers include:
Rev. Patrick McCafferty,
0.5.8., from St. Benedict's
Church, Newark to Notre
Dame. Cedar Knolls; Rev.
Christian Casper, 0.5.8., from
St. Benedict'i Church to Sacred
Heart. Elisabeth; Rev. Igna-
tius Kohl, 0.5.8., from St.
Benedict's Prep to Blessed
Sacrament, Elisabeth; Rev.
Laurence Schlegel, 0.5.8.,
from Sacred Heart, Wilming-
ton, to St. Benedict's Church;
Rev. Cornelius Sweeney,
0.5.8., from Sacred Heart,
Elizabeth, to St. Benedict's
Prep; Rev. Ambrose Clark,
0.5.8., from St. Mary's Abbey
to St. Benedict's Prep; Rev.
Austin Queenan, 0.5.8.. from
studies in Rome to Delbarton
School; Rev. Conall Coughlin,
0.5.8., from studies at the
University of Pennsylvania to
Delbarton School, and Rev.
Richard Lott, 0.5.8.,- from the
seminary at St. Mary's Abbey
to the faculty of Delbarton
Church Stand
Unchanged
On Marxism
CASTELGANDOLFO. Italy
(NC)—Pope Paul Vi said here
that the pastoral efforts of Un-
church to meet today's prob
lems do not mean that the
Church has changed its mind
about communism.
Speaking to a group of
Italian Bishops and priests
who had just completed a
week of study on “Pastoral
UpdaUng," Pope Paul said:
"LET NO ONE believe that
this pastoral solicitude to
which the Church gives so
much attention in its program
today signifies a change of
judgment about the errors
spread In our society and al
ready condemned by Un-
church, such as atheistic
Marxism.”
The Pontiff said that "t<>
seek to apply careful and heal
ing remedies to a contagious
and lethal disease docs not
mean that one changes his
opinion about it. It means
rather that he seeks to com
bat it not only theoretically
but also practically It means
that he follows diagnosis with
therapy, that he applies heal-
ing charity to doctrinal con-
demnation.''
POPE PAUL told his listen-
ers Uiat the theme of their
studies updating— has spec-
ial application to the ecumeni-
cal council.
Noting that it Is a word that
Pope John Inscribed in the
program of the council. Pope
Paul said that when it is ap-
plied to the Church "it indi-
cates the relation between the
eternal values of ChrisUan
truth and their insertion in the
dynamic reality of human life,
sj extraordinarily changeable
Set Departures
For Council
NEW YORK - Archbish-
op Boland will sail Sept
12 on Ihe Independence
for the second session of the
Vatican Council He will
be accompanied by auxilia-
ry Bishops Martin W Stan
ton and Joseph A Costello
sod Msgr George W Shea
The Archbishop » party
will arrive in Naples Sept
23 and entrain lrom there
to Rome Auxiliary Bishop
John J Dougherty will
leave by plane Sept 26 and
arrive in Rome the follow
ing day
Bishop Navagh will leave
Sept 22 by Irish Air Lines
from Idlewild Airport He
will first go to Ireland,
where he will visit 16 Irish
seminarians studying for
the Diocese of Paterson in
four seminar let there He
win tease Sept. 26 for Rome
and arrive the tame day.
Bishop Navagh will be
accompanied by his secre
tary. Rev. Frank J Rodi
mer
New Pastor
In Hoboken
HOBOKEN The appoint-
ment of Hcv Joel Arnold.
O E M Conv . as pastor of St.
Joseph's parish here was ap-
proved this week by Arch-
Father Arnold, a native of
Reading. Pa., comes to St
Joseph's from Watertown.
N Y He was ordained June
11. 1938. after completing stud-
ies at Catholic University.
Among his previous assign-
ments sis t period al Im-
maculate Conception parish,
Trenton He abo served in the
missions of North Carolina
and. during his seven years
as superior in Watertown, com-
pleted the chapel of the Cuper-
tino friary there.
FATHER ARNOLD
Bishop Costello,
Msgr. Looney Named
To New Positions
NEWARK Auxiliary Bish-
op Joseph A. Costello was
named chancellor of the Arch-
diocese of Newark this week
and Msgr. James F. Looney
was appointed an additional
vicar general by Archbishop
Boland. Both appointments
are effective immediately.
In other archdioccsan ap-
pointments, Rev. Gene A.
Herbster, an assistant at St.
Mary's, Rutherford. was
named assistant chancellor,
and Rev. Joseph J. Vopelak
athletic director and dean of
men of Seton Hall Prep, was
named an aasistant superin-
tendent of schools, both ef-
fective Sept. 14.
BISHOP COSTELLO has
been vice chancellor of the
Archdiocese of Newark since
1990 and was an assistant
chancellor for three years be-
fore that. A native of Newark,
he attended St. Benedict’s
•’rep here and completed his
studies for the priesthood at
immaculate Conception Sem-
inary. Ha was ordained u>
1941 and spent 15 years at St.
Bridget's, Jersey City.
In November of last year,
the Holy See announced hia
elevation to the hierarchy,
along with Auxiliary Bishop
John J. Dougherty. They were
consecrated at a twin cere-
mony in Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral Jan 24, 1963. Bishop Cos-
tello is visitator general to
religious communities and
holds other archdiocesan
posbi.
MSGR. LOONEY has served
as chancellor of the Archdio-
cese of Newark for the past
10 years after 10 years as
vice chancellor. He has also
been administrator of St. Pat-
rick's Pro-Cathedral since
1953 and continues in that
position, as well as in several
oth«r archdioccsan posts.
Also born in Newark, Msgr.
Looney is an alumnus of St.
Benedict's Prep and took his
theological studies at Immac-
culate Conception Seminary.
He was ordained May 29, 1934.
Msgr. Looney spent nine
years at St. Joseph's. Jersey
City, and was transferred to
See table. Page 3
IN NEW POSTS - Auxiliary bishop Joseph A. Costello, left,
and Msgr. James F. looney hove been given new arch-
diocesan assignments by Archbishop Boland. Bishop Cos-
tello has been named chancellor of the archdiocese, while
Msgr. Looney hos been appointed as on additional vicar
general.
(Continued on Page 2)
(ContinuJP on Page 3j
today. . .
The Pope described the word
"updating" as demonstrating
the Church'a concern for doing
away with outmoded prac-
tices, familiarizing itself with
new forms, shortening the
"neutralizing distances" be-
tween itself and souls and ac-
quiring a knowledge of "new
human phenomena."
In Its efforts toward updat-
ing, the Pope continued, the
Church has the fullest confi-
dence “in the perennial ap-
plication and productipity of
the Gospel.” He went on:
"UPDATING IS a word
which may be mistaken for
giving undue honor to capri-
cious and fleeting fads. . . But
instead it assigns due impor-
tance to the rapid and in-
exorable passing of the phe-
nomena in which we live our
lives, and it seeks to conform
to the celebrated recommen-
dation of the Apostle: 'Make
the moat of your time, because
the day* are evil' (Ephe*. 5,
16).
"It is a word, therefore,
which we also adopt with
pleasure as an expression of
the charity which wishes to
give testimony to the time-
lesssass of the ecclesiastical
ministry and therefore to its
modem vitality."
POPE PAUL stated that
“pastoral" is another word
which the council has adopted
as its own. JHe remarked that
this word can also be misun-
derstood as an emphasis on
the active "to the detriment
of the interior life and con-
templation which should have
first place in our evaluation
of religious things."
The Pope poirted out that it
would bo wrong to see in the
Church's emphasis on pastoral
activity "a rivalry with theo-
logical speculation." He said
that the latter "retains its dig-
nity and its excalience even
if the impelling needs of ec-
clesiastical life dgnsnd- that
sacred teaching not remain
purely speculative, but be con-
sidered and cultivated in the
complete framework of the
Christian economy." He coo-
tunued:
"We must encourage the pas-
tors of soul* - the Biahope
and especially the pastors, and
all others dedicated to pastoral
ceres because we know un-
der what conditions they la-
bor today. The spiritual state
of the world today presents
enormous difficulties, some of
which were unknown until yes-
terday.
"WE KNOW tyilAT appre
hennoni weigh so often on the
heart of a Bishop, what suf-
ferings often afflict him. not
only because of the poverty of
means even now so great and
mortifying, but because of the
deafness of those who should
hear his words, because of the
diffidence which surrounds and
isolates him, end because of
the indifference sad lack of
respect which disturbs his min-
istry and paralyse him.
"We know how many pas-
tors and asalatant pastors ex-
ercise the care of souls in vast
and populated areas where the
number, mentality and the de-
mands of the inhabitants force
them to unceasing and tiring
labors. We also know many
priests must exercise their
ministry in the hidden lit-
tle towns, without compan-
ionship without help and with-
out the comforts that would
result from them.
"Both the former and the
Uttar often must live in dire
economic conditions, often op-
posed and misunderstood and
forced to live on their own re-
sources."
Temporal Theology
Seen Council Result
BRUSSELS (RNS) - One of
the results of the Second Vati-
can Council will be to give
Catholicism an explicit and
official theology of the tempo-
ral order, Leon-Joseph Cardi-
nal Suenens, Primate of Bel-
glum and one of the leading
personalities of the council, de-
clared la an Interview he gave
here.
Cardinal Suenens, 56, is su-
pervising the work of the com-
mission In Rome preparing
wbat has been termed
“Schema 17.’* This Is the agen-
da item covering the relations
of the Church to the world. It
will deal with contemporary Is-
sues, among them internation-
al peace, Interracial justice,
industrial relations, duties
to underdeveloped countries
and population problems.
THE CARDINAL explained
that the schema will have two
parts.
The first, explicitly the-
ological, will elaborate the role
of the Church as continuing
the Incarnation of Christ in
sanctifying human work and
social institutions. It U only
this treatise, long desired by
Catholics engaged in social ac-
tion, that will be presented to
the council for discussion,
amendment and ultimately,
for adoption.
The concrete positions on
contemporary problems, ma-
terial much like questions
treated In the recent encycli-
cals Mater et Magistra and
Pacem in Terris, will be is-
sued separately In the name
of the council and with iU
authority.
Preparations for "Schema
IT” are far from complete, ac-
cording to the Cardinal. De-
spiU summer vacations, he
has an international group of
theologians.
CARDINAL SUENENS has
long been engaged In apostolic
action, and is the author of
several books on the subject.
It is precisely through service
of others —of the members
of one’s immediate family,
then of the neighbor whether
next door or undernourished in
India, or undertrained in Africa
that the vast majority of
Christiana are to work their
way to heaven, the Cardinal
insists.
In preparing "Schema IT” the
council’s Commission on the
Laity participated fully. Cath-
olic laymen have been called
in as consultants in preparing
the schema.
Pan-Orthodox
Meeting Set
ISTANBUL, Turkey (NC) -
The Ecumenical Patriarchate
of Constantinople has sched-
uled an "extraordinnary" pan-
Orthodox meeting to begin on
the island of Rhodes Sept 15,
and hast invited all other Ortho-
dox patriarchates to send rep-
resentatives.
It was understood that a
primary concern of the meet-
ing would be the question of
sanding delegate observers to
the second session of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council, opening
Sept. 29.
’
The only major Orthodox
body which sent delegate ob-
server* to the first council
session was the Patriarchate
of Moscow. The Russian Orth-
odox action was a last-minute
one which caused adverse
criticism on the part of some
Greek Orthodox leaders.
Music Is Topic
Of Council Pica
OMAHA, Neb. (RNS)-The
Amarican Society of St. Ce
cilia, a group of Catholic mu-
aidana, urged here that the
Second Vatican Council give
serious consideration to the
continuation of traditional lit-
urgical music as well as con-
gregational hymn singing.
In a petition to the Council
Fathers, the society asked
that the Sung Mass as the
norm for congregational par-
ticipation be maintained.
Medieval chant, classical
polyphony and modern music
at the Maas should not be dis-
carded “on the mistaken plea
that participation by listening
is always less perfect than
participation by singing," the
group said.
Jesuit Scholar Urges Council
To Aid Catholic Intellectuals
NEW YORK (RNS) - Fean
that unless certain procedural
practices of the Sacred Coo
gregation of the Holy Office
are corrected, the Catholic in-
tellectual stands "In jeopardy
of being eliminated as a mean-
ingful force in the life of the
Church" were voiced in an ar-
ticle in the Sepf. U issue of
America, rational Catholic
weekly
Written by Rev. Robert A
Graham, S J., an associate
editor of the magazine, the
article said the issue has been
raised "not by tnOers or no-
bodies. but by top-notch schol-
ars whose learning and good
sense are equated only by
their loyalty to the Holy See
and their proved respect for
the voice of the teaching
Church."
„
*~**j
FATHER GRAHAM cited
certain practices of the Holy
Office which have come under
particular criticism, especially
among European Catholic in-
tellectual*. They were:
Book* or article* are judged
without the author's being
heard in hi* own defense.
Teacher* are ordered to be re-
moved from their poet* with-
out having any specific charge
made against them, and with-
out being given a chance to
defend themaeives.
Notice of the condemnation
of a book is sometimes made
public before the author him-
self u informed.
The reputation of authors is
not adequately safeguarded
little effort is made to dif-
ferentiate between a writer
with a dlitingushed record of
M*rvice to the Church tnd an#
»ho is « declared enemy of
•he faith. Accusation.! against
authors are not punished when
thetr falsehood U discovered.
Even the Bishop * hoe* lm-
pnmatur haa been granted to
the edition condemned or or-
dered to be withdrawn from
sale la not consulted or In-
formed. Grounds for the con-
demnation are not given, ex-
cept pnrhapt unofficially
la disputed areas, such as
modern philosophy, which re-
quire specialized knowledge,
the decision is taken without
consulting experts In the field
as to the exact meaning of
the writing under examinalioo
New Council Unit
To Serve Press
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
A "Press Committee of the
Council" has been created to
Provide "broader and *<■
eurate information" oo the
council's second session
PRESIDENT or the com
mittee will be Archbishop
Martin J. O'Connor, a native
of Scranton. Pa.. who u rec-
tor of the North American
• ollege in Rome, president of
•he Pontifical Commission for
Motion Pictures. Radio and
Television, and vice president
of the council Commission for
the ApostoUte of the Laity.
The secretary will be Msgr.
Fausto Valliinc. director of
the Council Press Office It
will also be composed, a pres*
office communique stated, of
“certain members who will be
selected from among the
council Father* to represent
•he major language groups
and special geographic sec-
tors "
The committee will function
chiefly through the Council
Press Office. But It will also
extend its assistance to the
various national press craters
and documentation services.
As stated in the communi-
que. "the Council Press Com-
mittee will be the official
channel between council
bodies and public opinion,
making use of the Council
Pres* Office for its com
munirtUon* "
ForratUon of the new com-
mittee means that ooe of the
council Fathers will be the
responsible editor" of of-
ficial communique* Previous-
ly. the Council Press Office
was headed by a person with-
out real official status
Rev Edward I. Heston.
CS C
. 56. American born pro-
curator general in Rome for
the Holy Cross Fathers, was
named head of the English-
language section of the coun-
cil press office.
A native of Ravenna. O , Fa-
ther Heston is ooe of the of-
ficial experts of the council.
During the first session he also
served as chairman of the
press panel established under
the U.S. Bishop*
English Mass
Favored in Poll
HUNTINGTON, Ind. (NC>-
A preference that the Maas be
offered entirety in Engti.h wai
axpreesed by approximately
«0* of U.S. Catholic* who re-
sponded to a nation-wide poll.
The poll conducted by Our
Sunday Vlaitor. national Cath-
olic weekly newspaper publish-
*d here, drew 53,511 vote*. Of
these 21.246 repUea were for
liah
M>,, comp, * te,y in En *
About one-fourth voted that
•he entire Mas* remain in
Latin while approximately
13% voted for a combination
of Latin and English.
COUNCIL STAMP - Nicara-
gua hoe Issued the first com-
memorative stamp honoring
the second session of the
Second Vatican Council. The
20-centime stomp depicts a
large crest riling all over
the world, symbolizing the
world-wide influence of the
council.
3rd Session
Of Council?
MUENSTER. Germany
(NC) The ecumenical coun-
cil will last at least through
a third session in 1964, Bish-
op Hoeffner of Muenster told
a praaa conference here.
The Bishop said that at the
second council session open-
ing Sept 29 the Fathers’ main
points of discussion will be
the liturgy, the sources nf
Revelation and the nature of
the Church. Bishop Hoeffner
said the Fathers will not have
time to make necessary deci-
sions oo other council sub-
jects. Therefor*, the council
will continue into 1964, he
concluded.
Auxiliary Bishop Wslter
Kampe of Limburg said in an
interview given to KNA. the
German Catholic news
agency, that the council's sec-
ond session will deal with in-
ternal Church problem* and
that external problems will
not be discussed until a third
setsioa.
CouncilNotes
Board of Presidents Is Enlarged
VATICAN CITY (NC>-Pop*
Paul VI haa named three
new mtmbera of the ecumen-
ical council's Board of Presi-
dent!, railing the membership
of the board to IS.
New member* are Albert
Cardinal Meyer of Chicago,
Stefan Cardinal Wyazynaki,
Primate of Poland, and Gtu-
•eppe Cardinal Sirl of Genoa
Italy.
■Hie appointments of Cardl-
n*la Meyer and Sirl mean
that the U.S. and Italy each
have two members of the
board. The other U.B. mem-
ber is Prencis Cardinal Spell-
man of New York. France is
the only other country to have
two members. One of the
Frenchmen. Eugene Cardinal
Tisserant, dean of the College
of Cardinals, is the only mem-
ber representing the Vatican
administrative atari.
The Board of Presidents is
the group from which presid-
officers of daily council
meetings ere chosen in turn.
•
TV Iretailed
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Special closed-circuit trie
vision equipment has been in-
stailed In the Apostolic Palace
to enable Pope Paul VI to
watch the proceeding* of the
••cood session of the Second
Vatican Council. The council
will reconvene Sept. 29.
Vatican authorities said
there will be three cameras in
•he circuit, one behind the
Matue of St. Peter in St.
Peters Basilic*, near the
■Peeker*’ rostrum, and two in
•he apse of the great church.
•
Index of Books
LAFAYETTE. La- The
Church’s Index of Forbidden
Books msy be updated, modi
fled or abolished all together
by the Second Vatican Council,
Archbishop Paul J Hailinan
of Atlanta said here.
The Index, the Archbishop
said, has little relation to con
temporary academic life Its
original purpose, he said was
to preserve religious faith,
"but in our day it does not
touch anything at all on tha!
level "
C 7
He said the Index list of au-
thors and books la largely un-
known to today's student. Only
a few French novelists, cer-
tain English philosophers and
a few other authors on the
Index ever appear on any col-
lege reading list, he noted.
"Whatever Its relevance to
the past, the Index has little
relation to the student mind
today," he asserted.
•
Discuss Council
ROME (NC) - The execu-
tive committee of the Italian
Episcopal Conference met
here under the presidency of
Giuseppe Cardinal Slri of
Genoa to discuss topics pre-
pared for consideration at the
second session of the
ecumenical council.
On the second afternoon of
their meeting, the 40 prelates
participating went to Castel-
gandolfo for an audience with
Pope Paul VI.
•
Commission Meets
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
The council's Central Coordin-
ating Commission held its
fourth and probably its final
meeting during tha interim
period between the council !
first and second sessions.
The meeting was held to
reach agreement on problems
concerning the opening of the
secood session Sept 29. At it*
last meeting in early July the
commission completed its re-
view of the draft constitutions.
•
More Delegates
BUDAPEST (NC) - Bishop
F.ndre Hamvas of Csanad told
a meeting of the Hungarian
Bishops' Conference here that
the Church In Hungary will be
represented at the ecumenical
council’s second session by a
larger delegation than it was
*1 the first session.
People in the News
Rev. Robert McCoy, a Weet
Salisbury, Pa., parish priest,
has been elected national
chaplain of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
Msgr. Paollno Llmongi, 4g t
a veteran of the ’Vatican’! dip-
lomatic service, has been
named Papa) Nuncio to
Costa Rica and elevated to the
rank of Archbishop.
Rev. John F. Long, S.J., a
member of the Jesuits' New
York Province and a special-
ist in Byzantine Church his-
tory, has been made a per-
manent member of the staff
of the Vatican Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity.
Rev. John Freeman, chap-
lain of the Illinois State Farm,
was elected president of the
American Catholic Correc-
tional Chaplains Association.
Rev. Pancratius Conway,
O.F.M. Coav., a missionary in
Costa Rica for 12 year*, has
been named asalatant director
of the Inter-American Coopera-
tive Institute.
Rev. J. Warren Hotleran,
spiritual director of seminar-
ians at North American Col-
lege, Rome, has been named
a Papal Chamberlain with the
title of very reverend mon-
signor.
Msgr. Joseph E. Sc hied rr,
former director of the NCWC
Youth Department, haa been
named pastor of St. Andrew's
parish. Ton a wands, N Y
John p. Neleoai Jr., a New
Orleans attorney described as
the only white lawyer accept*
ing civil rights ease* in the
Deep South, has received the
Freedom Award of the Catho-
lic Council oo Civil Liberties
Afoert Cardinal Meyer of
Chicago was one of seven reli-
gious leaders to receive a civil
rights award from the Secood
Methodist Conference on Hu
man Relations in Chicago.
Italian Premier Giovanni
.
Leone is to be received in an
official audience by the Pope
on Sept 12:
Rev. Fred L. Zimmerman,
8.J., of St. Louis, a longtime"
friend and aide of the lat* ‘
Rev. Charles Dismas Clark,
S.J., famed as the "hoodlumJ
priest," has been named to£j
succeed Father Clark as
rector of Dismas House, a r#-~
habilitation center for con- y
victs.
Rev. Hans Kueng, the au-”
thor and theologian, has i
turned down an appointment ’
to the Catholic theological de-
partment of the state Univer- ’
sity of Muenster to remain at
the University of Tuebingen.
Bishop Stephen 8. Woznickl
of Saginaw, Mich., is recup-
erating at home after. a
month-long hospital stay for
treatment of a heart condi-
tion
John T. Kenna of Wash-
ington. former public informa-
tion officer for the President's
Committee on Youth Employ-
ment, has been named special
assistant for program and
public relations by the Fam-
ily Life Bureau, NCWC
Joseph Cardinal Ritter of
St. Louis received the Condor
of the Andes, highest decora-
tion of the Bolivian govern-
ment. for his work for peo-
ple of that nation.
Brodier I. Basil, F.S.C.,
president of St. Mary’s Col-
lege, Winona, Minn . has been
appointed provincial of tha
new Winona Province of tha
Christian Brothers.
Thomas E. Qnigley, a na-
tive of Geneva, N Y . and
former Catholic foreign stu-
dent advisor at the University
of Michigan, has been ap-
pointed director of the For-
eign Visitor* Office, NCWC
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To the
Young Married Couple
who do not YET have
New Jersey
Blue Cross-Blue Shield
THIS YEAR, every seventh person in New
Jersey is likely to be faced with a hospital
bill, accompanied by medical or surgical
* expenses.
These expenses, includingmaternity costs,
could put a financial strain on the young
married couple Just starting out in life. But
they don't have to! Today, an increasing
number of young married couples, who are
not covered by group protection, are mak-
ing Blue Cross-Blue Shield a part of their
basic security package. You ahould. also.
Don't say. “1 wish I had taken Blue Cross-
Blue Shield." Have it when you need it!
Apply today. You owe it to your family.
■
BLUE CROSS
for Hospital Bill*
Hospital Sardes Pisa of No* lor toy
BLUE SHIELD
for Doctor Bills
MtStcof Saryicsl Ptoa of Now Jersey
Camden
NEWARK
Trenton
Yo« Owo It To Yoir Family!
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St Paul of the. Cross in 19*3
when he was named vice
rhahcellor The pastor of St.
Paul of the Cross at that time
was Msgr James A Hughes,
vicar general of the archdio-
cese since 1953.
FATHER HKKIISTF.K ts a
native of West Orange who at-
tended Immaculate Concep-
tion High School and Imma-
culate Conception Seminary
completed his theological stud-
ies at the North American
College He was ordained
Dec 18, 1960, in Rome and
has been at St. Mary's since
October. 1961
Father Yopctak was raised
in Fort Lee ami attended
Holy Trinity High School.
Hackensack, before beginning
studies for the priesthood He
was ordained May 5, 19*5.
after completing theology at
Immaculate Conception Semin-
ary
He sersrd at Mt. Car-
mel and St Rocco s. Newark,
before Joining the faculty of
Seton Hall Prep in 19*9
The Chancery Office also an
nounced appointments of sev-
en assistant pastors, including
new curates for two of th*
parishes formed last Jium.
Rev. Charles A. Reilly to Our
Lady of Fatima. North Ber-
gen. and Rev. Philip D. Mor-
ris to Our Lady of Marry.
Jersey City. Both are gradu-
ates of the North American
College.
FIRST DAY - Mother Mary Jonathan, O.S.P., principal of Queen of Angels School,
Newark, greets three of her students on the first day of classes. Sept. 4. The children
are, left to right, Patricia Ware, James Gallianand Sadie Pierce. This is the first mission
for the Oblate Sisters of Providence in the Archdiocese of Newark. Queen of Angels
is located in the school formerly occupied by St. Peter's parish and was one of over 300
parochial grammar and high schools which opened in North Jersey last week.
Grave Parental Duty
In Education Cited
following it the text of Archbishop Hohnd's letter on lbe
import am e of Confraternity of Christian Doctrine classes for
Catholic children in public tchools.
A Catholic counts among his
richest treasures his know!-
ledge of the Catholic Faith
That treasure he seeks to
deepen in himself, to hand
down as an eternal heritage
to his chil-
dren, and to
share with
those not of
his faith.
The Confra-
ternity of
C h r istian
Doctrine is
entirely ded-
icated to the
preservation
and spread of the knowledge
of the teaching of Christ. In
order that renewed emphasis
may be given to this goal and
to the apostolate of the con-
fraternity in even - parish, we
declare Sunday. Sept. IS. as
Confraternity Sunday, or the
Feast of Christian Doctrine,
in the Archdiocese of Newark,
as we invite all our laity to
support their parish confrater-
nity by becoming at least as-
sociate members of their par-
iah Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine.
A SUCCESSFUL Confrater-
nity of Christian Doctrine in
each parish requires the earn
est and wholehearted coopera-
tion of priests.. religious and
laity. The confraternity pro-
vides a graded program of
religious instruction for all our
Catholic children who are at-
tending public schools This
is much more than a period
of preparation for the recep-
tion of First Holy Communion
and Confirmation. It means
that the child must regularly
attend the confraternity
classes of religion throughout
the 12 years of elementary and
high school v
Thus, we again wish to re-
mind parents, fathers as well
as mothers, of their grave duty
to see to the religious educa-
tion of their children Absence
of children from grammar and
high school confraternity
classes is due in great meas-
ure to the lack of interest or
neglect of one or both par
ents.
We cannot in silence a!
low these parents to risk their
own souls and the souls of
their children by this indif-
ference Parents must insist
with full parental discipline
that their children attend re
ligion classes throughout all
the years of grammar and
high school
The Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine also provides a
religious education program
for adults Religious discussion
clubs are organised to develop
a well informed and articulate
Catholic tatty. The Confrater-
nity Apostolate of Good Will
provides a program of re-
ligious education for non Cath
olics as well.
We congratulate all who
have given of their activity
and prayers to the cause of
Christian doctrine in every
parish Under the patronise
of Mary Immaculate and St
Pius X. may they rail ~te
their generous leal for the
year to come
Confraternity Plans
10 Training Courses
NEWARK - The Oonfrater
nity of Christian Doctrine of
the Archdiocese of Newark
will hold a series of training
courses in methods of teach-
ing Christian doctrine which
will run for a period of eight
weeks this fall at 10 centers
throughout the area.
There will also be a 12-week
course in fundamentals of
Christian doctrine which will
begin Jan. 6 at the same sites,
Msgr. Roger A. Reynolds,
archdiocesan director, an-
nounced this week. A registra-
tion fee of $3 for each course
will include textbooks.
The methods course is re-
quired for all seeking a teach-
ing certificate while the basic
doctrine course is required for
some new teachers. It will be
given on both grammar and
high school levels and will be
completed before the Christ-
mas holidsys. ,
Four courses will begin
Sept. 17 at 7 30 p m at St.
Josephs Boys School. Ora-
dell; Mt. Carmel School.
Ridgewood; Sacred Heart
School, Lyndhurst, and St.
Paul's School, Jersey City.
Each session will run until
9 30 p m.
On Sept. 18, also at 7 30
p m., courses will start at St.
Acdan's School, Jersey City;
Seton Hall University, South
Orange; St. Michanl'a School.
Union; St. Joseph's Catholic
Center, West New York; and
St. Michael's School, Newark.
One Saturday morning course
will begin Sept. 21 at 9:30
a m. in Our Lr.dy of the Val-
ley School, Orange.
Vote on Aid
In Ohio City
WICKLIFFE. Ohio (RNS)—
Voters of this city will de-
cide at a special election later
this year whether pupils of all
local schools—public, private,
and parochial—should receive
$5O in public tax money to-
wards their education.
Members of the local Citi-
zens (or Educational Freedom
submitted 758 verified signa-
tures to a petition asking that
the W'ickliffe Council put the
charter amendment question
on the ballot at the November
election A total of 478 signa-
tures was required.
The Council decided not to
place the question on the bal-
lot. holding that the issue
should be decided at a special
election although such a bal-
lot would cost the city an ad-
ditional $1,500.
West Milford Students Ride
But Parents Pay Extra Cost
WEST MILFORD - Students
of St. Joseph’s School, Mac-
optn, and Queen of Peace
School, Hewitt, rode public
school buses here last week as
school opened, but st the ex-
pense of the Committee for
Improved Education (CIE).
An agreement reached by
the CIE and the Board of Ed-
ucation Sept. 4, after consul-
tation with the county super-
intendent of schools, resulted
in the public school lines be-
ing extended with the CIE
providing, at least temporari-
ly, the annual coat of 93.000
to cover the bill.
No decision has come from
State Commissioner of Educa-
tion Frederick M. Raubinger
on the request by St. Jo-
seph's and Queen of Peace to
give approval to the extended
service at the expense of the
township board of education.
' * -V SsWSf
THE BOARD OF education
has agreed to relmburae CIE
for its expenditure if an ulti-
mate decision is made that
the extended service for paro-
chlal school students is legal.
West Milford provides trans-
portation for parochial stu-
dents along established public
school routes, a mandatory
practice. The board claims it
would be illegal to extend the
routes direct to parochial
schools at public expense.
The board haa agreed to
provide the extra service if
higher authorities rule such
service is legal. Meanwhile. It
ii cooperating with the CIE to
provide the aervice at a mini-
mum of expense through use
of the same buses that carry
the students to the public
schools.
Medical School
Begins Classes
JERSEY CITY - A group of
SO medical students and 44
dental studenta have entered
Seton Hall College of Medicine
and Dentistry as freshmen
this fall. A registration and
orientation program was held
last week for dental students
and began this week for the
medical group.
Dr. Daniel F. Tobin, direc-
tor of Guggenheim Dental
Clinic in New York for the
past 16 years, is beginning his
first year as dean of the den-
tal school, succeeding Dr
Merritte M Maxwell, who re-
tired last June
Half of the dental students
and *6 of the medical students
ara from New Jersey.
School Addition
In Plainfield
PLAINFIELD - Msgr.
Charles B. Murphy officiated
at groundbreaking ceremonies
for the school addition at St.
Bernard's parish Sept. 8 in the
presence of officials of the
community and the local pub-
lic school system.
Plans include a renovation
of the present auditorium for
classroom use and erection of
other new classrooms, offices
ami s new auditorium cafe-
teria complex The project ts
expected to be completed by
next September
ST. BERNARD'S now has
eight regular classrooms, a
small kindergarten and an su
ditorium gymnasium seating
500 The latter is to be con-
verted into a two-story, eight-
rtassroom unit Two other
classrooms will also be added
The new kindergarten will be
triple the sixe of the old one
The new auditorium-gym-
nasium will seat 850 people
and below it will be an alf
purpose room with the same
capacity, as well as a cafe-
teria. locker and shower
room*. The new section of the
school will aUo have a li-
brary with a capacity of 10,
000 volumes, a health room
and administrative offices.
All of the parish societies,
including the newly formed St
Bernard's Human Relations
Committee, took part in the
grundbreaking ceremony.
THE ADVOCATE is the
“extension school -' of every
Catholic in the Archdiocese of
Newark and the Diocese of
Paterson
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK
31 MULBERRY STREET
NEWARK 2. N.J.
Clergy
Appointments
ARCHDIOCESAN APPOINTMENTS
Most Rev. Joseph A. Costello, S.T.D., appointed Chancellor of
the Archdiocese of Newark, effective immediately.
Rt. Rev. Msgr. James F. Looney, P.A.. appointed an additional
Vicar General of the Archdiocese of Newark, effective im-
mediately.
Rev. Gene A. Herbster, S.T.L., assistant at St. Mary's, Ruther-
ford, appointed Assistant Chancellor of the Archdiocese of
Newark with residence at Sacred Heart Cathedral Rectory,
Newark, effective Sept. 14. '
Rev. Joseph J. Vopclak, Seton Hall University, appointed Assis-
tant Superintendent of Schools in the Archdiocese of Newark,
effective Sept. 14.
ASSISTANTS TRANSFERRED
Rey. Edward J Gubcmat. from assistant at Our Lady of Czesto-
chowa. Jersey City, to assistant at St Stanislaus Kostka,
Garfield.
Rev Charles A Reilly, S T L , from assistant at Our Lady of Mt
Carmel, Newark, to assistant at Our Lady of Fatima, North
Bergen.
Rev Kenneth R Fay, ST B . from Camp Christ the King, Blairs-
town, to assistant at All Saints, Jersey City.
Rev Francis J Burla, ST B , from assistant at St. Joseph's,
Ba>onne to assistant at St Mary's, Rutherford
Rev Alfred T Zemcikis, from Camp Tegakwilha. Landing, to as-
sislant at Our Lady of Sorrows, Kearny
Rev Philip I) Morris, ST L , from assistant at St Michael's,
Palisades Park to assistant at Our Lady of Mercy. Jersey
City
Rev. Raphael Panelli. T O R , appointed assistant at Our Lady
of Mt C armel, Newark
ttlrdnc Sept l »
Office ef the Archbishop
Bishop
Costello
...
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Marsh is one of the f«w
diamond merchant* in the country
where perfection in diamond*
is absolutely assured,
We carry only blue white, perfect gems
and, at Marsh's low prices,
your diamond purchase becomes a
good investment.
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JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1908
Newark miu bur n
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Your
Dollars
Grow
Fast
at The
Howard
FULL RATE-NO WAIT
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$4,948,192
LARGEST QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
EVER PAID TO SAVINGS ACCOUNT
DEPOSITORS IN NEW JERSEY
was credited to Howard depositors for the
quarterly period coding August 31, 1963
•
CURRENT QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
on oil balances of $lO. to $25,000. from day of deposit,
compounded ond credited 4 times a year— March 1,
June 1, September 1, December 1.
'Tke HOWARD SAVINGS institution
Established 1157
The largest Savings Bank inNew Jersey—Assets in excess of $560,000,000
Your Howard passbook can be used
at any Howard office.
MAIN OFFICEt 768 BROAD ST* NEWARK 1, N. J.
OTHER OFFICES IN NEWARK
'
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(To Open Your Account! Make out your check or money order to The Howard Savings
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nome of your benefldory. For a Joint Account, write "Jointly with" and the name ol
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Pupils Pray, State Ponders Action
HAWTHORNE - This Pas-
»»lc County borough, which
■uccessfully fought a school
case to the U.S. Supreme
Court a decade ago, last week
refused to ban recitation of
the Lord’s Prayer and Bible
readings from its schools, thus
possibly precipitating litiga-
tion in New Jersey courts.
AFTER THE decision of the
board of education was an-
nounced, the Newark chapter
of the American Civil Liberties
Union asked the state to with-
draw all school aid approxi-
mately $175,000 a year. State
officials made no immediate
response as they study the
legalities involved.
Meanwhile, NCWC News
Service reported that there
was general observance of the
U.S. Supreme Court prayer
ban throughout the country.
Several Southern states, in-
cluding Alabama, announced
open defiance, and Delaware
has continued prayers while
awaiting a court challenge
from the ACLU.
THE HAWTHORNE action
found school board attorney
Alexander Fasoli insisting
that, until New Jersey takes
some steps to remove the
statutes which compel the
Bible reading and permit the
prayer, it is legal to indulge
in both practices.
It was in 1949 that
Hawthorne was challenged by
a local resident and by a
Rutherford man, Donald R.
Doremus, on the prayer issue.
The case went to the U. S.
Supreme Court as Doremus
vs Hawthorne Board of Ed-
ucation. The court upset a
New Jersey State Supreme
Court rulingagainst the board
on the grounds that the stu-
dent involved had already
graduated and that Doremus
had suffered no injury. This
was the last prayer case be-
fore the board until the Engle-
Vitale case in 1962.
There was solid support for
the Hawthorne board's action
from the residents of the
borough. No student or teacher
asked to be excused from the
prayer recitation or Bible
reading during the first week
of school.
According to Fasoli, the
board will continue to author-
ise the practices until “cer-
tain affirmative acts’’ are
taken by the state. These
would include setting aside the
present statutes requiring or
permitting the observances.
He said he did not believe the
practices constituted religious
education in public schools.
MOOT OTHER New Jersey
communities, some with reluc-
tance, decided to omit the
prayers. Most have offered
substitutes such as the fourth
stansa of the national anthem,
or a silent moment of medita-
tion. In Mt. Ephraim, a South
Jersey community near Cam-
den, some 23 children carried
their own Bibles to school at
the suggestion of a minister.
In addition to Alabama, four
other Southern States
Tennessee, Georgia, South
Carolina and Florida have
refused to endorse the U-S.
Supreme Court decision.
Most New England states
have gone along with the ban.
but Connecticut has left it up
to the. individual teacher. Il-
linois Governor Otto Kerner
vetoed a bill to permit recita-
tion of the fourth stanza of the
national anthem, saying that
it was passed in defiance of
the court.
Several schools in northern
Maine will be having prayers,
however, because they are
owned by the Diocese of Port-
land and leased to the local
public school districts The
prayers will be said before
school opens and attendance
will be voluntary
PRIESTS IN Rhode Island
have urged parishioners to
write their Congressmen urg
ing that bills to amend the
Constitution to permit prayer
be moved out of committee
Msgr William F Murray,
chancellor of the Providence
Diocese noted that the diocese
was not asking pamhiooen to
support the bill itself, but only
to petition to get the bill on
the floor of the House of Rep
reseaUtives where it can be
discussed
Rulings in Pennsylvania ami
Indians opened the way for
study of the Bible or other in-
spirational literaiurr for "its
literary and histone value "
Agree on One Prayer Measure
WASHINGTON (RNS) - A
compromise draft of a con-
stitutional amendment de-
signed to override the
Supreme Court’s decision ban-
ning prayer and Bible reading
in the public schools has been
introduced in the House of
Representatives.
It also is intended to close
the door against a number of
suits that have been filed to
remove "In God We Trust'*
from U. S. currency and the
words “One nation under
God" from the Pledge of Al-
legiance.
THE AMENDMENT was of
fered by Rep. Frank J. Beck-
er of New York and five col-
leagues from both parties who
served as an Ad Hoc Com-
mittee to draft an amendment
which would be agreeable to
all sponsors.
He announced that many of
the 60 members of the House
who have introduced amend-
ments of various wording to
overcome the Supreme Court
ruling will join in individually
sponsoring the new draft in the
House.
At the same time, the spon-
sors of the amendment will
open a drive to secure 218
signatures on a discharge
petition filed by Rep. Becker
recently to force the issue to
the floor without further de-
lay by the House Judiciary
Committee.
THE NEW AMENDMENT
being offered in the House
would amend the Constitu-
tion to provide the following
points:
"Section 1 Nothing in this
Constitution shall be deemed
to prohibit the offering, read-
ing from, or listening to pray-
ers or Biblical Scriptures, it
participation therein is on a
voluntary basis, in any gov-
ernmental or public schools,
institution, or public place.
"Section 2. Nothing in this
Constitution shall be deemed
to prohibit making reference
to belief in. reliance upon, or
invoking the aid of God or a
Supreme Being, in any gov-
ernmental or public docu-
ment, proceeding, activity,
ceremony, school, institution,
or place or upon any coinage,
currency, or obligation of the
United States.
"Section 3. Nothing in this
Article shall constitute an es-
tablishment of religion."
THE AMENDMENT also
contains the customary provi-
sion that it shall be invalid
unless ratified by three-
fourths (39) of the 50 states
within seven years from the
date of its submission It will
need to win approval of a two-
thirds majority of both Houses
of Congress in order to be
presented to the states for
ratification
Signature by the President
is not required for the states
to act.
For the House to approve
so important a measure as
an amendment to the Consti-
tution. without subjecting it to
the process of public hearings
by a committee, would be al-
most unprecedented
St. Peter’s
Institute
Registering
JERSEY CITY - Registra-
tion is now open for the fall
program of the St. Peter's In-
stitute of Industrial Rotations
which will begin Sept. 30 at
St. Poter’a Prep here.
A feature of the Monday
night courses will be a aeries
of guest lectures on “Labor's
New Horizon's.” Among the
speakers will be Joel Jacob-
son, vice president of the New
Jersey State AFL-CIO; Louis
F. Buckley, regional admin-
istrator of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor. New York
City, and Edward F. Quinn of
the United Federation of
Teacher*, New York City.
THERE WILL be seven mgu
lar courses on Monday even-
ings and another seven on
Wednesday evening*. The
Wednesday program will also
include a aeries of eight panel
discussions, chaired by Rev.
William J. Smith, S.J., director
of the institute.
Among the Monday evening
course will be "How to Keep
Your Union Alive,’* by Joseph
Puzo, field representative of
the International Union of
Electricians; "A Common
Sense Approach to Commun-
ism." by Rev Albert A. Beck-
with. SJ, associate director
of the institute, and "Com-
munity Problems from Every
Angle," by William Martin,
industrial relations consulatnt
from New York
Father Beckwith will dis
cuss "Collective Bargaining at
the Cross roads" during the
Wednesday program, while
George Duggan, Newark at
torney. will speak oe "Labor
snd the Law” and John C
Damico o i the New York
Telephone Company will lee
ture on “Pilfering. Cheating
Chiseling "
AH course* are open to the
public at the nominal registra-
tion fee The courses will be
held this year in anew k>
cation In the Freshman Build
lag of St Peter's Prep
FINAL DETAIL - Archbishop Boland dedicates the completed Roselle Catholic High
School Sept. 8 at Brother Leo Sylvius, F.M.S., provincial of the Marist Brothers, Brother
Claude, F.M.S., principal, and Rev. Joseph M. Doyle of St. Joseph's parish, Roselle,
look on. It was the third of the high schools constructed under the Archdiocesan Devel-
opment Campaign to be dedicated.
IN MONTVALE - Archbishop Boland lays the cornerstone
at St. Joseph's High School, Montvale, Sept. 4. It was the
second of the schools built under the Archdiocesan Devel-
opment Campaigh to be dedicated With the Archbishop
are Brother Gilroy, C F .X., provincial, and Brother Sylvere,
C.F.X., principal. The school opened classes next day in its
permanent site after a year at Our Lady of Mercy School,
Park Ridge.
NFCCS Outlines
63-64 Projects
MINNEAPOLIS <NC) -
Projects to discourage school
dropouts. provide college
scholarships lor Negroes, and
critically examine academic
curricula ui Catholic colleges
will be major concern* of the
National Federation of Cath
olic College Students in the
coming yesr
Delegate* to the NFCCS 2«h
annual congress here voted
these "special projects" as the
basis for the federation's 1963
M programing
Delegates left Implemen
tstloci of the projects to the
option of college* which are
member* of the federation
The school dropout project,
new for NFCCS. recommeod*
that member college* research
and discuss the full scope of
this problem to establish
the possible avenue* of work
in their specific area* "
College* of the New York
New Jersey region have
pioneered such efforts with
tutoring of dropout itudents
•no community center study
session*
New of Education
Rhode Island Begins Book Loan
PROVIDENCE. R l (RNS)
As schools opened through-
out Rhode Island a surrey at
29 communities indicated that
4.7T1 student* of private snd
parochial school* bad re-
queued the loan <>t textbook*
authorued under the new »tate
law
It U estimated that 49.000
studeeta in Catholic schools
as well as in other pri-
vate schools are eligible for
such assistance
Under the law. students of
such school*—not the school*
themselves may borrow
texts for classroom and study
u*.- in the fields of language
mathematics and science (,»
cal school departments arc
obliged to lend the text* u,
the pupil who make* applica
lion for them
There li no Immediate ar
tioci in sight on the proposed
court challenge to the law
Milton Stanzler. counsel for
the Rhode Islaml Affiliate of
the American Civil Lobertie*
Union, said the timing of the
test case is still "within a
year
"
It will be instituted by
private individuals as a tax
P«y«' *uit m Superior Court
against a school committee ar
itatr board of education
members, he said.
•
Anthem Out
SPRINGFIELD 111 (NC)
G t>v Otto Kerner killed a bill
to permit public *chool teach-
er* to lead daily recitation of
the fourth stanza of the Na-
tional Anthem
In a ttatement accompany
mg hi* veto Kerner said
Without question the sole
purpose of the bill is to use
thu vtanza as ao instrument
fur indulging in a collective
defiance of toe t S Supreme
( uprt because of it* reaffirma-
tion of the constitutional prin-
ciple of separation of Church
and Slate in the (school pray-
er i decision* 1 do not ap-
prove of the use at our nation*)
anthem for such purpose "
Novelists Farrell, Waugh
ToLecture at St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY _ Novelist*
Jame* T Farrell. Alee Waugh
and Carlton Beals will be
among the speakers in the
series of public lecture* to be
offered by St. Peter s College
this tall.
Lectures will be held during
classroom hours in either Din
necn Auditorium or in the
senior lounge of McDermott
Hall. The series opened Sept
11 with a talk by Ambassador
S O Adebo of Nigeria.
Farrell, author of many
novels set in Chicago, will
lecture Sept. 24 at It a m. on
"A Novelist's Reflections on
Writing and on the Writer's
World."
"A Novelist Looks at the
Novel" will be the topic of
Waugh's lecture Oct. 1 at l
p.m. He is the brother of
Evelyn Waugh and the author
of "Island in the Sun."
Beals will speak on "The
United States and Latin
America" Oct 29 at noon. He
la the author of 36 books and
u an expert on Latin
America
Other lecturers tn the series
will be Luther H Evans, for-
mer Librarian of Congreaa, on
Oct 9. M S Handler of the
New York Times on Oct. 24
and Donald W Cox, space
txport, on Nov IS
Chem Department
Gets Federal Grant
SOUTH ORANGE A grant
of $40,000 has been received by
the Seton Hall University de-
partment of chemistry from
die National Institutes of
Health for research in the
field of biological polyelectro-
lytes.
I)r Paul Ander, an assist-
ant professor, will direct the
research project The grant
provides for the purchase of
necessary equipment and pro-
vides stipends for the training
of two doctroal candidate* who
will assist in the research.
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President Salutes Educators
WASHINGTON, D.C. (RNS)
President Kennedy praised
Csttwiic education leaders
hers lor taking an interest In
•““Proving the educational
standard* ot the world’s un-
derdeveloped countries.
The President, in a meet-
ing held in the White House
rose garden, greeted more
than 60 rectors and deans of
Catholic institutions in 21
countries standing the sixth
triennial conference of the In-
ternational Federation of
Catholic Universities.
“WE ARE VERT proud of
what you art doing, of the
long tradition which some of
your untventtiea represent,''
the President told the educa-
tors.
“We take a good deal
of pride in ttrn schools which
have been built in this coun-
try,' hut what I am moat im-
pressed by is the fact that in-
stead of talking about the
rather esoteric subjects which
sometimes occupy the atten-
tion of educators, you are
talking about two very im-
portant problems the role
of education in the developing
countries and the problems of
our relations with the East."
The President said he is
deeply concerned with the
progress of educational devel-
opments In Latin America,
Asia, end Africa.
He spoke of the deepensta
need in these countries for
trained men and women and
expressed concern over the
“relatively smell educated
elite which we find in these
countries on whom heavy
burdens fove been placed."
Mr. Kennedy said this des-
perate need for education
made the meeting of the In-
ternational Federation of
Catholic Universities on this
subject "moat significant."
MSGR. WILLIAM J. lie-
Donald, rector of the CMhoHc
University of America and
president of the federation,
earlier proposed that the
world's leading Catholic uni-
versities work out an ar-
rangement for the "interna-
tional exchangeability" of
credit# far graduate wort.
He also suggested to dele-
gates the need for an interna-
tional bibliography on the sa-
cred sciences to keep students
of theology and other sacred
studies up-to-date on papers
and reporta prepared by Cath-
olic scholars around the
world.
CATHOLICS SHOULD aim
for "fewer but better" Cath-
olic universities, delegates to
the meeting were told.
Rev Edward B. Rooney.
S J , of New York, president
of the U S. Jesuit Educational
Association, warned ot what
he called an "alarming ten-
dency" in the list 10 years
to "multiply" Catholic Uni
versitiet unwisely
Bigger Role Asked
For School Parents
ST. LOUIS (NC) How in-
volved should Catholic parents
be In the running of Catholic
schools?
As much and as deeply as
they possibly can including
service on the policy-making
level, according to Rev. Gus-
tavs Weigel, S.J.
FATHER WEIGEL, a pro-
lessor at Woodstock (Md )
College, told a St. Louis arch-
diocesan teachers' insititute
that teachers in Catholic
schools must give their pupils
an education that is sound on
secular subjects as well as re-
ligion.
In an interview later he ac-
cused lay Catholics of failing
to do their job of collaborating
in achieving these same ends
of Catholic education.
The Jesuit urged both the
Catholic school and the Cath-
die parent to begin cooperat-
ing “as If Catholic education
was what it is supposed to be—-
a common enterprise."
“The Catholic principle," he
said, "is that education is the
parental right and parental
obligation." But parents havs
escaped their obligation "by
just sending the child off to
school and then sitting back."
he asserted. Likewise, he said,
the schools have been cootent
to shut the parents out.
"All too often all the school
wants and expects from Cath-
olic parents is their financial
support," he said.
Father Weigel said s good
parent-teachers association is
a beginningtoward giving par-
ents a role in school pdicy-
making. but added that par-
ents should be represented in
this eapaeity on all education
levels.
Founded Trinitarians
American-Born Vincentian
Candidate for Beatification
WASHINGTON (NC) The
first step has been taken here
toward the possible canoniza
tion of an American-horn
Vincentian priest who founded
two religious communities and
a lay apostolic organisation.
An ecclesiastical court has
been established to investigate
the life and writing# of Rev
Thomas A. Judge, CM, who
died here Nov. 23, 1933. The
court will bear testimony from
persons who knew Father
Judge, the first American-born
prieat to be considered for
beatification.
FATHER JUDGE was foun-
der of a community of priests
and Brothers (the Missionary
Servant! of the Most Holy
Trinity), a community of Sis
ters (the Missionary Servants
of the Most Blessed Trinity),
and a lay organisation (the
Missionary Cenacle Apos-
tolate).
The men's community num-
bers 238 members staffing 93
missions In the US. and
Puerto Rico. Its headquarters
are In Silver Spring, Md.
The women'* community has
522 members in 24 dioceses in
the US. and in Puerto Rico
Its headquarters are in Phila
delphia
The Missionary Cenacle Ap
ostolate has soma 2,000 mem-
bers, chiefly in areas where
the Trinity priests. Brothers
and nuns have their religious
houses
The organisations are active
throughout North Jersey. Trin-
ity Musiooers conduct SC Jo-
aeph'a Shrine and SC Joseph's
Clergy Goect House at Stir!
ing The Trinitarian Sisters
operate Blessed Trinity Re-
treat House at Stirling, and
have missionary cenacles
(convents) at St Bridget's
and St Michael's parishes.
Newark. Christ the King. Jer-
sey City: Holy Spirit. Orange,
and at St Peter Claver Mis-
sion Center, Paterson
the ecclesiastical
court established here Is
headed by Archbishop Patrick
A. O'Boyie of Washington and
includes seven priest-jurists
and the postulatin' of Father
Judge's cause. Rev. David O'-
Connor. M.SSST
The priest jurists, from
seven religious communities,
all hold degrees in canon law
The results of the local
courts investigation mil
he evaluated by the Vatican's
Sacred Congregation of Rites
There must be proof of two
miracles for canonization
The evaluation
process la ex
pected to lake many years.
THOMAS AUGUSTINE
Judge was bora in South Bos
ton. Mass . An*. 23. IMS He
was ordained tn 1899
Between 1903 and i*u
Father Judge was a member
of Vincentian mission bandi
stationed at Germantown. Pa
and at Springfield. Mass He
was active in many parts of
the eastern U S as a preacher
confessor and spiritual direc-
tor
In 1909, ss assistant pastor
*t St John the Baptist Church
Brooklyn, he formed the nu
cleus of his lay apostolate
group which was especially ac-
tive among immigrants.
IN I*l3 FATHER Judge be
came superior of the V'wcen
tiana' mission at Opelika. Ala
Inable to obtain Sisters to
•tart a school there, he
brought in members of his lay
apostolate group. It was from
among them that the two re-
ligious communities were
formed, with their first head
quarter* at Holy Trinity. Ala
Father Judge was given per
mission in 1920 to devote his
full time to development of the
groups he had founded.
Under his direction their
work spread to many parts
of the eastern and south-
ern US. and to Puerto Rico.
Father Judge himself was
known for his warm friend-
liness and his devotion to the
spiritual life.
Following his death in 1933
Father Judge was buried at
Holy Sepulchre Cemetery,
Philadelphia. The Holy See
granted pontifical status to
his communities in 1958.
Canadian Bishops' Plea
Nations, Labor Units
Told to Cooperate
OTTAWA, Ont. (RNS)
Instead of looking upon "in-
termediate bodies" such as
trade unions, business as
sociationa and cooperative# as
threat# or lux uric*, govern-
ment# should cooperate with
them and use them aa a
source of light and experi-
ence, Canada's Bishops said
here.
In their traditional Labor
Day message, the Bishops
said government should re-
gard these groups as alliee,
as indispensable support In
the work towards the common
good.
"THE VOICE of the isolated
voter makes little impression
in our day,’’ the message
•aid. “Only intermediate
bodies assuming all their re-
sponsibilities can save our
country from the horrors of
arbitrary action or that po-
libcal tyranny which other
so-called democratic countries
have sadly experienced."
The message urged inter-
mediate bodies to recognise
that their responsibilities are
increasing; to broaden their
horizons; to collaborate care-
fully with civic authorities in
that real 'spirit of solidarity’
stressed in Mater et Magiatra.
the social encyclical Issued by
the late Pope John XXIII; to
employ qualified and ex-
perienced persons in respon-
sible positions, and to inten-
sify the contacts between the
leaders and members of each
group.
The message said that aa
great social organisms de-
velop their structure, there is
sometimes a rather cotwider-
•ble deviation between
thought expressed by the
leaders and the real opinion
of the rank and file.
"• • • Such a division runs
the risk not only of aetontih-
ing outsiders, but also of
eventually weakening the
practical influence of ths in-
termediary bodies in the
image presented to public
opinion in general and to ths
civic power In particular," It
said.
Josephite Student
Takes First Vows
TOMALES, Cal. Brother
John J. Rebovich, 0.5.J., of
Elisabeth made his first pro-
fession of vows at Our Lady
of the Assumption Novitiate
here Sept. 9.
A graduate of Red Bank
Catholic High SchoolWßrother
John has completed four years
of studies at Kings College,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., -and a
year'* novitiate here. He will
aoon leave for Rome to com-
plete his studies for the priest-
hood.
ROSELLE ADDITION - The new addition to St. Joseph's
Grammar School, Roselle, was blessed by Archbishop
Boland Sept. 8. With him are Mother M. Corinne, S.S.J.,
principal of the school, and Rev. Joseph M. Doyle of St.
Joseph's parish.
Lectures to Stress Unity
SOUTH ORANGE - The
fourth annual Catholic Infor-
mation Oats of Our Lady of
Sorrows Church will begin
Sept. 13.
The theme will he "The
Second Vatican Council and
Its Call for Unity.”
Msgr John H. Dyrr.e. pas-
tor, has announced that Rev
John J Kros/cr. moderator o'
the parish Co-.fraternity of
Christian Doctrine, which
sponsors the classes, will give
the series of 22 lectures.
The talks will be held
each Friday evening through
Feb 6
The aeries is open to the
public and will be held in Our
Lady of Sorrows School It
"'ll include a tour of Our
' ady of Sorrow s Churrh Dec
Paterson Seton Hall Begins
10thYearof Service Sept. 13
PATERSON The youngest
branch of Seton Hall Univer-
sity will mark the beginning
of its 10th year Sept. 13 with
a dialogue Mass at Our Lady
of Victories Church.
Bishop Navagh will preside
at the Mass to be celebrated
by Msgr. Thomas J. GiUhooly,
executive dean of the college
since it opened in temporary
quarters at St. John'* School
In 1954. Rev. Robert J. Fenc-
nell, director of atudent activi-
ties. will lead the responses at
the Maas.
Representing Bishop Dough-
erty, the University president,
will be Msgr. Edward j.
Fleming, executive vice presi-
dent, and Rev. Thomas G.
Fahy, academic vice presi-
dent.
IT WAS AT the invitation of
Bishop McNulty that Seton
Hall opened its Paterson
branch. His brother, the late
Msgr. John L. McNulty, was
then president of the univer-
sity There were 43 day stu-
dents and 106 evening students
in the pioneer class and a
faculty of twelve
In January, 1955, Seton Hall
moved into its present quar-
ters at 151 Ellison St . the for-
mer Paterson Elks Club. The
building was completely reno-
vaied and now caters to a stu-
dent body of almost 1.000, with
420 enrolled for day classes
this fall and about 575 for
evening classes.
The school ia an Integral
part of the university.
It shares Its faculty with South
Orange and Newark. All de-
partments are under the su-
pervision of the departmental
head# at South Orange. Stu-
dents may attend classes on
the latter campus in such sub-
ject* as the sciences, for which
no lab facilities arc available
here.
COURSES OFFERED in
elude those in education, the
liberal arts, business and
nursing. Both day and evening
sessions are cocducatlonaL It
takes about 5 1/2 years tor
the average evening student
to graduate.
Quite a few of the grad-
uates pursue higher degreee,
particularly in education.
The future of Seton Hall In
Paterson is tied in closely
with the plans for a new lib-
eral arts campus in Saddle
River, about 22 minute* drive
from the present school. Setoo
Hall bought the Saddle River
property several year* ago,
but has been unable to win
permission to build.
DePaul to Dedicate
New Wing Sept. 17
WAYNE The new wing
and field house of DePaul
High School will be dedicated
by Bishop Navagh Sept 17 at
8 p.m., it has been announced
by Rev. John P. McHugh, di
rector.
There are 12 classrooms in
the wing, as well as guidance
offices, a clinic and faculty
conference room The field
house has an all-purpose room
which can he divided into two
additional classrooms
Built at a cost of $600,000
the addition will enable De-
Paul to eventually double it#
previous enrollment of 600
over a period of four year#.
The increase In enrollment
has resulted in the appoint-
ment of Sister Margaret
Veronica to the new post of
vice principal to assist Father
McHugh and Sister Mary
Philip in the direction of the
school
DePaul now has a faculty
of nine priests. 15 Sister* of
Charity and 15 lay person*.
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Evidence of Concern
"
• .'The Queen stood on Thy right
hand .. . surrounded with variety.” How
aptly these words from Psalm 44 seem
to describe the new Byxantine Rite Epar-
chy for Ruthenians In Passaic. From an-
cient times this description of a Queen
has been applied to the Church with her
diversity of talents, of achievements, of
orders, of liturgies. So too the various
rites which .exist under the authority of
Rome and are illuminedby her infallible
wisdom are another aspect of the variety
of the Bride of Christ, the Church of
Rome.
THE FORMATION of this new epar-
chy is illustrative of the concern of the
Holy Father for the unnoticed, the easily-
overlooked, the frequently neglected. No
group, no matter ihe size, is left without
proof of his interest, understanding and
appreciation. He knows, with the sensitiv-
ity of a true and universal father, that
countries can disappear behind iron cur-
tains and homelands become alien and
strange. ,
He knows equally well the power of
the Faith to transcend this tragedy, and
to provide in her various liturgies the
sense of unity denied his children by dic-
tators and political philosophers. In this
establishment of the Eparchy of Passaic,
Pope Paul VI provides a sense of secur-
ity; » feeling of encouragement that the
Faith alone can sustain.
IT IS GOOD for the Catholics of the
Roman Rite in the Province of New Jer-
sey to be made immediately aware that
there is another .vitality than ours in the
true Church of Chriat. Where the Catho-
lics of the West are in such great majority
as to give them a sense, unwarranted at
best, of superiority, it is fortunate that
they are made aware of other branches
that draw their life from the same True
Vine, Jesus Christ. This recognition and
establishment is dear proof that'while
the latest papal encyclicalsemphasize the
need for a union of men and nations, the
Church has no desire to crush the indi-
vidual or force lesser groups to be die-
stamped with the pattern of the greater
group.
When Bishop Stephen Kocisko was
installed as Bishop of the new eparchy
which embraces the entire eastern sea-
board, another chapter was written in the
history of the Church in New Jersey. The
Ruthenian Catholics of the Byzantine Rite
have living proof that they are truly part
of the living Church.
The Alcoholic Binge
Many of us remember Prohibition
inflicted upon us some years back —as
the greatest folly of modem American
history. It produced a generation of gang-
sters, bootleggers, hi-jackers and hood-
lums, It dried up the legitimate sources
of liquor and gave us home-brew and boot-
leg liquor, much of which tasted awful
and sold at outlandish prices.
THE QUESTION is often asked: How
was it possible for an entire nation to be
hood-winked and trapped into such a leg-
islative fiasco? There is an answer to this
question.
From time immemorial Demon
Rum was pictured as the bogey man ajod
the bandit that broke up homes, produced
confirmed drunkards and reduced entire
families to poverty. In its wake it left
semi-orphaned children, discouraged and
despondent wives and mothers, and a
mountain of unpaid bills.
This tragic condition opened the door
wide for a whole army of misguided
zealots, who preached the doctrine thatall
alcoholic beverage was a product of hell
and that its abolition would bring peace
and tranquilityback to the world. Citizens
and legislators were carried away by the
emotional propaganda that was unleashed.
In a few’ years we had Prohibition and the
Volstead Act.
Today anew evil resulting from the
excessive use of alcohol has made its ap-
pearance. This past summer tales from
the seashore resorts, the lake areas and
the mountains have given us a sad picture
of what has been going on among teen-
agers.
Young boys and girls, barely 15 or
16 years old, making a spectacle of them-
selves —some of them getting actually
drunk Necking parties accompanied the
drinking and goof balls became prom-
inent.
One wonders how many parents
were aware of this.
W'E ARE NOW confronted with a
new evil also brought on by the ex-
cessive use of alcohol. One metropolitan
daily puts it this way: "On-the-job al-
coholism has now become a staggering
$2 billion a year hangover for American
industry. It boosts the cost of sick-leave
and , fringe benefits to unbelievable
heightj, and balloons absenteeism to a
degree hitherto unknown."
Prohibition did not solve the prob-
lem. Since alcohol is not intrinsically evil,
moderation is the only possible remedy.
We wonder if parents are conscious of
the temptations that confront their teen-
age children'’ Who are their friends?
Where do they go? And what are they
doing?
Children under age should never
drink hard liquor. Adults who don’t know
when to stop should not drink at all
Post-Christian Era?
Arnold Toynbee's description of our
present age as “post•Christian" was met,
some years ago, by indignant denials on
the part of many Catholic scholars. Yet
the term has received at least partial
confirmation by Pope Paul VI in a recent
address to Italian members of Catholic
Action groups.
“IT WOULD SEEM,” the Holy
Father reluctantly observed, “that In cer-
tain sectors the Christian community no
longer exists, or has been worn down by
time, or has not withstood the new mor-
als, while the alluring voice of the world
with all its outward attractions has great-
ly distracted those souls.”
Catholics may take satisfaction in the
vast hordes that enter and leave our par-
ish churches every Sunday morning. Yet
accurate parish census figures and so-
ciological studies such as Father Flchter’s
reveal the very real existence of a con-
siderable leakage from the Faith.
But such measurements are only
quantitive. Who would be so rash as to
claim that qualitatively there is much to
be desired in the vitality of our Catholi-
cism?
Catholics have never been, in all
Christianhistory, more numerous, yet the
secular, materialistic character of modem
civilization makes an incalculable impact
on almost everyone of us.
YET SERIOUS as the problem is,
there is no reason for discouragement.
Pope Paul advises us “to give our com-
munities a fullness of religious life, of
moral, charitable and community life."
When we thinkof the vastness of the
accomplishment of the handful of first
century Christians who went out and
within four centuries totally Christian-
iMd the western world, surely we Chris-
tians of the 20th century should have no
fears of our own ability, with God’s help,
to produce a second totally Christian era.
Meaning of ‘Spirit’
Eluded the Scribes
By FRANK J. SHEED
Most of the scribes were
Pharisees; the rest of the
6,000 Pharisees of Palestine
accepted their teaching on the
law of God as authoritative.
They studied Moses, the
prophets, and the scribes who
had gone before them. They
applied the Law to new cir-
cumstances, multiplied its
many precepts more and
more minutely.
The teaching office had thus
passed from the priests, for
most of the scribes were lay-
men. Their teaching cam* to
have mors of man than of
God in it.
• T.
FOE THE CONTENT of
their teaching Our Lord con-
tinually criticises them. The
•ver-growin« mass of scribal
and rabbinical Interpretations
had too often lost sight alto-
gether of what God had ac-
tually commanded.
As teachers the scribes
lacked what ere should call
theology. Judaism bad, and
still has, no creed.
Where this absence of the-
ology matters most is in rela-
tion to God Himself. After a
thousand years of falling
again and again Into the wor-
ship of pagan gods, the Jewish
people had returned from the
Babylonian captivity magnifi-
cently and psrmansntly mono-
theist But they seem to have
given hardly any mind to
what God is.
They saw love as one of HU
attributes, though not the pri-
mary one: HU Justice was
first
They labored over man's
duty to obey HU commands.
■ -■ v. !. r
IT WAg THIS
of adoring God and not using
their minds upon Him that
made it possible (or scribes to
teach, for example, that God
read tbs Torah daily and that
He rested not only on the
first Sabbath, but on every
Sabbath afterwards; and to
argue among themselves
whether He wai bound to thli
Sabbath real or observed It
from choice.
It seema quite clear
that while they could use
word* like "everlasting" and
"almighty." could apeak of
God •« knowing all thing,
they had no real notion of
what eternity and omnipo-
tence and omniscience actual-
ly era.
They had not auffidantly
analysed the meaning of
“aplrit." The word waa con-
stantly on their llpe, both for
the active power of God and
for the soul of man— the
element in man which . ac-
count! for all those human
opera tiooi which an not of
the body alone.
Without a profounder under-
standing of spirit, they could
not advance in the knowledge
of God, or even of man: they
believed in man’a immor-
tality, for instance, but had
hardly a notion of what life
after death might be.
Needed Link
Executive Salaries
In Industry, Labor
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Dtrtclor. iotisi .idiom Dtfii.. SCWC
At a recent itmiair there
was a discussion at to wheth
er the top executive* oi Amer
ken industry are being paid
too much for their service*
Some of them earn more than
3300.000 a year In straight
salary, plus generous «toek
options and a great variety of
expensive fringe benefit*
There was general agree
meet that there ts nothing
particularly wrong about Uus
It waa suggested, however,
that wvme of those who are
most vocal in their defease of
high asLartet and generous
fringe benefits for business
executives are strongly utcan-
eirtent when it comes to the
question of bow much other
groups in the American
•oooomy labor leaders, for
example should be paid.
I THINK this la very true,
that some of labor's critics
have a tendency to judge the
labor movement much more
severely than they judge other
groups m the American ecoc
otny
The editors of certain news-
paper*. for example, teem to
thiak that a buetneeaman is
esditied to take as much as
the traffic will legally bear,
whereas they expect a labor
leader, as a representative of
the working claas, to ptare
reasonable limits on his in
come and hu standard of be-
ing and to do so voluntarily
The American prees is do-
ing a genuine service to the
labor movement in keeping
thie ideal alive, for it vrill be
a sorry day for organixed la-
bo. if Kx leaders ever get the
Idea that they are enUtied to
live in the lap of luxury at
the expense of the rank and
file.
On the other hand, certain
newspapers are being unfair
to labor and are doing a great
disservice to the business
community when they fail to
point out that businessmen
also are expected to place
reeaonable limits on their
standard of living
TO LEAVE THE Impres-
•wo that businessmen are en-
titled to luxuries which ere
forbidden to conscientious la-
bor leaders is to say. In ef-
fect. that businessmen, unlike
labor leaders, ere not expect
ed to have very high ideals.
This Inconsistency U tome
time* justified by the
frivolous argument that labor
leaden are not as well edu-
cated nor as capable as their
counterparts in business sod
consequently should not t*-
paid as much My answer to
that u that if labor leaden
were compensated according
to their abilities, many ot
them would be millionaires
It is also argued that tabu
lous executive salaries in the
business community *re justi
Led by the law of competition
which, we are told, more or
less automatically brings the
beet men to the top .rwt re-
wards them accordingly
Thu. again, u rather insult
Inf to businessmen It as
•ume* that they respond pnn
cipally. if not exclusively, to
financial incentive*, where
at scientists. philosophers
statesmen and teachers are
rigidly expected to be mo-
tivated by the non pecuniary
Ideal of diaintcreated service
to humanity
THIS IS NOT a Utopian or
a socialist argument tn favor
<*( dividing thr wealth, nor is
it a critic ism of executive
salaries from tiw point of
vuw of morality It u merely
* defense of the American
busu»e**m*n against his self-
appointed fr.erkii who would
reduce him to the level of the
purely economic man devoid
of ideals and motivated more
or less exclusively by pecu-
niary incentives
Most of tlie businessmen of
our acquaintance do not fit
thu description They are
reasonably dedicated indivi-
duals. as are the majority of
the labor leader* we have
met Exceptions to the rule in
either group are open to
criticism, but they ought to
be judged by the same stand-
ard of professional ethics or
ideals
For Vocations
Member* of the Apoa-
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgence
under the ordinary condi-
tions on:
Sept 12 - Feast of the
Holy Name of Mary
Sept. 14—Feagt of the Ex-
•nation of the Holy Cross
Sept._ IS—Feast of the
Sevan Sorrows
Sept, a— Feast of St.
Matthew
Once a week for reciting
daily, with piety, any pray-
er. for vocations approved
by the eceieaiaatical author-
ity.
A partial Indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity of piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
The Press Box
Fiction From
Vietnam
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Nwujmj EJtfor
If the world today ts some
what better acquainted with
the complexities of the Inter
nal strife tn Vietnam, the
credit ts due to Father Patrick
O'Connor, a Cot urn ban mis
siooary who has been report
mg from the Far Fast for
NCWC New* Service for two
decade* His reports from
Vietnam have been front
paged tn the Catholic press
and have been made available
to the secular press through
the NCWC Bureau of Informs
tion
UNFORTUNATELY a major
segment of the American press
still tend* to oversimplify the
situation, describing the gov
ernmcals dispute with the
Buddhist Association in terms
of religious persecution. They
gloss over the following facts
orought to light by Father
O'Connor:
(1) The Buddhist Associa-
tion represents less than a ma
jority of the Buddhists.
(2) The association’s de
m*nds were designed not (or
religious but for political ends
intervention by the U. S.
which would lead to the over-
throw of President Ngo Diems
regime.
(3) Buddhists have actually
fared better under the Diem
government than under pre-
vioui governments
(4) Buddhists themselves
say they have no quarrel with
Catholic* or with the Catholic
Church.
DEBPITE THIS, many press
report* still refer to a "reli
glous war" and to the "Catho-
lic dominated" Diem regime
although of 17 top-ranking of-
ficials only five are Catholic.
One wonders why we don’t
also hear of the Catholic Dc
Gaulle regime, the Catholic
Adenauer regime, or even the
Catholic Kennedy regime.
What 1* happening in Viet-
nam is that a politically en-
trenched family which is los-
ing much of the popular sup-
port it onco had is reacting
ruthlessly to a political threat.
The tactics it has employed
provide legitimate reasons for
protest That the family is
Catholic is accidental and ir-
relevant because the family la
acting for its own ends, not
those of the Church
While these observations
were first made by Father
O Connor, '.hey have .>een cor
roborated by correspondents
who have taxen the trouble to
do more than report spot news
ota.de among these was Mar
quer.t; Higgins of the New
’• or* Herald Tribune who
wrote a comprehensive anayl
s.s of the dlsputi- after an ex
haustive three week investiga-
tion Her sources included
leaders of the Buddhist Asso
c.ation who were frank in ad-
mitting that their tactics were
designed more to win outside
support than to settle alleged
grievances
IN THLS THE association
has been succesful so much
so that it appears that Wash-
ington is doing its best to en-
courage a coup.
Meanwhile, irresponsible re-
porting gives credence to the
action that Catholics are all
for religious liberty until they
gain coutrol. Such reporting
makes It possible for a respon-
sible Protestant journal to
make the ridiculous suggestion
that it la necessary for Pope
Paul VI to disassociate Hie
Church "from religious Intol-
erance" In Vietnam. This in
the wake of three appeals for
harmony from the Holy
Father and two statements on
tolerance by the Vietnam hier-
archy.
September Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral Intention for Septem-
ber la:
That the council may in-
crease vocations to the
priesthood and the religious
Ufa- 4i
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apoetle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
is:
For the Church in the
Congo.
The Question Box
The Case Against
The Marriage Law
Q. It seems that the present
Church laws on mixed mar-
riages are in for a re thinking
In Vatican 11. Cardinal Cash-
ing publicly expressed his de
*lre for change*, and many
Protestants (eel that our pres-
ent legislation la unfair to
them. Could you explain what
lasnes are involved and what
changes might be made?
A. We are aware of the
limits of our competence to
answer this question. The mat-
ter is presently "sub judicc:”
the revision of Church law is
on the agenda reserved to the
Fathers of Vatican 11, and a
commission of Cardinals to
draft a revised Code has al
ready been named. Hence wc
can describe the, basic issues,
list the pro* and cons, but
must leave final conclusions to
the proper authorities. Also,
wc restrict our concern to mar
riagea involving "mixed re
tigion" in the technical sense:
marriage between two baptized
Christians, only one of whom
is Catholic.
Many items enter the cur-
rent ecumenical dialogue on
these mixed marriages: pro-
hibition. impediments, dispen
sation. promises in writing,
ceremonial, civil and religious
laws in various nations But
the crux of the question seems
clearly to be the "canonical
form" which Canon 1094 pre
scribe* for *ll Catholics This
requires that, all other mat
trrs being in order, the mar
riage must be contracted be
fore a duly authorized priest
and at least two witnesses If
the mixed marriage is not
celebrated according to this
"form'' the marriage is not a
marriage st all in the eyes of
the Church This is the basic
Issue all other items are in
timately connected with and.
In a sense, depend upon this
requisite of form
The fundamental statement
of the question. therefore
seems to be this in mixed
marriages should the Church
retain thr law of Canonical
form" as a requisite for valid
ity’ Let's first hear thr casr
against retaining the present
law
(ll The present law it
gravely intolerant. violates
freedom of conscience in the
noo Catholic party, and lacks
the desired ecumenical spirit.
It is argued that at least some
religious Protestants could not
comply with the law and its
preliminaries without seriously
violating a dictate of tbetr
own conscience and therefore,
without committing a subjec
tive serious sin The law hu
initiates them, offends their
sense of justice. deprives
them of their part of a na
tural right and obligation to
religious education of thetr
children
<2i The present law lacks
«intty. It is pointed out.
mostly by Protestant writers,
that the Church considers the
marriage of two pagans as
valid, of two Protestants as a
sacrament but of a Prote*
tint and a Catholic before a
civil official or Protestant mm
liter as nothing more than the
beginning of simple cohabit*
tion' Hence, the law as it
stands ts more favorable to
pagans and to Protestants
marrying Protestants, than to
those entering mixed mar-
riages outside the Church
(li The present law Is an
undue denial of a sacrament
to baptised persons. Catholic
writers ask why those who
contract a mixed marriage out
side the Church should be de-
prived of the Sacrament of Ma-
trimony The punishment for
the offense against canonical
form. It seems. Li too harsh:
It withholds necessary graces
of state and precludes hope of
conversions to a unity of faith.
(4) The present law does not
adequately protect the dignity
and sanctity of holy matri-
mony. As things stand, those
who contract a mixed mar-
riage without canonical form
are free, in the eyea of the
Catholic Church, to separate
and divorce at any time,
whence the responsibility of
the parties and the stability of
their union arc seriously
jeopardized. For a Catholic of
low principle, a mixed mar-
riage outside the Church can
be a mere trial marriage.
Then there is the problem of
grave scandal and misunder-
standings. Under the present
law, a Catholic can marry a
non-Catholic outside the
Church, divorce and remarry
the same way as often as he
pleases, and still some day
come to the Church properly
divorced and absolved, and re-
ceive the indissoluble Sacra-
ment of Matrimony with anew
partner!
(5) The present law is not
well observed. It Is alleged
that experience and actual
practice are the best gauge of
whether the ultimate purpose
of a law is being effectively
achieved And. some say, there
are many mixed marriages
entered into without due
canonical form <Reliable and
universal statistics on this
charge are completely
lacking ) Hence, the desire
that the Church law should
adapt more to the weakness of
human nature, and declare
that mixed marrtage* cele-
brated outside the Church arc
valid In this way. the weak
Catholic parties will remain in
communion with the Church
and receive the sacraments
they so urgently need
<«) The prevent law lacks
apostolic zeal and spirit. It Is
argued thst the Church ts pro
tecting the Faith at the ex
pens* of spreading the Faith.
Mixed marriages should be the
occasion for conversions to the
unity of the true Faith. A miti
g a tion. if not a total repeal,
of this law would foater good
will towards the Church, and
help the Catholic partner
gently to convert the spouse
(7 1 Finally, the prrsent law
is of recent or.gm. Hence, it tv
argues!. there is no solid tra
ditiona! reason to retain tt
It originated with the Council
of Trent in the 16th century
and was not universally ap
plied until the present Code of
Canon Law wis promulgate
in 1918
Such arc the cons of the
cave as scattered through the
writings of Catholic and Prot-
estant ecumenists Next week
we will comment on these
points and prevent the case
in favor of retaining the pres
ent legislation Of course, no
informed opinion is possible
until the entire matter is aired
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Editorial Stand
Is Denounced
Douglas J. Roche.
Rutherford.
Editor:
The editorial “The Immoral
'lmmoralist' ” (The Advocate,
Sept. 5) ia so serious a dis-
tortion of truth that it de-
mands a reply. Through a
careless assembling of facts
and the expression of an opin-
ion which is somewhat less
than mature, The Advocate
has committed an offense
against justice, to say nothing
of charity.
It is a fact that the subject
matter of "The Immoralist”
concerns a homosexual who
marries a girl but is unable
to overcome his aberration.
At the moment the husband
decides to abandon his wife,
she discovers herself preg-
nant. The play’s last scene
finds them living together
once more, painfully agreeing
to rebuild their marriage out
of its wreckage.
Far from homosexuality be-
ing depicted in any sense as
enticing, it is viewed through-
out the play as a wrong. The
play becomes then a plea—not
for justification but for under-
standing of the sickness which
afflicts the tormented man.
The treatment of the subject
matter is restrained and seri-
ous. This is a most important
point in considering the play’s
morality. When the play open-
ed on Broadway in 1954 ...
America, the Catholic weekly,
noted: "The authors handle
the subject with delicacy and
restraint." ...
"The Immoralist" is not im-
moral. And no responsible re-
viewer has yet called it im-
moral.
IT IS TRUE that the play
might shock those who have
never considered the problem
of homosexuality. It is true
that the play does not suggest
cures for the afflicted. It is
true that only adulta who are
able to analyze its meaning
should see the play ...
However, to state, as
your editorial did, that
the Unitarian Church, in
allowing its premises to be
used for the production, at-
tempted "to throw a cloak of
respectability over something
that was flagrantly immoral”
ia an indictment that wit] not
stand up in the light of evi-
dence.
Moreover, your statement
that the play "must neces-
sarily excite in many people
in the audience a prurient in-
terest and generate a tempta-
tion to do some experiment-
ing," betrays a shallow edito-
rial mind that calls into ques-
tion the judgment that goes
into your editorials. You may
as well argue that plays and
films should avoid the sub-
jects of murder, adultery,
dope, or suicide because the
audience might be tempted to
experiment with these evils.
We should take our lead
from Pius XII who, in a 1933
directive, noted that it la all
right to insert the struggle
with evil and even its tempo-
rary victory into the whole ac-
tion of a production in order
to obtain a deeper understand-
ing of life and its proper or-
dering . .
Catholic authorities In Ruth-
erford offended many ele-
ments in the town. Catholics
included, by applying pres-
sure tactics to have the play
ejected from a civic-owned
stage The approach used
hardly reflected the modern
position of Catholics in a plu-
ralist society and left the
Church open to the old and
unfortunate charge of trying
to legislate beyond the Catho-
lic community
The Board of Recreation
Commissioners did not cover
themselves with glory either
by refusing to read the play
or see a rehearsal of it before
voting it down
But the greatest injustice of
all In this unfortunate chain
of events was committed by
your editorial which smeared
the Unitarian Church for re-
acting. rightly or wrongly,
against what it considered a
Catholic clamp on a contro-
versial subject In the public
domain.
You have stuck a thorn in
the bud of ecumenism which
has been developing In Ruth-
erford. and to my mind the
fostering of love and under-
standing among Christiana cf
all denomination* Is a vastly
more important coocern than
adding to the notoriety of a
play which, if left atom, would
have attracted a couple of
hundred people at best ...
Forty Hours
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The Pattern
Of Marriage
George Senlow,
Newark.
Editor:
Since you mentioned (in the
Question Box. Sept. S) that
there U another theological
opinion on the matter of Urge
families, I expect that you
will be willing to give a little
■pace to that opinion.
No 6ne contests the princi-
ples for the use of rhythm.,
Those who fulfill the condi-
tions may practice it sinless-
ly. The issue, however, is in
regard to which is better;
what is the more perfect and
Christian thing to do.
. Ia it simply folly, or U It be-
ing "fools for Christ’s sake”
(1 Cor. 4:10) to go ahead and
have a targe family without
forseeable adequate means?
On the other hand. U it real
prudence or simply medioc-
rity for a middle class Amer-
ican family to “space” their
children and thus eliminate
some of them?
THE IDEAL of marriage is
still the very fruitful family.
"Where they are encountered
frequently, large families bear
witness to the physical and
moral health of the Christian
people: lively faith in God
and trust in his Providence;
the fruitful and happy holiness
of the Catholic marriage.”
Piu* XJI said. He pointed out
that the exemplary value of
the large family is the "readi-
ness to accept with joy and
gratitude" the many children
God sends, "and in the num-
bers which please Him."
How about families that are
small by nature” If parents
fully understood their voca-
tion of marriage, they would
empty out the orphanages to
morrow in their eagerness to
take foster children. It is
ironic that the state should re
alize that dependent children
should be in real homes and
thus it maintains no orphan-
ages. while the Catholic
Church must continue these
asylums No one hat said that
families must be large by na-
ture; but there Is little excuse
for a small family remaining
small in a world where more
than a million children must
live in institutions
Prudence, of course. Is still
a virtue. There ia, however, a
type of prudence that blinds
a person to the realities of
life. As the Lord said to hu
Father. "Father who art Lord
of heaven and earth. I give
praise that thou hast hidden
all this from the wise and the
prudent .(Matt 11:23 271
Christ. St. Paul. Francis X»
vier. Tom Dooley were all
prudent, but this did not pre
vent them from being heroic
They were not so interested
In calculating the cost, as they
were in being generous This
should be the pattern glso of
Christian marriage
Your World and Mine
Brazil’s Northeast:
‘Explosion’ Feared
By GARY MAC EOIN
Brazil is rumbling with po-
tential explosion.
The conflict is most acute
in the poverty stricken mirth-
east, the biggest underdevel-
oped area in the hemisphere.
Its nine states have 23 mil-
lion of the country’s 74 mil-
lion population, but per capita
income ia about $lOO a year.
The region is mainly rural,
and the fight is for the al-
legiance of the landless peas-
ants who are lucky when they
Zrn 23 cents a day on thege and primitively operated
estates on which they live in
virtual serfdom. Will they
take the way of the Peasant
Leagues or that of the Rural
Unions? -The names sound al-
most undistinguishabie, but on
the difference may hang the
fate of the continent
THE U. 8. PRESS has giv-
en much more publicity to the
Peasant League#, started
about six years ago by Fran-
cisco Juliao, lawyer, planta-
tion owner and now slab a
deputy in Braail's federal con-
gress. Juliao is • rabblerouscr
who proclaims Marxism as
the solution to the world’s Ills
and bails Castro ae the savior
of America's poor.
Land reform is his cry, but
what hs moans is the Im-
mediate splitting up of the
estate* among the peasant*
who work them. This program
can lead only to perpetuation
of the rural stagnation, be-
cause land division without
education and capita) cannot
solve the underlyingeconomic
weagneaa.
The Rural Uniooa ware
■(acted by a priest, Rev. An-
tonio Melo Costs, of Cabo
(Pernambuco). He had been
a Mend of Juliao and at first
supported him. Even after
starting hia own movement,
the priest avoided criticism of
communism, stating rather
that he stood for thoae ele-
ments which are Christian
and just in the programs of
communism and Castroism.
For such view* he made
many enemies among the con-
servatives.
Nevertheless, his Rural
Unions have prospered not
only in Pernambuco but in
neighboring state*
The Rural Uniooa are atari- 1
tog by developing internal
leadership among the work-
er!. They want an evolution-
ary change rather than the
revolution which la the only
way to Juliao’* program of
land seizure and division
among unprepared peasants
BOTH CHURCH and State
in Brasil are conscious that
the situation la critical At the
insistence of the Bishops, the
government in 1939 set up a
Northeast Development Agen-
cy (BUDENE) to rehabilitate
all of this depressed area. At
about the tame time, the dio-
ceses with landholdings de-
cided to distribute these pro-
perti e« to their people.
The Alliance for Progress
also became involved, and for
a time it seemed as if rapid
progress would be made. But
more recently. everything
seems to be slowing down
The distribution of Church-
owned lands la being delayed
for lack of rotating funds to
provide the new owners with
essential technical help, cred-
it, and guidance. The Alliance
and SUDENE are knee-deep
in bureaucracy, hamstrung in
particular by rules which
make it almost impossible for
the Alliance to work with non-
government agencies such as
the Rural Unions.
On# major project ia to
move a million people from
arid inland areas to the coast-
al region whkh U capable of
quick expansion of sugar pro-
duction. The current world
sugar shortage, leaving the
U. S. consumer open to So-
viet manipulation of the mar-
ket, may help inspire the Al-
liance for Progress to give
Priority to this particular pro-
gram.
Reply to Hans Kueng: Finis
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
Rector, Immaculate Conception Seminary
Since this must be my lait
article, I can deal only brief-
ly with some other letters op-
posing my comments on tbs
Kueng lecture.
To the fourth article (Ang.
1). concerning Dr. Kueog's
views on "the sense of free-
dom of conscience” In the
Church of today, a reader ob-
jected (Aug. 8) that the toe-
turer spoke not “of the offi-
cially expressed mind of the
Church" but “of the growing
mate of Catholic theological
opinion."
ANYONE WHO consults the
text Itself (The Commouweal.
8/21/83, p. 350) will find
that, at 1 reported: (1) for the
truth that the act of faith
cannot be forced. Father
Kueng quote* the Code of
Canon Law; (2) for hit con-
tention that a person in in-
vincible error bat a genuine
moral right to bold and up-
hold his error, the lecturer
appeals to and quotes the
English version (paragraph
14) of a passage in John
XXtll'i Pacem in Terris.
"Every human being has
the right to honor God ac-
cording to the dictates of an
upright conscience and there-
fore the right to worship God
privately and publicly."
CHALLENGING THE trans
lation "upright." 1 argued
that this passage cannot be
interpreted as a departure
from the traditional papal
teaching. As to "the growing
mass of Catholic theological
opinion” which doe* depart
from this teaching. I prefer
to take my doctrine from the
Maglsterium, and to chknge it
only if and when the Magla-
tertum revises its teaching.
Aa Plua XII observed, "It
might be asked whether the
word of theologians or that of
the Church’s Maglsterium of-
fers greater weight and guar-
antee of truth
. . .
Decisive
for the knowledge of the truth
is not th# ‘opinion of theolo-
gians' but the ’mind of the
Church.' Otherwise one would
be making theologians ‘teach-
ers of the Teacher.’ which is
an evident error" (Sept. 14.
1956).
Another commentator on
my fourth article speaks
(Aug. IS) of "the quotation he
(Msgr. Shea) thinks Father
Kueng had in mind. ’Every
human being has the right to
honor God.’ etc.” Has this
correspondent read the lec-
ture? I didn't "think" Dr
Kueng had the passage In
mind he quoted it, I re-
produced it. Futile therefore
is the correspondent's sur-
mise that the lecturer was re-
ferring to a different passage
of the encyclical (the wholly
Irrelevant one in paragraph
138).
ACCORDING TO a third
critic (Aug 22) of my fourth
article, the definitive Latin
text of the Pacem In Terris
passage about the right to
worship clearly includes "the
mistaken conscience of a per
too who errs in good faith "
He takes the possessive pro
noun "suse" to mean "his
own (conscience)
"
This it a
possible translation, but equ-
ally possible it the slmpte
"hla." That the latter la the
meaning here can be argued
as follows.
When the nuance "own” Is
important, as it would be In
the present instance, Latin
can make this clear in several
way*, none of which is used
here. Fsr from discerning
such a nuance, the official
German and French transla-
tions of the Latin disregard
the "auae” entirely and say:
"according to the right norm
of the conscience.” More
significantly, the Italian ver-
sion, which was published in
L'Osservatore Romano togeth-
er with the Latin text and can
shed precious light on its
meaning (see America.
6/8/63, p. 825), has "the
dictate of a right conscience."
Finally, Pacem in Terris goes
on to refer us, for its present
doctrine, to the encyclical
Liberia* of Leo XIII, which
clearly propounds the tradi-
tional teaching.
ONE READER has the Im-
pression (Sept 5) that I be-
lieve the rules of rhetoric
bar all exaggeration in
serious discourse Actually/
my remarks (Aug 29) dis-
tinguished between the
"large" liberty of exaggera-
tion allowed to humor, whim-
sy snd poetry, snd Uist which
is proper in serious discourse,
wherein the subject of the
exaggeration must be above
the ordinary and the exag-
geration not above due
proportion
The question, then is not
whether a lest than liters!
sense is permitted in serious
discourse, but how- much
less’ Further. I missed in the
reader v reply any indication
of swarenesv thst. be ihc
rules of rhetoric whst they
may. the morsl law forbidi
exsggerstion in statements
highly prejudicial to the good
name of individuals, groups,
and Institutionv
Various queries about the
Indrx of Prohibited Booki
were in part answered in id
vsnee when I **id (he
Church s laws on this can be
updated, as they hive been m
the past (Aug 22) As to the
objection (Sept J) that the
flood of printed material
renders censorship Impos-
sible, the Index was never In
tended to list all the public*
tions forbidden by the natur
ai law. It was intended to
supplement and reenforce the
latter in the case of writings
deemed particularly danger
ous Why the Church should
have to abandon the Indrv
and settle (or "freedom with
responsibility" it not clear
The two are quite compatible
Mini - 1 ARlol S sugges-
tion* about the place of the
laity in the Church, about the
nature of authority as loving
service, etc . I am m perfect
agreement, and wrote at
length on those matters In my
former column. "The Faith
in k ocui As to declaring a
moratorium on the expression
"monarchial hirrarrhv
" I
can t very well do that' since
I have never used it
Those who thought to detect
personal bitterness m my
comments on the Kueng lec
lure mistook permissible in
dlgnstion about views and
statements I consider harm-
ful Finally. 1 am all for
fresh air in the Church
-
only let's be sure it is ill
fresh air
Technology
Isn’t Answer
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
To my mind, the most
meaningful testimony during
ihe Senate foreign Relations
Committee hearings on the
nuclear test ban treaty came
from Dr Herbert F Ycefc.
Chancellor of the l/niversity
of California and a leading
nuclear scientist.
Technology, he explained to
the Senate committee, has got
us into the jam we are In.
But technology cannot get us
out
We waste our time, he be-
lie* ei when we argue about
whether the test ban treaty
might hamper us in becoming
militant) more powerful
BOTH THE U. S. and Rus-
sia are already suiodally
powerful War between them
would be self-destroying
lunacy Their fear of each
other has dnvra them into
trading their national security
for the capacity for mutual
extermination.
Dr York's analysis includes
the following points
Ever since soon after World
War 11. American military
power has steadily grown But
in the same preiod. America's
national security has been
"rapidly and inexorably
diminishing ” The Soviet
Union's situation is even
worse "much worse "
W"hy is this so’ Because
weapons have become so de
structive that there ia do de-
fense against them
Therefore, there is ro lech
oologies! salvation for us. or
for them. We must look else-
where for help
THE TEST BAN treaty
»*td Dr York, is "a first
tmall ttep toward fmilinf t
aolutioo It thould be fol
lowed by other action* to re
vertc the trmi race
Thote who look at the tltua-
lion in terms of ow
ins ahead of Ruuta in the
armi race" are blind to
what hat happened
The trail race, in any ra
l*oc»1 tente. la our Rutaia
and the U. S hate Ions tioce
burmt the tape Kach hat
more weapon* than needed to
wipe out the other, each hat
to much power that neither
dam use it
Nikita Khrushchev I think
realuet thu That it why he
hat broken with hit Chmete
alliet—because they talk war
inttead of peaceful co-
existence
Technology It inexorably
pothms America and Russia
mto wary coexiitence. and in
the loaf run toward inetcap
able cooperation - inetcap
able becaute turvival de-
mands it
' f *rs ago. three children in
Katima. Portusal. told of the
Vircm appearms to them,
prophetylns World War II.
and lay ins down a profram
of prayer and sood works at
the way to peace throush the
convert ion of Rutaia What
the said atill standi Tech
nolocy can t tave ut God can
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God Love You
World Faces
‘Hunger Age’
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Ia this the “Atomic Age” in
which we live, or is it the
"Hunger Age?” Nations * trig-
ger nuclear warfare, but emp-
tiness is human dynamite.
One-fourth of the world gets
richer; almost all of the rest
become poorer, Economic de-
velopment enriches the rich,
and soul-explosion (or what is
improperly called population
explosion) impoverishes the
poor. A French writer tells us
that before World War II 36%
of the world's population did
not have enough to cat; now
60% are in that condition
THIS LS NOT an economic
condition; it is a moral con-
dition. And the burden falls
principally on the Church
Take the vow of poverty. How
many hundreds of millions in
Africa. Asia and Latin Ameri-
ca would take the vow tomor-
row if they could live as well
as those who profess it These
people live in a state of com
pulsory fasting; they have not
the vow of poverty, but the
"vow" of destitution —and
destitution is not a vow be
cause it is forced on them
In the (ace of 25 million In
Brawl who subsist on $B4 a
year, have we not a duty to
share our possessions with
them* Given a land where 300
of every 1.000 babies perish
in their first year, have me
the moral right to put up a
cathedral costing over a mil
lion dollars without sharing’
We have too niurh and
others too little and the Son
of God bid* us bear the bur
dens of others Instead of add
ing wealth to wealth, building
to building, we should he add
mg shack to shark hut to hut
in other lands
WF GIVE the Hoi) Father
a collection a year for all hu
poor in Africa Ana. parts of
Latin America. Oceania an)
Northern Europe an aver-
age per capita contribution of
27 cehts per CathbUc. But
should it not be $27 each, or
$270 each? And this not be-
cause we fear the revolt of
the masses. I>ut because we
fear for the Church and the
faithful in the U. S. unleaa we
stop providing for our want*
before we care for the needs
of our brethren in Christ.
Millions will read this and
say "How true!” But how
many dozen will read it and
say: "I will be true to Christ
Who died for me: therefore I
shall do a little dying in sacri-
fice for those in Whom He re-
lives His poverty. If you will
bo one of these dozem, send
the results of your sacrifice
or write for information on
wills and annuities to The So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 36 Fifth Ave., New
York 1, N Y
GOD IX)VE YOU to Anony-
mous for $ll "Money saved
by rolling my own cigarettes,
working overtime and other
economies With a roof over
my head and three meals a
day. I am rich compared to
vour missionaries ” To J.A.H.
(or $lO "For a special fa-
vor
"
To R S for $2: "Most
o( my 10 children need shoes.
A dear friend gave me $2O so
I will send this to the mis-
sions and hope it helps a lit-
tle
"
To Mr and Mrs. K H
(or $5 "This small sum was
left over after we returned
from a nice vacation
"
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address It to Bishop Fulton J
Sheen. National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 366 Fifth Ave.,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W Stanton 31 St.,
Newark or Msgr William F
I-ouu 24 DeGrasve St . Pater-
son
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Book Reviews
The 'Invisible' Press
THE RELIGIOUS PRESS
IN AMERICA, by Martin E.
Marty, John G. Deedy Jr.,
David W. Silverman and Rob*
ert Lekachman. Holt, Rine-
hart and Winaton. 184 pagea.
14.
Perbapc the strangest thing
about the religioua press is
the fact that few people not
even those in the field
know it in its totality.
Martin E. Marty, a
Lutheran minister who is as-
sociate editor of The Chris-
tian Century, makes the point
in his discussion of the Protes-
tant press, dwelling at length
on its “invisibility.’' In truth,
the observation is applicable
to the Catholic and Jewish
press as well. Who, outside of
our own adherents, reads us?
What impact do we really
have on community life?
"THE RELIGIOUS Press in
America" thus can fill a void
in our knowledge In these ecu-
menical days. Each aspect of
this press Is discussed by an
authority.
Writing about the Catholic
press is John G. Deedy Jr.,
editor of the widely quoted
Pittsburgh Catholic and one of
the new breed of editors In
the Catholic field young,
energetic and knowledgeable
laymen who have reacued
Catholic journalism from typo-
graphic dullness and vapid
news content.
Deedy ably chronicles the
development of the Catholic
press, noting its problems, Its
effectiveness and its faults.
He feels that even yet the
Catholic presa lacks a defini-
tion of purpose, an observa-
tion with which I am Inclined
to quibble since it is applied
generally.
Too, while not questioning
the adviiubUlty of Church
ownership of diocesan news-
papers, he would give their
editors a completely free
hand regarding editorial po-
licies. Tills puts him In the
position of arguing for a free-
dom that even secular editors
don't have.
Publishers in this case
diocesan Ordinaries cer-
tainly have the right to expect
that their papers aren’t going
to take a stand diametrically
opposed to their own. It Is
enough that they permit their
papers to report these views
and carry columns upholding
them without extending the
final privilege. That some do
(and Archbishop Boland is
among them) Is no argument
that all should.
ANOTHER OF Deedy’s ob-
servations that the major
weakness of the Catholic press
today is the absence of the-
ological training in its lay
editors is well taken. Many
are attempting to make up
for this deficiency but the de-
fect is still evident.
llowever, gtven the proba-
bility that there will be more
and more opportunities for the
layman, today’s lay Interest
in theology and the con
sequent expansion of college
theology courses should reme-
dy this situation in time.
“The Religious Press in
America" won't appeal to
everyone, but those interested
in the subject will find the
book frank, fairly comprehen-
sive and worth reading
Joseph R. Thomas.
At a Child’s Knee
VISIONS OF GERARD, by
Jack Kerouac. Farrar, Straus.
151 pages. $3.95.
Tbs high priest of the
American beatniks makes this
12th book of what he terms
“The Duluox Legend" a tend-
er, if sometimes profane,
memoir of his older brother
Gerard, who died at 9 years
of age after lifelong suffering
from a rheumatic heart.
If the subject matter Is
a radical change from
Kerouac'a usual accounts of
his roamings around the coun-
try and adherence to the
peculiar morality of Zen
Buddhism, the writing style is
still the same headlong, un-
edited and submerged in sen-
sibility.
Several sections of this book
have previously appeared in
Jubilee, to which Kerouac
donates his writings free of
charge. He is a Columbia con-
temporary of its editors and
also of Thomas Merton, hav-
ing come there on an athletic
scholarship from Lowell,
Mass., public schools and
New York's Horace Mann
CrJw, J
OCOOCM.
KEROUAC CLAIMS that
there hae been a food bat of
"Catbobcism” in some of his
earlier works snd that there
might have been more but for
deletions by his editors. Of
his rehgwn, he aays: "I car-
ry a rosary with me at all
times and feel quite calm
about the whole thing."
"For the first four years of
my hfe, while he lived,"
Kerouac writes, "I was not Ti
Jean Duluox. 1 was Gerard,
the world wai his face.the
flower of his face, the pale
stooped disposition, the heart-
breakingness snd the holiness
and his teachings of tender-
ness to me . ."
Gerard is a boy who cannot
stand to see suffering in an-
imals or in people, a boy who
ooe day falls asleep in cate-
chism camp, dreams of the
Virgin Msry, and. awakened
by his Sister, ingenuously
describes the dream which Is
taken aa a sort at vision.
IN A SMALL way. "Visions
of Gerard" is a counterpart
of James Agee's "Death in
the Family." recounting aa it
does the reaction of a family
to the loss of a child aa the
latter did the reaction to the
death of a father. In both, the
viewpoint is that of a child
The difference, that which
make* Agee'a the far greater
work of art, is in the vtaton
of the two author*, ao much
the same and yet so radically
opposite Both are (were)
men who feR deeply, but
while Agee, partly through
the discipline of regular writ-
ing assignment, grew to at
least an incomplete maturity.
Kerouac is sUU too much the
child at brother Gerard'*
knee. Ed Grant
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RuHNians to Get
Catholic Handbook
DUBLIN (RNS) _ A Ru»
tian translation of the official
handbook of the Legion of
Mary has been prepared for
distribution inside the Soviet
Union, it was lesrned here.
PRIZE FILN - In a senna from "Lilias of the Fleld" based
on William E. Barrett's novel about a Negro Protestant
ex-GI who helps a group of German nuns build a chapel
in the Arizona desert, Sidney Poitier and Lilia Skala en-
gage in Bible discussion. Film was named outstanding
by the Catholic Film League of Germany and other
groups.
The Legion
And Snobbery
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
These days, movies create
sharper divergence of opinion
than ever before. This is
partly due to a widening var-
iety of story materia) and the
greater depth with which pro-
vocative themes are now be-
ing treated.
Informed film criticism be-
comes less easy but more es-
sential.
A GEOWING number of
Catholic students seems to
view the Legion of Decency
ration aa inapplicable to thoee
of "strong conviction*" (usu-
ally meaning themselves!)
This strikes me as sheer In-
tellectual snobbery
Nowadays the responsible
Catholic often is urged to use
the legion list simply as a
guide to intelligent film sel-
ection (almost totally from
the viewpoint of art) rather
than as a moral rule of
thumb, "stop" or "go" sign.
This beggars the l-egion of
Decency pledge, which mere-
ly reiterates every-Catholic's
obligation in conscience to
avoid anything that may be
morally harmful to him
If we no longer are to sel-
ect our film entertainment
and coaditkn our moral and
aesthetic al reactions to tt by
informed understanding of
what la meant by the classi-
fications. then the legion,
which speaks for our Bishop*,
might as well not exist at tD.
Revieict
. , .
The V.I.P.* (Good; adults)
A tycoon seeing off his es-
tranged wife at a I-notion air-
port learns that she Is ab-
sconding with a lover, and
thus begins a kind of "Grand
Hotel" in the fog
Beach Party (Weak: adults)
Question; Are American teen-
agers more primitive than
South Sea natives? Answer
Although much less subtle in
their romantic techniques, the
surfing youths in this film
are
Shark Corridor (Fair; ob-
jectionable in part) A news-
pspermxn gets himself com-
mitted to an Insane asylum
in order to break a murder,
and the film fails from too
much striving for sensational
effect.
Of Lave and Desire (Weak;
objectionable in part) This
film deals with the abhorrent
sexual aberration* of tome
inordinately rich, moronic and
amoral character*.
Catholic Unit
Cites 'Hud'
VENICE (NC) - Hud." a
Hollywood production starring
Paul Newman, has been givsn
the International Cathode Of
Ore of the Cinema (OCIO)
award at the film festival
here.
The organisation cited
"Hud" for IU high qualities
and also look aim at the low
moral quality of most other
entries in the fasti, al
The citation said "the jury
of the International Catholic
Office of the Cinema for the
1943 Venice festival, from the
rare Dims that defend human
values, has tingled out for the
award of tt* pn» a work
"Hud" of Martin Ritt that
is opposed to the myth of to
day's false hero at an ex-
ponent of the new generation
who searches for and chooses
hi* P*th in liberty and in the
affirmation of hu consci-
ence
"
THE FIRST CATHOLIC
newspaper in the U S wav
the Courser of Boston, founded
in ITW
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Cardinal of Venice
Urges Film Study
VENICE (NC) - A call to
Catholics to penetrate the film
industry to produce better
movies was sounded by Gio-
vanni Cardinal Urbani, Pat-
riarch of Venice, at a recep-
tion held in connection with
the Venice Film Festival.
Cardinal Urbani, following
the example of his predeces-
sor as Patriarch, the late
Pope John, invited to his
home dignitaries and film in-
dustry leaders who were here
tor the festival.
THE CARDINAL observed
that there are many motion
pictures today which deal
with the “most shameful hu-
man passions." Although he
acknowledged that many good
films are being produced, he
also said that a "painful real-
ity” It always more appar-
ent.
That reality, he aaid, la the
"incapacity of the movie in-
dustry to liberate itself from
certain Freudian complexes,
from certain themes of exas-
perated sexuality and from
certain problems of congenital
perversion."
To combat this situation.
Cardinal Urban! said, the
Church is continuing its pro-
grams aimed at educating the
taste and judgment of movie
goers.
He added that he be-
lieves that still another
Church program should be
undertaken, noting that at the
Second Vatican Council the
prevailing view was along this
line:
"There should be promoted
a vast public opinion cam-
paign to interest Catholics in
motion picture production.
There are needed backers,
writers, directors and artists.
Specialists are needed, and
promising experiments and
undertakings of various
groups and institutions should
be encouraged and helped.
"What a vast field of ac-
tivity for the Catholic laity,
which is dedicated to the con-
secration of the world, a task
which reveals itself today to
be always more necessary
and urgent.”
Priest vs. Perez
Is TV Subject
NEW YORK
- The clash
between Louisian! political
boss. Leander Henry Perez,
and Rev. Christopher Schnei-
der, 0.F.M., a Catholic priext
who tried integrating his Bur-
as. La., parochial school
against Perez’ resolute opposi-
tion, is explored on CBS:
"The Priest and the Pobti-
cian,” to be seen Sept. 18 at
T:JO p.m.. ch. 2.
Perex, tn April 1962, was ex-
communicated from the Catho-
lic Church for his strong, con-
tinuing opposition to the
Church’s stand in favor of in-
tegration. His forceful attempts
this past year to prevent de-
segregation of the all-white
Our Lady of Good Harbor
School led to anew conflict,
this on* with Father Schneider,
the Franciscan pastor.
Father Schneider's insis-
tence on keeping the school
open to all Catholic children,
even after pressures forced
both Negro and white students
to stop attending, marked one
of the rare occasions on which
anyone tn Plaquemines Parish
(County) had ever stood up to
Perex
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Leadership Program
Course of Study: Social Awareness
By ED GRANT
NEWARK In an effort to nudge that great sleeping giant,
the Catholic layman, a leadership coarse sponsored by the Arch-
diocesan Council of Catholic Men haa already been given to
over 480 men and will enroll even more during the coming year.
The course is designed to awaken men to the major social
problems facing the world today and to train them in the tech-
niques of leadership necessary to evoke a Christian response to
those problems. It is self-administered through the discussion
club method and is available to any Catholic men's organisation
through their regional ACCM president.
Local interest in the leadership program dates from a visit
paid by an ACCM delegation to a New England Regional Institute
in June of last gear. This was shortly after the ACCM itself had
been reorganised by Archbishop Boland under the direction of
Msgr. Thomas F. Mulvaney, pastor of St. John the Apostle,
Clark-Linden.
THE PROGRAM at Worcester so impressed the local dele-
gation, headed by Daniel McCormick of Maplewood and Joseph
Downey of Glen Ridge, that it was decided to put it into effect
immediately on archdiocesan, regional and parish levels. Mc-
Cormick and Downey are now president and secretary of the
ACCM.
In the Essex-Montdair region of the ACCM, the task of or-
ganizing the program fell to Thomas Langan of Immaculate Con-
ception parish, Montclair, who had been an informal visitor to
the Worchester conference. It began with a conference held at Our
Lady of Lourdes, West Orange, attended by key men from sev-
eral parishes in the region.
As one result of the West Orange conference. Rev. Thomas
E. Davis, spiritual director of the Holy Name Society at Immacu-
late Conception, asked that the conferences be made the intro-
duction to his plan for revising the society's program. The pro-
cedure then followed la one that might recommend Itself to other
parishes with similar interests.
TO BEGIN Wikis, the Holy Name Society was reorganised
to incorporate the committees recommended by the NaUonal
Council of Catholic Men. The education committee then took the
leadership course with Langan as discussion leader. These men.
in turn, served as discussion leaders for other members of the
society.
v
The leadership program Itself consists of seven two-hour
units, three on instruction and practice in leadership techniques
and four on basic issues facing the lay apostlate: education,
spiritual formation, racial Justice and communism.
Each of the units followed a similar pattern. An outline is
provided by the NOCM, to be read before each session. These
outlines are in clear, down-to-earth language designed to provoke
discussion. A series of discussion questions on the general topic
is then provided, followed by other questions which bring the
local parish situation into focus. The unit closes with a meditation
on the problems discussed.
It is recommended that the course be given to groups no
larger than 20, but Langan, after taking part in three of them,
feels that eight or ten constitute the ideal group. "This gives
everyone a chance to have his say, rather than sit back and lis-
ten as a few of the more outspoken members of the group car-
ry the ball."
The topics which seem to bring out the most spirited discus-
sion are education, spiritual formation and racial justice. "Fed-
eral aid to education is a natural source of controversy." Lan-
gan said. 'The units on racial justice and spiritual formation
challenge some basic concepts which the men bring to the pro-
gram."
THE PRACTICAL effects of the program at Immaculate
A POINT AT ISSUE Members of Immaculate Conception
Holy Name Society, Montclair, talk over fine point at one
of the leadership sessions sponsored by the Arehdiocesan
Council of Catholic Men. Left to right are Ed Schofield,
Conception have been varied. Members of its civic and social
committee arc involved in the Montclair Fair Housing Committee
and one of them is its president; the religious committee set up
a father and son Communion day last year, the education com-
mittee has presented to the general membership a typical sea-
sion of Uie leadership program to stimulate Interest in it, Langan
himself has joined Msgr. Thomas W. Cunningham, pastor of Im-
maculate Conception, on an interfaith committee in Montclair to
Gerard H. Tucker, discussion leader Tom Langan, Bill Fos-
ter and Frank Kiernan. Over 460 men took the course
iasf year in the archdiocese to learn how to evoke Christ-
ian response to social problems.
study ways for improvement in the teaching of religion in church
synagogue and home.
In appraialng the program as a whole, Langan say* that It
ia "the moat concise and logical presentation" he has seen of the
problem facing the Church today. "It really woke me up to the
fact that if we don't do something soon, we will really be in for
trouble. Thi* seems to be one of the best means for getting men
interested in the Usk before us.”
Institute Program at Seton Hall
Relates to Our Modern World
By ED WOODWARD
SOUTH ORANGE - When
Seton Hall University inaugur-
ated its Institute of Ear East-
tern Studies with the spring se-
mester of 1952, it was an ex-
tremely timely course. Inter-
est in that section of the world
was heightened by World
War II and the Korean con
flict.
Now, more than 11 years
later, the importance of the
program is not diminished, but
rather increased with the
grow th in world stature of Red
China.
It was the first of five in-
stitutes which were started un-
der the watchful and very-
interested direction of Msgr
John L. McNulty, Seton Hall's
president until his death in
1959. Three of the others—the
Irish. Italian and Polish insti
hites have become less ac-
tive, but the remaining one,
the Institute of Judaeo-Chris-
tian Studies, is still very
active.
In the strict sense, the
Judaeo-Christian Institute is
the only one still functioning
as an Institute The Far East-
ern Institute has been incor
porated into the school of arts
and sciences as the Depart-
ment of Asian Affairs In 1960.
the Italian Institute was
changed to the Center for Ital-
ian Culture.
THE INSTITUTE of Far
Eastern Studies was designed
to promote understanding be
tween the peoples of the Far
East and America; to provide
opportunities to students to
learn the language, history,
philosophy and culture of the
Far East, and to promote the
cause of democracy in the Far
East and further the inter-
change of cultures between
West and East.
Some idea of the value of
this department is reflected in
the growth of the program.
It opened with five courses
given under the direction of
Rev John J Cain, the first re
gent. This summer there were
26 graduate and undergrad-
uate. day and evening courses
in addition to a summer Chi-
nese Language Institute for
teachers, sponsored In part by
the U S. Office of Education,
and a summer Japanese Lan-
guage Institute, supported
partly by the Carnegie Foun-
dation
Dr John B Tsu. who has
directed the Institute since
1959. considers the study of
Chinese, in particular, an ex
ceptionally important area.
"More people—6oo millioo—-
speak Chinese than any other
language." he points out. "and
there is the possibility of sci
entiflc developments from
communist China which could
catch us unprepared "
Dr Tsu (pronounced Soo I
was formerly with Kianghsu
University in Suchow Prov
ince. China, before he came to
the U S to succeed Dr Paul
K T Sih. who left U> estab-
I sh a Far Eastern institute at
St. John's University. Brook-
lyn.
BISHOP (then Rev.) Dough-
erty. current president of S*
ton Hall, was named regent
and Msgr. (then Rev ) John
M Oesterreicher was named
d.rector of the Institute of Ju
daeo Christian Studies when it
was formed Aug. 15, 1953
just over 10 years ago
Msgr Oesterreiehcr. who is
still director, said at the ini
tial lecture that the institute
would seek to remedy the lack
of scholarly Catholic liters
ture in English in many tm
portant fields connected with
the relationship between Ju-
daism and Christianity
Toward that end. four issues
of "The Bridge," a collection
of essays on topics relating to
Judaeo-Christian affairs, have
been published by the institute
Msgr. Oesterreicher also has
done much to promote a deep
er understanding of the
whole Judaeo-Christian tradi-
tion through his extensive
lecturing and statements on
pertinent questions as they
arise. He is a consultant to
the Secretariat on Christian
Unity for the Second Vatican
council.
Born of Jewish parents in
Austria, he was converted
from Judaism in 1924 and or-
dained to the priesthood at
the age of 24. He is well known
both in Eufope and in this
country for his activities in
the field of Judaeo-Chrbtian
relations.
Marriage to a Knight
A Half-CenturyReport
; JERSEY CITY - The lore
of days of yore notwithstand
ing, marriage to a knight
presents its challenges. To
this Mrs. Peter J. Finnerty
agreed, as she marked the
50th anniversary of her wed-
ding to a man who is cur-
rently serving in bis fifth ma-
jor position with the Knights
of Columbus and related or-
ganizations.
* Finnerty is now grand com-
mander of Abd Allah Car-
avan, Order of Alhambra. In
the past he served as faithful
navigator of America Assem-
bly, Fourth Degree; past
chairman of Columbus Chap-
ter of Hudson and Bergen
Counties, past grand seigneur
of Castle No. 1, Order of
Seville, and past president of
the Columbian building Asso-
ciation of Jersey City.
All these activities must
have kept Peter J. Finnerty
very busy through the yesrs,
someone remarked to Mrs.
Finnerty. Oh yes, she agreed.
And out at meetings quite
often? Yes, but he never was
out very late at night, she
added. Still, it must have
called for a deal of under-
standing on her pqrt . . .?
“You bet!” she replied.
But she hastened to add
that she wouldn’t have bad It
any other way, that it is good
for a man to get out and do
things, and it makes a wife
proud to observe Us accom-
plishments.
Soon after the youngest e<
their eight children was
grown up. Mrs. Finnerty fol-
lowed her husband into the
Alhambra, as a «»B«na of
Abd Allah Caravan, but it
really had nothing to do with
“If you can’t fight ’em, join
'em . . she insists.
The Finnertys, who were
married Sept 1. 1913 at a
Nuptial Mass in St. Michael's
Monastery, Union City,
marked their anniversary at a
Mass of Thanksgiving in St.
Aloyaius Church, where they
have been parishiooers for 25
of their <J years as Jersey
City residents Their nephew,
Rev. Gerard R Bliss, was
subdeacon, and most of their
19 grandchildren were
present.
ANNIVERSARY - Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Finnerty, above,
mark 50 years of married life, and Mr. Finnerty chalks
up
his fifth major office In Knights of Columbus organi-
zations.
BLESSING FOR THE SICK - Pope Paul VI ex[?] his hand in blessing toward two French
polio Victims who traveled to his summer villa a t Castelgandolfo.
Missioner Uses Postcards
To Spread Faith in Japan
KYOTO (NC) - From the
mailbox to the baptismal font
is one road to the Church In
Kyoto
The "mailbox mlsaioner" Is
Rev. Robert J Hughes, M M .
of Brooklyn, who sends out an
average of 4.000 letters a
month to hb "yet to-beChns-
tian" neighbors in the Nishi-
jin area of this ancient capital
of Japan With each letter U
a self-addressed postcard.
"We get about five post-
cards back per thousand let-
ters." explained Father
Hughes, who has been using
the plan for five years.
THE LETTERS composed
by Father Hughes cost a little
less than a penny each to
print, and are delivered by
hand to the homes by Legion
of Mary members.
"If I had to pay postage on
those letters," explained Fa-
ther Hughes, "I'd have to go
out of business
"
The legion members visit
the homes of people who have
returned postcards and leave
a pamphlet about the teach
tng of Christ About 10 days
before the start of anew
catechism class they go back
a thud time to invite the per-
son to the class, promising to
accompany the newcomer.
"We have about I*o persons
studying the catechism each
year." said Father Hughes,
adding that 40 or so receive
Baptism in Japan where con-
versions are low. this u con-
sidered above average. About
one-third of the converts trace
their first contact with the
Church to the letter they re-
ceived from Father Hughes.
One woman found a copy on
the street, read it and called
the church to tee if she could
come too.
Brother in Demand
At Carpenter Shop
ILSLNCHU, Formosa (NC)
During the past 10 years more
than 800 churches, chapels or
mission stations, 14 secondary
schools, three primary schools,
over 300 kindergartens. 11 hos-
pitals and over 100 dupen
saries have been built In For-
mosa by Church authorities.
Key man in furnishing moat
of these with everything from
chairs and Übles to finely
carved statues is a soft-spoken
51 year -old Hungarian Jesuit
Brother.
BROTHER STEPHEN
Bencie. S J , D In charge of
St Joseph's Carpenter's Shop
in this north For moss city of
Hsincbu
" 1 must see Brother
Bencie" Is the cry of most
missloner* when it's a ques
tion of a statue for the Lady
chapel. Stations of the Cross
for the new church or desks
for the newly completed
school
Tbs city of Hainchu is famed
for its woodwork intricately
carved eamphorveood chests,
cypress and Usk furniture
It was tbs obvious place lor
Brother Bracts to establish
hu workshop master car
peoter* and carvers were at
hand and the local tradition
made training of apprentices
relatively easy.
THE NUMBER of workers
at St. Joseph’s varies at
present there are 40 master
carpenter*, six painters, an
equal number of carvers, and
10 apprentice* working under
the trained and vigilant eye of
the Brother from Budapest
Brother Bencxe's quiet voice
is almost drowned out by-
power saws and hammers as
he tell* you how he entered
the Jesuit novitiate in Buda
peat in 192*
"I was a carpenter. While at
the novitiaU I studied carving.
In 1936 I arrived in China,
joining the Hungarian Jesuits
active in Hopei Province "
BROTHER BENCZE apeak*
fluent English, but every now
and then he interrupts his
conversation to speak in Chin-
ese to an artisan
In Hopei he set up a car-
penters' and carvers' work-
shop and was in charge until
forced lo leave the China
mainland after the communist
takeover in 1943
Brother Bencie spent (he
years until he came to For-
mosa at the Jesuit house in
Manila He has never been
back to his native city of Buda-
pest
The products of St Joseph's
have won an ever growing
reputation U 5 military chap-
lainj from Japan and Okinawa
make trips here to visit the
workshop They invariably
purchase on the spot or or-
der some of the exquisitely
carved statue*. Stations of the
Crews, or crucifixes.
Asa result order* have
started reaching St Joseph's
from churches and convents in
the US.
BROTHER BENCZE'S pri
mary job however is to supply
the priests and Sisters on For-
mosa with what they need
Because of the demand.
Brother Bencie has expanded
the scope of hij work and St.
Joseph s now undertakes metal
work and moids cement
statues
Just now Brother Bencie is
busy making chairs and desks
for newly constructed lecture
halls of Catholic Fujen Uni-
versity which Is opening th»«
fall
9
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You may
not need
all these
banking
services...
but
... it's nice to know they’re
available at your bank when
you need them! Over the past 161
yean National State h« become
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changingand growing demands of
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All Members of Church
Can Aid the Missions
AH people ere entitled to
beer the truth. Therefore,
Christ commissioned His
Church to teach all nations.
The true Church of Christ
must be catholic even as truth
is catholic.
Wherever on earth there
lives a human being, there is
mission territory for the
Church. Wherever people are
fat search of truth, there is
mission work for her.
The mission work of the
Catholic Church beings to the
nations true culture and civil-
ization. Hie Church builds up
human society on the twin
pillars of justice and holiness.
The Divine comnrand will not
be fulfilled until the Gospel
has been preached to every-
ono
Mission work requires
money as well as incentive
and desire to spread the Faith.
All are not called to go into
the mission field, but all can
help in mission work. Your
gifts and bequests to the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith constitute your share
in the salvation of souls. Re-
member the society in your
prayers and alms.
African Missioner
Needs a Vehicle
Mission work In Transkei,
South Africa, "means going
from bouse to house to en-
lighten the people about the
love of God." Thus writes
Rev. Nicholas Lamia from his
thickly populated mission sta-
tion where most people are
Pagans.
“So far,” he writes, “the
People, pagan though they are.
are always willing to allow us
to baptize their sick babies, al-
though it takes a lot of coo-
vmcing about the necessity of
the ceremony for themselves
as well.
"This mission was started In
IMS. I am the only priest in
an area big enough for at
least 10 priests. 1 sm still
young snd new to the work
snd thus need occasional guid-
ance. 1 do all mission work
on horseback.
“I need a vehicle that will
carry me around my area
more quickly and thus, 1 trust.
I would do my work more ef-
ficiently. Hunk you for what-
ever help you can spare me."
An Unused Church
In a Garbage Dump
The needs of the Church in
Recife, Brazil, are staggering,
according to the Oblatet of
Mary Immaculate, who have
started anew mission in this
location. Very Rev. William
P. Coovert, 0.M.1., provincial,
haa announced opening of a
permanent mission among the
impoverished thousands in this
port city.
The thin! largest city in
Brazil, Recife is located In the
northeast corner on the Allan
tic coait. The needs of the
Church are so great that the
40 priests of the archdiocese
are desperate. Extreme pov-
erty sends thousands of fam-
ilies migrating from the acrid
interior into the aireedy over-
crowded city.
Once m Recife their lot Is
worse than before. In an ares
of a few hundred square yards
officially designated as the
Recife garbags dump, more
than 20,000 poor Brasileiros
ire crowded into shanties,
lean-tos and hovels lack-
ing running water and sewer-
age, heat and electricity.
In an almost helpless desire
to have a priest administer to
them they cleared an area of
the dump and constructed a
neat and spacious church.
It has never been used and
stands there today awaiting
the arrival of the missionaries.
“If the Church does not
seise the initiative here,"
writes Father Coovert, "the
communists will. And whoever
succeeds in controlling the
northeast corner will even-
tually control Brazil, and prob-
ably all of South America."
Brazil lacks priests.
Brothers and Sistsrs to meet
the needs of the Church. “Only
with your help and prayers."
writes Father Coovert, "can
we hope to even begin pro-
viding for those needs."
Pontiff Gets Shoes
As Mission Gifts
VATICAN CITY
hibitors at a shoe far In Flor-
ence have given Pope Paul VI
5.000 pairs of shoes for dis-
tribution among the needy in
Catholic mission areas around
the world.
The crate* were delivered
to Msgr. Igloo Cardinals, chief
of protocol tn the Vatican
Secretariat of State
Mission Appeal
At St. Ann’s
Msgr. John F. Davis will
make an appeal on behalf
of the Society for the Prop-
agation of the Faith on
Sept 15 at St. Ann's, New-
ark. Rev. Arthur N. Heim-
bold, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thinks
Father Helmbold snd other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Filth
Archdiocese of Newark:
Moat Ear. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. DavU
*1 Mulberry Si., Newark 2, N.J. Phono (23 8308.
Hoot: Dally, • a.m. to I p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt Rov. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St.. Patenon 1. N.J. Phono ARmory 4-S4SS
Hours: Dally, s a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, S a.m. to 12.
DoMtlioms to the Satiety for the Propegeiion of the
Foith ere income u* deductible.
See Area of Agreement
On Population Problem
NOTRE DAME. Ind. (RNS)
A large ares of agreement
*rists among Catholics. Prot-
estants and Jaws on the prob-
lem of a world population."
according to a widely-known
Catholic author and theologian
In noting this agreement.
Rev John A. O’Brien, re-
search professor of theology at
the University of Notre Dame,
stressed that the question now
was "whether our differences
cannot be further narrowed
without compromise of con-
science.”
He posed the question in an
article which appeared aunu-
taneously In leading Catholic
and Protestant magazines
Avt Marie, published here by
the Congregation of the Holy
Cross; and The Christian Cen
tury, ecumenical weekly, pub-
lished in Chicago
The key to constructive ac-
tion on the national and in-
ternational level. Father O'-
Brien wrote, embodies "two
element* crucial to making it
work: prudent regulation of
birth* and clear consciousness
concerning the responsibility
they email which is but
another name for family plan
wng
"
Father O'Brien strewed that
the Catholic Church does not
forbid birth regulation. He aaid
that "for any serious cause a
married couple is exempt from
the no: .nat obligation of
parenthood for a long time and
even for the whole duration of
married life." He etted the
Church's approval of the rhy-
thm method for regulating
births and recalled the hope
expressed by the late Pope
Pius XII that further research
will increase iu effectiveness
Furthermore, the author
***d, the Church teaches that
"the primary end of marriage
is not merely procreation, but
also the education of offspring
This means more than food,
clothing and shelter; It means
the ability to provide a
witabie education and thus
open to the child the cultural
heritage of the race."
"In short. It means responsi-
ble parenthood." and “this is
the note that is being sounded
with increasing frequency and
▼lgor by Catholic prelates,
priests, educators snd lay lead-
ers,” Father O'Brien declared.
SOLIVIA BOUND - These four Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth will leave for a mis-
sion in Bolivia Sept. 18. They are, left to right, Sister Mary Frederick, Sister Grace La-
vina, Sitter Anne James and Sister Michael Julia. A departure ceremony will be held
Sept. 15 at Convent with Bishop Navagh presenting mission crosses. (See Story, Page 1).
Catholic Unit Leads
In Overseas Aid
WASHINGTON (RNS) -
American voluntary agencies
distributed relief aid oversea*
at the rate of almost $1 mil-
lion a day during 1962, the
State Department's Advisory
Committee on Voluntary For-
eign Aid disclosed here.
The agencies licensed to
participate In the program
conducted by the Agency for
International Development
(AID) sent $363,566,000 worth
of help abroad last year, the
annual report declared.
THIS INCLUDED
000 worth of surplus food don-
ated from stocks acquired by
the government in price sup-
port operations, and $42,351,-
000 of other supplies includ
mg drugs, used clothing, etc.
The organizations spent $122.-
956.000 in cash donations over-
seas They alio purchased
$20,418,000 tn supplies abroad
Total contributions in cash
made by Americans to the
voluntary organirations in
1962 was $148,370,000.
Leading the field In interna-
tional relief operation*, as It
has since World War 11, was
Catholic Relief Service*
NCWC which sent supplies
worth $161,069,000 abroad, al
most equal to the total effort
of all other voluntary agen
cies combined. This included
$126,000,000 in surplus food
and other supplies and $35.
726,000 in rash funds.
Europe received st 9 million
of the aid distributed by
American voluntary agencies;
Africa. $37 million; the Far
East, $5O million; the Near
East and South Asia, $8 mil
lion, and both Latin America
and the Caribbean, $52 mil-
lion.
Josephites Accept
Bahamas Mission
BALTIMORE, Md. The
Josephite Fathers, who min-
ister to about one-fifth of the
Negro Catholic* in the U. S.,
have accepted their first for-
eign mission in the Bahamas.
The invitation waa extended
by Bishop Paul L. Hagarty,
0.5.8., of Nassau.
Israel Tells Monks
To Close Pig Farm
HAIFA, Israel (RNS) - Is-
raeli authorities have direct-
ed a Carmelite monastery
here to liquidate a Urge pig-
raising farm it operates in a
valley below historic Mount
Carmel.
Israel's parliament last
year outlawed pig-raising in
Israel except in specified areas
having Urge Christian com-
munities. The exempted areas
included Nazareth and six
centers in Galtiec, but not the
Carmelite community here.
Both Jewish and Moslem
teaching condemns the eating
of pork.
MSGR. JOHN Kaldony,
Latin Rite Patriarch Vicar
General in Israel, asked the
Ministry of the Interior to
grant the monks an additional
grace period of 100 days in
meeting the order However, a
ministry spokesman insisted on
prompt compliance with the
government order.
A similar request which
brought no answer was
made last February by the
late Bishop Pier Giorgio
Chiappero, 0.F.M., Msgr.
Kaldany's predecessor. He
pointed out that the pig farm
was the monastery's main
source of Income.
The latest intervention
also unsuccessful was at-
tempted by Latin Rite PaK
riarch Alberto Gori, who left
his residence in the Jordan-
held Old City of Jerusalem to
ficials.
He has now advised
ficials. He has dow advised
the Carmelites to comply with
the order.
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THE DIVINE WORD
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STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSININO-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Piychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Leo J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. AstocUie Directors
Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure an Request
Help Students to Become Priests
$l.OO WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY
*
Will YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Dhrina Word Somlnariw in Indio, Philippine
and Japan, wo havo a numbor of studants proparing
for tho priesthood. MANY APE VERY POOR and nood
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DOLLY MOUNT
Sim< « 1955
A mining home in a beautiful letting.
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phere.
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Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
Tel. LA 5-7677
20 Valley Road
Clifton, N. J.
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Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
U ’host careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
j BFRGFN COUNTY
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N J
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. N.J.
HUbbord 7 1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N J.
FRANCIS X FAHEY.
Wonogir
TE 7-2332
McQUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuode
270 BROADWAY
Hill»dole, N J.
NOrth 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE. N. J
JAMES A HUNT
Director
Wlndiof 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIot 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL -SERVICE
MAYWOOD • BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7 3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK: TE 6 0202
BOGOTA. HU 9-2202
ESSEX COUNTY
OEOROE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESmx 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESmx 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N, J.
ESmx 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. j.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J. •
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGFE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2 2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
GORKY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUHIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3 0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N J.
Pilgrim 3 8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
11 2 So. Munn Ave.
Edit Orange. N. J.
ORonge 4 4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUIISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
HUDSON COUNTY
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAOER
UNIon 7-1000
JAMES A. McIAUOHUN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderzon 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfleld 9-1455
OLdfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jer*ey City, N. J.
Charlet A. Steven*,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(a* Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
19)4 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
to (ppJ, 4 Epplo)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N.J.
659 3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANIAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plain*, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRe»cott 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcotl 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
390 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 3-1415
For Hztlng In thb eectlan caE The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
A REMINDER - A mural of Christ's appearance to the disciples at Emmaus features the
refectory of the new convent at the Church of the Little Flower, Berkeley Heights. Arch-
bishop Boland dedicated the convent and the new parish school Sept. 7. With him is
Rev. Francis X. McCue, pastor.
North Bergen Board Denies
Use of School to Parish
NORTH BERGEN - Rev.
George A. O'Gorman, pastor of
the new Our Lady of Fatima
Church here, will lead a dele-
gation of his parishioners to
a Board of Education meeting
Sept. 12 to Inquire why the
board Is refusing to lease the
auditorium of Horace Mann
School to the parish for Sun-
day services.
At present. Father O'Gor-
man is scheduling Masses at
North Bergen Gardens, a pri-
vatc hall seating 500, which is
located at the southeast
corner of his parish, Bergen-
line Ave. and 75th St. Horace
Mann School, with an audi-
torium seating about 1,000, is
located on 82nd St. off Hud-
son Boulevard, almost the ex-
act geographical center of the
parish.
FATHER O'GORMAN made
his request for use of the
school in June. Just after the
parish had been created. The
board did not act on it dur-
ing regular summer meetings,
giving as its reason the fact
that one or more members
were absent each time
This week. Father O’Gor-
man received a letter from
board secretary Stephen
Magnus that, at a closed
meeting Sept. 5, the board
had voted not to grant his re-
quest. This is contrary to or-
dinary procedure which would
have required the board to
notify the pastor of the meet-
ing, since his request was to
be discussed and voted on
there
IN A LETTER released to
the press. Father O'Gorman
expressed shock that his re-
quest had been turned down
without any given reason at a
private conference of the
board. In his request, he had
reminded the board that the
North Bergen public schools
had been used by other reli-
gious groups in the past for
the purpose of worship.
"It Is a source of great dis-
appointment to me and my
5,000 parishioners, all of
whom are citizens of North
Bergen, thit a public building
built by the people of this town,
not only tor the education of
their children, but also for
the public use of the citizens
of the town in tiroes of
emergency, should not be
made available to us," the
pastor said.
BOARD PRESIDENT Jo-
seph J McKron said that the
reasoos for the refusal were
that churches were not nor-
mally permitted to use public
schools and that the period
(one year) requested by Fa-
ther O'Gorman was too long.
It is. however, common prac-
lice for churches in New Jer-
sey to lease public schools
while they construct their own
facilities and the contracts
are normally on a yearly
basis. The practice has been
upheld in the courts.
Father O'Gorman noted
that he would increase the
number of Masses to five this
Sunday and said that he had
launched a pariah survey this
week. He recently moved Into
a residence across from the
lot on which the future church
will be built at 80th SL and
Hudson Boulevard.Red Mass
Sept. 22
NEWARK Msgr. Thomas
M. Reardon, pastor of St.
James Church, will celebrate
the annual Red Mass for
members of the Catholic Law-
yers Guild of the Archdiocese
of Newark at Sacred Heart
Cathedral Sept 22 at 10 a.m.
The sermon will be given by
Rev. Thomas B. Meaney of
St. Mary's, Rahway. The Red
Mass is offered to seek divine
guidance for the courts of the
State of New Jersey and to
Invoke God's blessing on the
legal profession during the
1963-64 year
Following the Mass, there
will be a Communion break-
fast at Thomm's Restaurant,
where the speaker will be
Judge Victor S. Kilkenny of
the Appellate Divlsioo of the
Superior Court of New Jersey.
Peace Institute
Plans Meeting
WASHINGTON (NC)-Doug
las Hyde, former editor of the
communist Daily Worker of
London, will speak at the
opening session of the 36th an-
nual Catholic Association for
International Peace meeting
here Sept. 26-28
Hyde, a convert to Catholi
cism, has whiten and lectured
widely on the Christian re-
sponse to communism. Theme
of the meeting will be "The
Christian Challenge in Latin
America."
Calendar
Tbit calendar will cover ec-
tivities of Catholic pariib and
fraternal organizations (except
those specifically for women)
on a weekly basis. Copy for
each week's issue should be
submitted no later than noon
Monday. The calendar covert
a period from Friday through
Thursday each week. We will
be unable to list notices of
regularly scheduled meetings
with no special feature (speak-
er, movie, etc.) or the results
of election of officers.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 13
Bloomfield Council, K. of C.
—Annual retreat, San Alfonso
Retreat House, West End
(through Sept. 15)
SATURDAY. SEPT. 14
South Orange Council, K. of
C.—Children’s party at club-
house.
SUNDAY, SEPT. IS
New Jersey Knights of Co-
lumbus-Annual pilgrimage to
Williamstown, N.J. 1:45 p.m.
Mt. Carmel Guild Center for
the Blind—Picnic at St. Philo-
mena's Grove, Livingston.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 17
Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine, SL Mary's. Passaic
—Open house in parish li-
brary. Rev. Albert B. Hakim,
dean of the college of arts and
sciences, Scton Hall Univer-
sity, speaker. '
CWV Takes Part
In Veterans’ Day
LYONS
_ The Catholic War
Veterans of New Jersey and
their ladies auxiliaries will
participate in the annual out-
door patients carnival at the
Veterans Administration Hos-
pital here Sept. 14.
The program is sponsored
by the participating organiza-
tions serving on the Lyona
Voluntary Services Committee.
Directing the activities for the
CWV will be Paul V. Caffrcy
of Elizabeth and Ann Svoboda
of Roselle.
Bergen Federation
Convention Sept. 16
LYNDHURST - Msgr John
F Davit, vice president in
charge of business affairs for
Seton Hal] University, will
speak at the quarterly conven-
tion of the Bergen County Holy
Name Federaboo Sept 16 at
SL Michael's parish hall.
Plans will be discussed for
the annual diner honoring
spiritual directors Sept 30 at
the Casa Mans. Tcaneck, and
the annual parade Oct. 13 in
Hackensack
Workers for Blind
To Meet Sept. 21
NEWARK-A meeting of aU
volunter workers of Ute Mt.
Carmel Guild Center for the
Blind will be held Sept 31 at
2 p m. in the guild's center at
90 Central Ave.
At the meeting, plans will
be made for the classes to be
held during the year for the
blind who use the center.
Each year, over 900 blind
adults use the guild facilities
Bishops Studying
Marriage Problems
AMSTERDAM. The Nether-
ands (NC) The Dutch Blah-
ops are making a study of the
ethical problems of marriage,
including the matter of oral
contraception.
The Bishops announced that
they will withhold judgment on
the topics for the time being,
indicating a desire to discuss
the problems with other Bish-
ops at the forthcoming ecu-
menical council.
BrotherofPresident
Vietnam Archbishop Says
Buddhists Planned Coup
ROME (NC) Archbishop
Pierre Ngo dinh Thuc of
Hue, brother of President Ngo
dlnh Diem of Vietnam, de-
clared in a newspaper Inter-
view published by the Rome
newspaper IL Tempo that
Buddhist monks in his home-
land planned to overthrow Its
goverment in a coup d'etat
scheduled for Sept. 21.
The Archbishop said that
fanatics of the General Budd-
hist Association also en-
visioned a massacre of all
Catholics in that communist-
threatened southeast Aslan
nation.
ARCHBISHOP THUC ar-
rived In Rome to take part In
the ecumenical council's sec-
ond session opening Sept. 29.
According to IL Tempo, be
said he will spend the weeks
before the session starts by
visiting various European
countries to give his account
of the internal struggle that
baa shaken his nation since
May.
IL Tempo said the Arch-
bishop charged that the Budd-
hists' anti government plot
had been sustained and even
guided by foreign circles
which he would not identify
But the Archbishop did ssy
that these foreign circles were
vexed at President Diem be
cause "be did not want our
country to be anybody's satel-
lite.”
From this IL Tempo con
eluded Archbishop Thuc was
speaking about Americans.
THE ROME DAILY report-
ed that the Archbishop said
that the train of events lead-
ing to Vietnam's internal trou-
bles began some years back
with the desire of the General
Buddhist Association to have
a flag of their own like the
papal flag flown by Catholics.
But once the Buddhists had
their own flag, he continued,
they insisted on flying it in
a place of honor above the
national flag, while Catholics
complied with government
regulations giving the nation-
al flag precedence.
Last May, he said, the gov-
ernment renewed its regula-
tion of two years' standing
that the national flag must
take precedence. This came
Just as the Buddhists were
preparing to hold a great fes-
tival in honor of Buddha
Buddhists appealed to the
governor of Saigon, Ngo dinh
Can, also a brother of Presi-
dent Diem.
Ngo dinh Can agreed in the
interest of natiooal solidarity
against the communists to al-
low the Buddhist flag to fly at
the tame level as the national
flag, but while Can was con-
ferring with the Buddhist
delegation, police proceeded
to the Buddhist celebration in
Hue to order illegally-flown
Buddhist flags removed from
pagodas. The Buddhist monks
refused t 6 remove them. Then'
the governor of Hue, a Budd-
hist, announced both to the
monks and the police that the
government had rescinded Its
order.
THE BUDDHISTS or-
ganised a protest march the
next day, during which a
bomb exploded. It killed
one person and Injured many
others, Including two Catho-
lics and four children of po-
licemen.
The Vietnamese Buddhists
claimed that the government
was responsible for the bomb-
ing, while the government
blames Buddhists or commun-
ists.
Archbishop Thuc said the
Buddhist monk who burned
himself to death following the
Hue incident was really
murdered.
He said the monk, stupe-
fied by drugs, was taken by
automobile to the Cambodian
embassy where he was doused
by gasoline by the driver, who
then aet him on fire.
THE GENERAL Buddhist
Association* the Archbishop
said, represents only three of
the 16 Buddhist sects in the
country. This Is fsr from the
vast majority they claim, he
told the paper.
Archbishop Thuc said, IL
Tempo reported, that com-
munism has very few follow-
ers among the Buddhist
masses.
IN WEST ORANGE - James Blake, chairman of the fund
drive for the new church of Our Lady of Lourdes, West
Orange, is greeted by Archbishop Boland who blessed
the workers and also laid the cornerstone on the founda-
dation of the new church Sept. 10. At left is Rev. John
T. Lawlor, pastor.
Morris Knights to Fete Bishop Navagh
BOONTON A reception
will be held for Bishop Nsvagb
at SS. Cyril and Methodius
School hall Sept. 14 by the
Morris County Knights of Co-
lumbus
The theme of the program
will be "Youth and Peace.”
The Walter J. Barrett Council
of the Knights of Columbus,
Boonton, is in charge of ar-
rangcmcnt* for the reception.
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VaticanCity News
Future Unity of Europe Cited Twice by Holy Father
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
European unity can be Im-
measurably aided by the
Catholic Faith, Pope Paul de-
clared here at a special audi-
ence tor the Federation of
Italian. Catholic University
Graduates.
The Pope drove in from his
summer villa at Cwtelgan-
dotfo to receive thousands of
members of the federation,
including many officials of the
Italian government. He said:
“Your concern tor culture
done not distract you from the
historic or social reality in
which you are called to live,
but rather it places you as
students and as Catholics in
the heart of contemporary life
and requires you to view the
panorama not as inert or pro-
tected spectators but as un-
derstanders and participants
in the world scene . . ."
Pope Paul said that if the
unity of Europe is to become
a reality, it alii depend large-
ly on the efforts of in-
dividuals. He added:
“We have the conviction
that the Catholic Faith can be
a factor of incomparable
value for instilling spiritual
vitality by virtue of that fun-
damentally united culture
which must be the basis of
the animation of a socially
*nd politically unified
Europe . . .
“Europe draws from the
traditional heritage of the re-
ligion of Christ the superiority
of its judical system, the no-
bility of the great ideas of Ha
humanism, and the richness
of the vivifying principles
of its civilisation.’•
THE PONTIFF again re-
ferred to European unity the
following day when he ad-
dressed delegates of the Eu-
ropean Women’s Union.
“We want to encourage
(the ladies) to continue in
their work,’’ Pope Paid said,
“which will not be either easy
or rapid, but which it provi-
dential in the reawakening of
the awareness of women to
the great cause of the unifica-
tion of Europe, s unification
which can certainly be judged
a necessary advance of mod-
ern progress, a guarantee of
peace, and a condition for the
safeguarding of the in-
heritance of our civilisation
and itj further development.”
•
Tiro Pupal Musses
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy
INC)—Pope Paul VI celebrat-
ed Mass twice on his last
summer Sunday this season
in the towns of Gentano and
I’avona near his summtr
home at Castrlgandolfo
The Pc>e returned to the
Vatican Sept. 12, thus ending
his residence in the country
which began in early August.
In speaking to the people of
Genxano during a morning
Mass, the Pope abandoned
use of the papal "we" which
is the formal fashion for Popes
to speak in and instead used
the simple “I" of common
speech.
“I come as a stranger, as
a tourist, a stranger to these
places and to these people.
But I also come as a joiner,
as one who binds these to-
gether with infinite interests.
1 can also say that these
places and these people are
mine because you arc bound
to me with spiritual ties ...
you arc sons of God in the
earth. You are sons of God
bound to the Holy Catholic
Church which explains my
presence as Pope as pastor,
as teacher and as a spiritual
guide."
The Pope celebrated Mass
that evening in Pavona. again
speaking briefly. As he had in
the morning, he again dis-
tributed Communion, including
the giving of First Holy Com-
munion to two youngsters of
the village.
•
f incenlions Lauded
CASTELGANDOLFO. Italy
(NC) Pope Paul VI has
urged Vincentian Fathers to
remain faithful to their tra
ditions of charity In the "great
and critical hour through
which we are passing "
Pope Paul spoke to a group
of Vincentians at the end of
their congregation's 33rd gen
eral meeting. He called the
congregation's founder. St
Vincent de Paul, "one of the
great figures of the Catholic
Church," and added:
"Be faithful to the spirit of
your saint, a sptnt steeped m
evangelical wisdom and tn the
imitation of Christ
. .
"Do not be eager for radical
changes, but be prudent and
careful In the study of those
accidental and practical ad-
aptation! of your rules which
the new timet have counseled
to be fitting and the authority
of the Church has then judged
wise and legitimate.
“Be faithful furthermore to
the study, understanding and
service of the moral and cor-
poral needs which surround
us. Keep this. . . tendency to
love the poor, the sick, the
abandoned and the fallen.”
•
Saint Cited
CASTELGANDOLFO (NC)
Pope Paul VI has marked
the third centenary of the
death of St. Joseph of Cuper-
tino with an autograph letter
to Most Rev. Basil lieiser.
O F M Conv., minister general
ol the Conventual Franciscans
After pointing out the great
spirituality of the Conventual
Franciscan Saint, acquired
despite hia lack of Intellectual
talents, the Pope said that tal
ents lose their importance in
a priest when they are com-
pany! with his ability to per-
form a fruitful ministry
He cited "sanctity of life,
burning charity, the uniting of
science with holy things, seal
in dedicating oneself to the
glory of Christ and the talva
tior. of souls, aspiration to
ward heavenly realities and
scorn for earthly things," as
the chief ornaments of the
priesthood.
•
Court Reports
VATICAN CITY - The Sa
cred Roman Rota, court of
appeal for the Universal
Church, hat resumed publica-
tion of collections of its de-
cisions of 10 years earlier
The new volume, available
to the public, details 12* of
the 17* judgments handed
down by the Roman Rota in
1»3 In issuing it the Rota
resumed a practice after a
of three yeara. The dean, or
chief judge, of the Rota la
now an American, Pennsyl-
vania-born Msgr. Francis J,
Brennan.
Three significant cases
ruled upon . Indicated the
range of subjecU with which
the Rota ia concerned, dis-
pelling the notion that it func-
tions exclusively to determine
the validity of Catholic mar-
riages. . .
One involved paternity, an-
other dealt with the civil re-
sponsibility on the loss of ti-
tles of credit, and the third
concerned the nullification of
a real estate transaction be-
tween two ecclesiastical cor-
porations.
•
Reason for Interest
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy
(NC) - Pope Paul VI told
participants in the first World
Conference on Tourism why
the Church too is interested
in tourism.
People who arc traveling
must be helped by religion
and Immunised against “dis-
sipation and moral collapse,"
and religion and tourism are
often joined in pilgrimages,
he said adding:
"Faith sustains the traveler,
prayer consoles him, penitence
strengthens him. religious
fervor makes his voyage mem-
orable."
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Parisian Beauty School
*** llm tt. MMkWMCt. M i.
THE
ACADEMY
OF
BEAUTY
CULTURE
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
4 Iwlsf clbmm
HUbbird 7-220 J
KITCHEN
CHAIRS
recovered
THI
$3.95
p«r choir
WESCO -
Rt. 23 at 46 Circle
Wayne CL 6-1484
CURRENT □iuioeho
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
l LOAN ASSOCIATION
Aseta Exceed
$46,000,000
Midland Park Main Office I Saddle River Oakland
2t>7 392 Main St., j Barnstable Ramapo
Franklin Ave. : Wyckoff Court Valley Road
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TUFSYN RUBBER
Klik* no mistake. 'l\if*vn
rubber is the toughest ever
uaed by Goodyear. Goes
farther, Uatalonger. Make*
• real tire for any car, any
driver.
3-T NYLON CORD
Here * the cord th.it ran
take chuck hole pounding,
curb jolts, rough roads, and
high speeds without a fuss.
It’s triple-tempered!
RIGHT SIZE I LOW, LOW PRICE*
ror lour Car
6.00 x 13 FITS Chevy 11.
Comet, Falcon *ll 95
6.50 x 13 FITS Hulck Special. Olds F-85.
Corvair, Ijtncer. Valiant, Fairlane 1295
‘
7.50 i II or 6.70 x 15 FITS Chevrolet,
Ford, Plymouth. Dodge, Studehaker.
Mercury, Pontiac. Hudson. Kaiser.
Rambler
1545
'
8.00 x 14 FITS Chevrolet, Plymouth.
Thunderhird, Pontiac, Mercury, Dodge,
Oldsmobile, Ambassador. Edsel. DeSoto, *
Chrysler, Packard 17s°-5°-
8.50 x 14 FITS Edsel. DeSoto. Chrysler. $1 020*
Pontiac, Mercury, Oldsmobile It/
8.00/8.20 x 15 FITS Buick Electra.
Cadillac, Oldsmobile, Packard,
Chryaler, Lincoln *2X80
’
• All prior* Heck tuUUw ptas tu «nd old tir* off your cu
WHITKWALLB ONUT ft MOBBI
BUY IT!
LAKE’S INC.
649 Communipaw Ave., Jersey City
DE 3-6300
DISSATISFIED with Your Checking Account Service Charges?
J BANK BY MAIL FREE ...
| With NO Service Charges.'
YOU GET A
REGULAR CHECKING ACCOUNT
For Utile or Nothing
AT TH«
EOGEWATER NATIONAL BANK
Btak Hy litU Knr.lopM AvilUbta
,
We toy The Postage BOTH Ways
WRITE FOR DETAILS
V«/r
1200 OVER *rl,.
c "Mk,$lOO
$2OO cm,. Writ,
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The Edgewater National Bank
EOGEWATER, N. J.
OPEN DAILY 8 A.M. TO 3 P.M. - MONDAY EVENINGS 6 TO 8 P M
fttOwe , it wn 1 IMeexfM 9n*nm wd fcrrio.
WH 3-0110
Prelate Charges
Real Estate Unit
Encourages Bias
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
Magr. George 0. Higgto*
nil LaaM lL*i **- -
w*iT|BQ owl M M NMiOD*
*1 Association of Real Estate
Boards is encouraging racial
discrimination in bousing.
H»e prominent authority on
Catholic social teachings said
the association’s recent po-
licy statement which upheld
ebeotute property rights
means “that the social teach-
ing of tha churches has bad
practically no influence in the
estate profession.”
Magr Higgins is dimeter of
the Social Action Department
of the NCWC in Washington.
D.C. He spoke hers at a Con-
ference on Religion and Race.
MSG*. HIGGINS said Ne-
groes have “the duty" to atind
up for their rights and
clergymen ought to explain
this to their congregations.
He also said white Ameri-
cans are tree to disagree with
the Negro's tactics in the civil
rights drive. But he added:
"On the other hand, they are
.not free to tell the Negro to
sit back patiently and wait
for time to vindicate his
rights. ”
Msgr. Higgins brought in
the National Association of
Real Estate Boards because,
be said, its opposition to open
occupancy legislation “is so
diametrically opposed to tra-
ditional Catholic teaching on
the subject of property ”
The association, which ht
said represents 74.000 indivi-
dual real estate agenta and
1,455 local boards, recently
adopted st a Chicago meeting
of its board of directors a
policy statement on property
right*.
Msgr. Higgins said that the
statement held that property
owner* have the righi to own
and enjoy thair property ac-
cording to thair own dictates
and the right to occupy and
dispose of K without govern-
"lßß MEANS tbit. In
NARKB'a opinion, property
owners should have tha legal
right to discriminate against
Negroes," ha said.
.
Tha philosophy behind this
statement sod another
NAREB declaration that a
realtor doesn't have the ob-
ligation to change tha mind
of an owner who objects to
selling to a Negro la “almost
a caricature of 19th-century
laiassx fairs individualism,"
Msgr. Higgins charged.
“The fact that such an im-
portant organisation still of-
ficially subscribes to this phil-
osophy and is still appealing
to it as a justification for
racial discrimination in the
field of housing is most dis-
heartening.”
OF CATHOLIC thought on
this subject, he said:
"If a property owner’s
badly formed conscience tails
him that he can discriminate
against Negroes in the sale or
rental sf his property then
Catholic social teaching would
say that the government has
the right and may even have
the duty to intervene, in de-
fense of the'Negro’s right to
decent housing, by eoarting
an ’open occupancy’ law."
Of the argument that real-
tor* have no responsibility to
determine the racial, creeds 1
or ethnic composition of any
neighborhood, Msgr. Higgins
commented:
"That’s a lot of doubletalk
Real estate agenta are not
expected to determine the
composition of neighborhoods
On the other hand, they are
expected to use their in
fluence to promote the cause
of in terra ova I Justice in their
own prnfs—an. To shirk this
responsibility In the name of
professional ethics cornea
doee to being hypocritical "
Catholic rwal estate agenta,
he Mid. ought to take time
out to check the NAREB t
statements with the social en-
cyclicals of the Popes oo the
same subject.
"They will find that the en
cyclicals flatly reject the no
tioo that anyone haa the right
to ‘occupy and dispose of
property without government
interference in accordance
with the dictates of his coo-
science.’ " he Mid.
Liturgy Needs
Are Outlined
LOUVAIN, Belgium (NC) -
A liturgy expert told 400 mis-
sioners here for Louvain Uni-
versity's Missiological week
that the Fathers of the ecu-
menical council want change*
which will make the liturgy
understandable
Rev Salvatore Maraili.
O S B , moderator of the Pon-
tifical Liturgical Institute in
Rome, said the clergy must
consider links between sacred
ceremonies and actual civili-
sation.
Rev. Bonifaas Luykx. O
Praem, profaater of liturgy at
Lovamum University in Leo
ittdviUe, The Congo, told the
meeting that the religious
needs of Africans have not
been satMfied by the Western
liturgy of the Church as it
exists today
Priest Praises
Convert Work
PONTIAC. Mich (NC) -
Convert workers were char-
acterized as "elite Christians
in the lay apostolate" by the
national director of the Con-
vert Makers of America here
Rev. Erwin A Juraschek of
San Antonio. Tex., told the 19th
annual CMOA meeting the con-
vert workers should give "Al-
mighty God at least ooe hour
a weok of apostolic work."
The time could be spent, he
Mid, oo phone calls, a let-
ter, a visit or attendance at
interfaith meetings to help
others return to God.
Priest Hopes
Worms Turn
SPOKANE, Wish. (NC) -
Rev. Arthur C. Merten* is a
happy man. Somebody Just
gave him 10,000 worms.
The worms are going to an
experimental farm operated in
the Santa Lucia region
of Guatemala by the mission
staffed and supported by the
Spokane Diocese.
St. Benedict’s parish in
Coulee Dam, Wash., donated
the worms to Father Mertens
who is here on ■ visit before
returning to Guatemala.
Encyclical
Held 'Rumor'
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Newspaper reports that
Pope Paul is preparing an
encyclical are tha products
of guesswork and rumor,
according to a Vatican In-
formant.
Inquiries at Ida Vatican
Secretariat of State as well
as with Vatican Latinists
reveal that, at ieaat for tha
moment, of Hiif na-
ture is in thair bands.
However, it is Quaternary
tor anew Pope within the
first few months of hte poor
tificate to public a first
encyclical as an outline of
lus program.
Race and Religion
Integregation Calm, Dignified
Desegregation of Catholic
schools continued throughout
the South this week in an at-
moaphere of calm and dig-
nighty. A parochial school In
Huntsville, Ala., becama the
first elementary school in that
state to Integrate Its claaea,
and Integration came to
Charleston, S.C., parochial
schools for the first time.
One of the rare discordant
notes was struck in Buras,
La., tha seen# of racial out-
breaks a year ago. Last week
an explosion ripped Our Lady
of Good' Harbor School,
which was boycotted by white
pupils last year. Archbishop
John P. Cody of New Or-
leans ordered the school kept
closad in the interest of safe-
ty.
IN MACON, Ga., Negro pu-
pils peacefully integrated Mt.
de Sales High School, a co-
educational Institution con-
ducted by the Sisters of
Mercy which is Macon’s only
Catholic high school.
A spokesman said "nothing
happened at all" to mar the
usual organisational activi-
ties,
Integration in the Charles-
ton Diocese became a reality
when IS Negro students were
enrolled in four elementary
schools. The 15 previously had
attended the all-Negro Imma-
culate CoocepUoa school and
now attend previously all-
white schools.
Rev. J Fleming McManus,
director of the diocesan school
system, emphasized that not
only was the integration ac-
complished peacefully, but in-
creased enrollment In the nine
parochial schools in the
Charleston area was an evi-
dence of confidence by Charles-
ton Catholics in their schools.
LN HUNTSVILLE, a Cath
lie parochial school opened
quietly on an integrated basis
even ts tension was mounting
over the scheduled desegrega-
tion of (our local public
schools.
Two days before Alabama
Gov George C Wallace
rushed in state troopers in
connection with the public
school integration, St Jo-
seph i parochial school
opened its doors with about a
dozen white students among
its 130 pupils
Rev. Mark Sturbenx. S D S .
pastor of St Joseph’s Mission,
said integration at the pre-
viously all-Negro parochial
school was going “very
quietly ami very smoothly"
-nd hid occasioned no trou-
ble
Si. Louis Meeting
ST LOUIS Joseph Car-
dinal Ritter of St. Louis this
week announced plana for a
three-day clergy conference on
raca Sept. 17-19 as a prelude
to a program of action
throughout the archdiocese. *
The conference is one qf the'
first majos move* of the
newly-established Archdloce-
aaq Commission on Human
Rights. In addition to local
priests, the meeting will be at-
tended by national Catholic ex-
perts In social action and civil
rights.
•
Union Responsibility
HARTFORD, Conn. (NC)
Union practices which bar Ne-
groes from membership be-
cause of their race are "un-
ethical and against the stated
policy of the American labor
movement." a priest-expert on
labor management relations
told delegates to the annual
convention o( the Connecticut
State Labor Council. AFLCIO.
Msgr. Joseph F. Donnelly,
director of the Hartford Arch-
diocesan Labor Institute and
chairman of the Connecticut
State Board of Mediation and
Arbitation. declared that "to
the millions of Negro workers
who have been shunted aside
in the search for decent Jobs,
unions in this time of crisis
have a special responsibility.
"We are not advocating
quotas or depriving workers of
Jobs which they now hold But
we sre advocating accepting
Negro workers as all workers
should be accepted —with
respect end dignity and the
opportunity to be evaluated In
terms of their worth as In-
dividuals."
Mtgr. Donnelly said that al-
though there ere no UJL un-
ions which bar Negroes from
membership In their constitu-
tion!. "In practice, however,
a number of key unions ef-
fectively exclude Negroes by
making It extremely difficult,
if not Impossible for them to.
qualify for membership.”
•
Interracial Council
AKRON, Ohio (RNS) - A
Catholic Interracial Council
has been formed here, the sec-
ond of its kind to be organised
within the Cleveland Dtoceee
In the peat year. Lest tell, the
Catholic Interracial Council of
Greater Cleveland was organ-
ized.
A program of interracial
home visit* is planned and a
speaker*' bureau will be estab-
lished.
Convention Set
CHICAGO (NC) The Na-
tional Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice will hold
ts annual convention in Wash-
ington. D C., Nov 1417
The convention's theme will
be “Poverty, Race and Reli-
gion Challenge to a Catholic
Community.”
AT CUBAN MASS - A Mass honoring the patroness of Cuba, Our lady of Charity, wascelebrated at St. John's Cathedral, Paterson, Sept. 8. left to right are Msgr. Jose Sal-
vador Basulto, former vicar general of Camaguey Diocese, who preached at the
Mass; Bishop Navagh, Rev. Vincent J. Puma, director of the Cuban refugee programfor the Diocese of Paterson, and Rev. Stanislaus B. Chang of Our Lady of Providence
Mission, who celebrated the Mass.
To Erect Memorial
To Medgar Evers
ESSEN, Germany (NC)
The name of Medgar Evers.
Negro leader who was shot in
the back outside his Jackson.
Miss., home on June 12. will
be engraved on a memorial
set up in St Albertus Magnus
Church here by the Pax Chris-
ti movement
The shrine ia located in the
church’* crypt
N.J. Missioner Opens School
PUNO, Peru (NC) - San
Juan, a bustling parish in the
towering Andes Mountains
which started the first credit
union in Peru, has now open-
ed its own parochial school.
San Juan, under the direc-
tion of its pastor. Rev. Prtcr
J HaUigan. M M . of Tca-
neck. N J„ opened anew
school—only the second paro-
chial school in the nation
with an initial enrollment of
65 students.
The parish of San Juan Is
the hub of nfe to the thou-
sands of Indian families living
in this remote mountain area,
without priests for years untii
the first Maryknollers arrived
here in 1943 In addition to ths
new school, the parish has a
credit union, a clinic snd social
service center
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•* dramatic checkbook coven foe
*
CHIC-MATII—FWtY»
new low-cost, high-styfe service for
rifjler end special chockim accounts.
• I'dpawn the \
; crown jewels for •
\ CHEC-MATES
CHIC-MATI* ere on
display now at ell officee of
\jwy UNION muar COMPANY
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announce*
READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
ADULTS
Soton Holl Univonlty offer* evening program* in read-
ing improvement ot the South Orange Campu*. The»e
C la **?* ar * to the (pedal reading need*
of college itudent* and adult*.
Clowe* meet twice each week during the fall *eme*ter
beginning September 16, 1963, and terminating Jan-
uory 20, 1964. Application* will be accepted until
September 13, 1963.
P«* ffftW Infarmatian ppU/m application, plant* contact:
JOSEPH ZUSKO
READINO CENTER *
SIION HAIL UNIVERSITY
' South Orange, New Jersey
SOuth Orange 24000, Extension 44S
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NATURAL SWISS
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SLICED CHEESE
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PRUNE JUICE
TOUR CHOICE
FRUIT DRINK
16 oa. coat
GRAPEFRUIT
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IDEAL PRESERVES 1?
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KEE DETERGENT
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KIDNEY BEANS
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IDEAL POTATOES
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IDEAL BEETS
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GREEN BEANS
FowaJala, 14 aw. nt
TOMATOES
Mad Rad Bawd, V oa. aawt
SWEET PEAS
TOUR CHOICE
6~ $l
St aw. M*.
CRISCO OIL
SALAD OIL
Hwaar »di Omcoiota, 72 oi. far
BOSCO SYRUP
TOUR CHOICE
2~sl
CHUCK
awww
ROAST - 39‘
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FOR
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99c
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You Never Had It So Fresh!
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I Was Thinking...
25 Years Bring Many Tears,
Thoughts of Sorrow and Joy
By RUTH W. REILLY
Not long ago we were in*
vited to a surprise party the
husband of the celebrating
couple was planning for his
wife on the occasion of their
25th wedding anniversary.
It was to be a back-yard
party. Their children and
grandchildren would be there,
and three or four contempor-
ary couples were invited too.
We asked if we could help
with the food. No, he was
chief chef and their daughter
was going to make a special
cake.
THE DAY OF the party was
comfortably warm under a
clear blue sky. We arrived
about 1 p.m. and there was an
undercurrent of happy antici-
pation as we awaited the ar-
rival of the “better half." We
put our gift with the little pile
of packages on a tray next to
the anniversary cake.
"Yours looks very special,"
1 told my host, admiring the
beautifully wrapped small
square package marked. "To
my wife." He told me that it
was something she had al-
ways wanted.
The “bride” arrived, loaded
with parcels and followed by
their nine-year-old son "Hap-
py Anniversary!" She was
really surprised and after the
initial shock, very pleased!
Someone sang a few bars
from Lohengnn as we went
through the house to the back
yard. We toasted our cele-
brants and wished them many
more happy years together.
SITTING BACK in the sun-
shine with the porch radio
playing soft music and friend-
ly conversation going on about
me, I asked God’s special
blessing on this couple. 1
smiled to Grandma, as she
bubbled four-month-old Chris
on her shoulder, and my mind
wandered back over the
years.
I’ve known the bride all my
life. The very day she met
her man, she walked on air.
Each knew that this was It!
They were married four
months later.
Those were the depression
years, and they were rough
ones for these two, but the
very hardship of them
deepened and polished their
love.
I REMEMBER the christ-
ening of their first baby, an
eagerly welcomed little girl. I
treasure a picture of the
young mother beaming into
the camera inviting you to
share her joy. as a breeze
caught the baby's gown and
held it wide as if to display
the handwork lavished on it.
And now thia baby has three
babies of her own.
There had been other ba-
bies too A boy was next,
proudly named for his father.
They have children in heaven
too Two little boys died soon
after birth, and sbe carried a
third little son for several
weeks after the doctor could
no longer hear a heartbeat
There was the great Joy of
a sprightly and beautiful girl
child. Her parents were so
proud. At the age of S an ac-
cident took her life. 1 remem-
ber the flower filled church
and the Mass of the angels.
Mostly 1 remember the moth-
er. blaming no one. and thank-
ing God for the gift of her
child for those few years. I
shall never forget it.
Their next little son was re-
ceived reverently and thank-
fully. I watched him now,
racing about the yard with
our two younger boys. Life
hurries by so quickly!
THE CAKE and gifts wero
carried out with ceremony
and it was then that our host
told us about their Mass that
morning. "When we arranged
for it we told Father it was
for our 25th anniversary this
time, and we thought no more
about it” They arrived a lit-
tle early for the Mass and
were taken back but quietly
obeyed when Father called
them to the altar before the
beginning of the Holy Sacri-
fice and witnessed the renew-
al of their marriage vows.
“No wonder I feel like a
bride!" glowed the wife, add-
ing with a grin: “1 sure was
glad I wore my good shoes!"
Each gift was opened and
exclaimed over. There was a
silver tray, a salad bow), a
silver bud vase to set off a
single ooe of their prize roses,
a bread tray and several
more.
The little box was kept for
last, and we all watched with
interest as it was opened
"They're Just beautiful!" our
bride said softly. She lifted
silver roaary beads and held
them up for all to see.
Bride Elsewhere
At Nuptial Mass
DALLAS. Tex (NC) - There
wasn't any wedding march,
because nobody marched, and
the pews weren’t crowded, be
cause there wasn't any church,
but Helen Frame and Joseph
Kilgaltoo got roamed anyway
Their unusual wedding took
place in Helen's room m Chew
ter Hospital where the was
recovering from a cracked
pelvis suffered m an auto ac-
cident the day before
Officiating at the ceremony
was Helen's uncle. Bssbop Al-
bert L Fletcher of Little Rock.
Ark Meanwhile a Nuptial
Mass was offered with rela
tives and friends attending in
nearby St. James Church
Council Plans
Fund Drive
LAKEWOOD
- The alum-
nae Council of Georgian Court
College here launched its de-
velopment fund program with
a luncheon Sept. 10.
The campaign for $3 million
will fiance additional student
housing, a acience building
and a chapel. Mrs. Matthew
Moran is chairman.
20 Religious Teachers Mark
Silver Jubilees at Morristown
MORRISTOWN - Twenty
religious teachers Filippini
attended • Mass of Thanks-
giving Sept 7 at Villa Walsh
here. The ceremonies marked
the 25th anniversary of their
investiture into the order
Msgr. Josrph A. Dooling of St.
Francis Xavier, Newark, pre-
sided.
Jubilarians shown in the
above photo are left to
right: first row Sisters Anna
Kabio, Felicia Ptconc,
Mxrgherita Marchione. Msjr.
Dooling. Mother Provincial
Carolina Jonata, Sisters An
gclina Pecoraro and Beatrice
Pace.
SECOND row Sisters Rose
CnvcUi, Angelina Inteliszno,
Lucy Micchelli, Lucy Msr
chcttl Mary Felicia Graziano
and Ida Di Costanzo,
Third row: Sisters Filnmena
D'Ambrosio. Helen Ippolit).
Almertna Viscelli and Pierina
Di Clemmentc,
ro'rih -ow; Sisters Eliza-
beth Arcangcli, Mary Sandri.
Pietrim Mazzola and Carir.eia
Lasco.
JUBILARIANS - Msgr. Dool-
ing is shown with Mother
Jonata and 20 jubilar-
lans at Villa Walsh, Mor-
ristown, Sept. 7.
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FRIDAY, SEPT. 1J
Court Patricia CDA, Msplcwood - Csrd party,
S p.m . St Joseph's. Ceal Farley, Mrs George
Belzel. chairmen
Sacred Heart Junior Altar Rotary, Irvington
Meeting following evening Mass, auditorium
Court Rotarl CDA, East Orange Retreat.
Nora Kingston, chairman
SATURDAY. SEPT. It
International federation of Catholic Alumnae.
Suburban Essex Circle Luncheon Mayfair
Farms
SUNDAY. SEPT. IS
St- Venaatius Altar Society, Orange Break
fast following Bam Mass, auditorium. Mtgr
Anthony J. Connell, speaker, Mrs James R
MeCuaker. chairman
Marians of Kearny On shore cruise party.
Towers. Cedar Grove
St. Thomas Aquinas Rosary Altar Society. New
*rk Cake sale after Masses. Mrs Margaret
Ewart, chairman
St. Dominic Academy Mothers Club, Jersey
City Tea. 2 p.m . school
MONDAY, SEPT IS
St. Mary'. Orphanage Guild. Newark - Board
Meeting, 11 30, regular meeting. 1 p m
TUESDAY. SEPT 17
Essex Catholic High School Mothers’ Club, New
ark Meeting 8 30. cafeteria
WEDNESDAY. SEPT, la
ColumbieUes, Wallington Meeting. 8 p m .
Columbian Club
THURSDAY, SEPT !»
SI. Dominic Academy Mothers' Hub. Jersey
City Meeting, Bpm, school
Caldwell College Alumnae, Essex County
Meeting. 8 30. borne of Helen Roscoe. Irvin;
ton. chairman
St James Hospital Guild. Newark Social.
1 pm. auditorium. Jute Connolly, chairman
St Joseph s Rosary Coof ralernity, Maplewood
- Card Party. 1 30. hall; Mrs Vincent Sea
lera, Ruth Fuest. chairmen
SATURDAY, SEPT 2!
National Council of Catholic Women. Newark
Meeting and luncheon. 10 30. Thom ms Res
taqrant Newark. Mrs John L Whelan. Doro
thea Schmleg. chairmen
SUNDAY, SEPT. 21
St Michael's NosiUate Archangel Guild. Engle
wood. Oilts Meeting and supper 5 30. hall
Columbiettes
Elect Jerseyans
KINGSTON. N Y - Four
New Jersey women were
elected officers of the Coium-
bicttes Supreme Council at a
convention held here Aug
16-17
Helene Shinskl. Hackensack,
was elected secretary. Mrs
Bernard Neuman. Hackcn
sack. treasurer. Mary
lacooetti. Ridgefield, re elect-
ed sentinel, and Mrs Harry
Kaley. Rutherford, a member
of the board of directors
Quote
Of the Week
"The Sister you meet
whether she be a school
teacher or an admtnistrs
tor. must meet you as i
person This is particularly
true because she is a liv
log Incarnation of the per
son of Christ she en
counters you as Christ
She must do this no matte-
what duties are pressing,
no matter bow far she
behind in all her desk
work. And If she docs not
do this, she is a failure "
"The Sister is to live out
her vocation tn a world
that does not understand
the vocation; she is the
witness to the perfect ap
plication of Christian life
in a world that does not
understand Christian life,
and she is to be of par
ticular and definite scrv
ice to the world Sister
Marie, vocation director of
the Franciscan Sisters ol
the Poor, to Cincinnati
Arcbdiocrsin Vocation En
deavor.
Rabbi to Serve
Sisters’ Group
MILWAUKEE (NC) - Rab
bi Marc H. Tanncnbaum o(
New York has accepted an
invitation from the Sister
Formation Conference to
aerve on the international fa
culty of ita workshop in cur-
riculum
The rabbi, who la director
of the inter-religious affairs
division of the American Jew-
ish Committee, presented two
papers during a workshop at
Marquette University here He
is rated an authority on Jew-
iah-Chriatian relationships.
88 Women
Enter Nursing
NEWARK Eighty eight
w-omcn from the Newark Arch
diocese and Paterson Diocese
entered Catholic schools of
nursing Sept 9 Twenty three
entered the one year course
in practical nursing and 21 be
gan the infant rare technician
course at St Vincent's hospi-
tal. M ntclair
St Jo-.eph s, Paterson, ac
cepted 41 into its three-year
course
3 Nuns to Study
At Fordham
ENGLEWOOD
- Three Sl«-
tcra of St. Joseph will be con-
tinuing studies' at Fordham
University-two through a
grant and one through a
scholarship—it was announced
at St. Michael's Novitiate.
Sister M. Jose and Sister
M. Richellc, C.S.J., are re-
cipients of grants which
will lead to M.A. de-
grees in mathematics.
Sister Jose teaches math at
Immaculate Heart Academy,
Washington Township.
Sister Richellc teaches math
and physics at St. Luke's High
School, Ho-ho-kus.
Sister M. Eduardo. C.S.J ,
received a scholarship to
study for a doctorate. She is
assigned to St Joseph's Home,
Jersey City.
Seeking Stamps
NEWARK - A trading
stamp drive to obtain an or-
gan is being sponsored by the
Rosary Altar Society of St.
Thomas Aquinas Church here.
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An AiJtuntn Haze mink collar toot this luxurious
coat of fake blond* Portion.
Light In weightand warm at toait It's th**r delight
Sizes 5*13 sl j£
"-Whiting & Company opent a tecond t<
. . . Com* visit us In our new store on Bank Street,
between Haltey and Washington.
We'll be waiting for you with th* tame youthful
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to much ot our Broad Street store.
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CATHOLIC IDENTIFICATION
AUTO DECALS
I AM A CATHOLIC
IN TNI IVINT OT AN ACCIWNT
MtASI CAlt A MUST
t
PRICE
OF
SET
SIT INCLUDES ONE DECAL FOR USE INSIDE CAR, SECOND
DAGLO DECAL FOR OUTSIDE BUMPER OR WINDOW.
POVtAGt MtPAJD - UNO CHICK Ol MON IT 0*0(1
CARDS & DECALS P.0.80x 445
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
PATERSON READING CENTER
PURPOSE
To provide extra holp and spocial Instruction for iludonlt
who hava roading problems and those who dotira »o
improvo fholr reading ability.
PLACE
151 Ellioan Street, Paterson, Now Jorsey
SEMESTER
Sapt. 1963 - Jan. 1964
*
APPLY EARLY . ENROLLMENT LIMITED
GRADE LEVELS OF CHILDREN
Otodt t through Collogo
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
I. tntonriaw with child and parent
1 l»ol«atian at racing ability
' J. Ptychologicol evaluation
•OROUP INSTRUCTION
Ontba badc al gWMp.lad two*. pupil, win b« placad In group.
U, -**. ««. *4 U.
STAPP
on4 *«•"* '•«*«• tpaciali.t.
applications
mm
Mrs. Margaret O. Murphy, Director
Roading Cantor
Baton Hall Univarsity
151 Ellison Street
Paterson, New Jorsey t i
Telephone -LA 5-3425Bm
• IHI MODISH AIX CONDITIONID
R robert treat o KNOn HOTEL
l.tvites your reservations
• COMMUNION UIAKIASTS
• OtDINATION DINNISS
• WIODINO SfCiPTIONS
• CONVtNTIONI. SIMINARS
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vou get interest
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ance of your savings
up to JlO.OOO by
Agency of US Gov
ernment
PROfIT from 15 EX
TRA dividend days.
Money deposited on
or before the 15th
earns dividends from
the Ist
PROFIT from the high
est interest rate.
CONVENIENCE, too -
Save by mail. We pay
postage both ways.
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To combine Quality, Comfort,
Beauty, with LOW PRICtS takes
some doing ...but it can be done
SAYS THE WISE OLD OWL
W« agree! But It takas axparianca. During our 47 yaars
wa have baan doing just this for many thousands of our
customer-friends.
INOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLE
Telephone for...
OUR SHOP AT HOME
SERVICE
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Mother Alberta
On Visit From Africia
NEWARK Mother Superior Albert*, a native of Newark,
naa returned from Africa where ahe has been doing missionary
work sinae 1947.
Mother Alberta la the daughter of Albert Stango of 339 Clifton
Ave. In a few months ahe will be returning to the British
colony of Northern Rhodesia where she and five other Sistera
of St. John the Baptist ran a leper colony, domestic school, re-
ligious school in Solwezi and a clinic and hospital.
NATIVE GIRLS have been the source of additional help
at the mission. Frequently the mission must pay a dowry to the
family of the girl wanting to enter the novitiate so, as Sister
put it, the father doesn't "lose on the deal.” Preparing the
girls for Sisterhood takes about three times as long as it does
here.
Education of the people is more complex than it is in the
U.S. "First you must teach the people how to live and how to
cleanse bodies from disease, but there is a definite awakening
to the religious sense."
Sister Alberta is looking forward to returning to Africa and
hopes there won’t be any incidents similar to those in the Congo
once Northern Rhodesia gains its independence.
Enrollment Increases
At St. Elizabeth
CONVENT The College
of St. Elizabeth will open its
doors to 920 students, an in-
crease of 44 over the 19*2-
1963 school year The figure
includes 721 full time stu
dents. 219 of whom will be
freshmen including 171 in the
lay division and 48 postulants
The class of 1967 and their
parents will be welcomed
Sept 15 at a meeting in the
outdoor Greek Theater fol-
lowed by a reception and tea
in St. Joseph's Hall.
Opening Mass will be cele-
brated Sept. IS. Classes for
upperclassmen will begin at
10:30; freshmen will start
classes on Sept. 19
Among the freshmen are
students from New Jersey.
New York, Connecticut. Mass
achusetts. Maryland, Dela-
ware ami Pennsylvania, also
Florida. Minnesota. Missouri.
Virginia, West Virginia and
the District of Columbia The
Virgin Islands. Singapore.
Puerto Rico. Colombia and
Panama are also represented
SCOUT AWARD - Thomas Yondolina. Garfield, is shown
shortiy after receiving the Pope Pius XII Award, the high-
est Catholic award in boy scouting. With him are Louis
Szanio, [?] master, and Rev. Vincent Garoffolo, ad-
ministrator at Our Lady of Sorrows Church, Tom was the
only sccu[?] this year in the Newark Archdiocese to receive
the aware which was initiated in 1960. Tom, who worked
towar[?]award for2 1/2 years, said familiarization with
Churcn [?]gma; basic theories of the Roman Curia and
the operational setup of a chancery office were among
the many requirements.
Books for Youth:
Boy Leads Many Lives
COWBOY'S SECRET LIFE,
by Joan Walsh An*land Har-
cotirl. Brace & World. S2,IS
This is the story' of a hoy
and his two worlds the
world in whtch he lives and
the wonderful. expressive
world that lives with him
as the book says, "a very
special life
"
Through Joan Angland't
charming illustrations, a boy-
finds the Artie in his back
yard and Scotland Yard In the
local dress shop A fish bowl
has a depth of at least 20
fathoms and gold fish live a
few feet away from an octo
pus On one page our friend
is a hero in the Revoia
tionary War and on another
he visits with spacemen from
some distant planet.
"Cowboy'* Secret Life" Is a
book which *ll Young Advo-
cates will enjoy since they
will see themselves sh*rtng
the many adventures Parents
will also delight In it since it
will help recall childhood
dreams Satan Diner
A YOUNG PEOPLE'S Pit
TORIAL HISTORY OF THE
CHURCH, by Edward Rice
(volume ID. Farrar, Airs is
and t'adahy. 11l page*. *2 M.
k oiume two In tt»i« series,
dealing with the Age of Char-
lemagne. Li no lass spectacu
Ur than the first book which
dealt with the Early Chris
tians If anything, this book
brings more excitement to the
word Christian"
The author has accepted the
intelligence of his readers and
has refuted to coat the truth
with surgary phraana. Yet,
the reading la not difficult to
the inquisitive mind, the style
Is clear and uncomplicated.
toe nj.uBnuno.vs
-
which range from drawing* to
actual reporduction* of an-
cient *rt are exceptional. At
last those alert youngsters
who know more about the
ecumenical councils than
adults, wall be able to get
their Church history in • form
that keeps step with their
Progress.
Not only do we recommend
this book, we wish publishers
would give young people more
on this line June Dwyer.
J. C. Girl
Enters Order
JERSEY CITY - Thertwa
ZanrtU, who has been accepted
b» the Slater* o 1 the Catholic
A postulate, left Sept 8 for St
Joseph * Novitiate, Hamman.
N V
There** served a* prefect
of the Hleased Virgin Mary
Sodality at St Ann s Uthuan
ian Church, She was also a
volunteer teacher for the Mt
Carmel Guild of the Newark
Archdiocese
Young Advocates Have Own Magic Words
By SUSAN DINER
In the land of magic all
things are possible. Aladdin
need* only rub hia magic lamp
to have the genie grant hia
wishes. The good fairy wavas
her magic wand and Cindrella
la transformed from the cin-
der-covered child Into a beau-
tiful princess. Even the sleep-
ing beauty is brought to life
by the magic kiss of the good
prince.
Yea, Young Advocates, in
the land of magic all things
are poeetble whether it's
through a magic wand or the
magic words “abracadabra."
But these arc stories that
make you feel good because
you esn Imagine yourself
there as a beautiful princess
or • magesUc warrior fighting
for his king. '
WELL, EACH of us has two
wonderful magic words of our
own please and thank you.
Ever notice how much quick-
er you enjoy that ica cream
com or watch that special
program on TV when you say
Please instead of just “can
I," "I want to” or "give
me"T
And how can you forget the
smile on another person's
face when you remember to
say thank you. The seconds it
take* mean so much. Remem-
ber the 10 lepers Our Lord
healed? Only one returned to
say thank you. Our Lord then
forgave his sins as well. And
who can forget Pinochio when
he promised the good fairy
he’d be a good boy if she
would only give him a nose
like other little boys?
PLEASE IS TRULY a
magic word. Everybody likes
to bear it and especially when
it’s followed by thank you.
Listen to their magic ring.
Please! Hunk you!
Do you ask God to please
help you with your studies so
you’ll get a good report card?
God, too, likes to hear the
musical tone of please when
you ask Him for something
happy, delightful, magic
music
Maybe you didn’t get a good
mark on your report card
right away. The genie didn’t
always appear right away,
either. Then Aladdin had to
rub a little harder. Maybe
you can say please a differ-
ent way perhaps by stop-
ping in church for a minute
to let God know you didn’t
forget Him; perhaps by get-
ting up on a Saturday morn-
ing to go to Maas and Com-
munion.
WHEN THE report card*
come out and you see the mark
you wanted,, don’t forget to
say thank you to God for help-
ing you. Perhaps you could
stop in church again after
school and tell Him how you
were able to improve with Hi*
help. Perhaps you could make
a special thank you by getting
up again on a Saturday morn-
ing and going to Mass and
Communion.
So. the next time you wish
you lived in the land of make
believe remember those two
magic words Although they
may not make you a fairy
princess or a famous warrior,
they will help you in other
ways
Have You
Read...?
Tbt following quttliont trt
btted on trlidtt übicb tppetr
in tbit ittttt of Tbt Adtoctit.
Tbt tntu tri trt printed tl tbt
bottom of tbt tolnmtn with
tbt Ptgt on wbitb tbt tntutr •
mg trliflt ttn bt found.
1 Pope Paul said this week
that the current emphasis on
pastoral renewal does not
mean the Church hat
changtd Its stand on
(a) Communism
(b) Interfaith relations
(c) Racial justice
2 A ciborium completes the
first Mas* kit for Morrts-
Susscx area
(a) Girt Scouts
(b) Boy Scouts
(c) Sea Scouts
1. The Newark Archdiocesan
CYO Junior baseball cham-
pionship was won by
(a) 84. Paul's. Ramsey
(b) St. Phtiomena's, Liv
togatoa
(e) Star of the Sea, Bay
OQD*
4 The sew high school La Jer
sey City will be for
(a) Boys
(b) Girts
(c) Both
1 *#*d ’<*)-* !£|
•ted ’(•)-< m sted Mqi-l
•1 •** •<»>•! SBIMSHV
3 Receive Habit
GLEN COVE. LONG IS
LAND. N Y - Three North
Jersey women received the
habit of the Sisters of Si
John the Baptist Aug 29 at
ceremonies at the Immaculate
Heart Novitiate Chapel here
Msgr Robert Testa grass* of
St Joseph the Worker Church,
Brooklyn, presided at cere-
monies accepting the new nov-
ices Carol Buckley, Jersey
City, became Sister Margaret
John. Augusta Tamburo, Nut-
ley, became Slater Rose Ma-
rie. and Noreen Toohey, Do-
ver. became Sister Cephas.
ADDIE SAYS aha hop** aU
the Youag Advocates will coo
ttnua reading aD the paper
and to keep watching tor the
Fall Art Cootaat which win bo
starting aooo.
BOY SCOUTS BEN EFIT - Gift of this ciborium completes
the first Moss kit for Boy Scouts field services in Morris
and Sussex. The presentation was made to Rev. Karl
Kraus, area scout chaplain, by William J. Ryan, president
of Catholic Government Employees Communion Break.
fast Association Inc.
Learn CCD
A New Way
HARRISON - Christ said
"go forth and teach ye all na
tiocj " Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine is just one of
the ways this is being done
This year will be the first
time novices and postulant* of
the Daughters of Mary of the
Immaculate Conception will be
instructing CCD Twenty five
received tbe necessary certifi-
cate* after completing the
course conducted by Sister
Mary Concept* of Our Lady of
Czestochowa, Harrison Sister
said the course presented "a
new method of approach to
CCD "
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Get set nfiw and Join the more than 350.000 of our customers who
rely on Gas for trouble-free heating comfort Only lest year, nearly
10,000 homeowners switched from old fashioned fuels to clean,
quiet, modem Gas Heat!
For a free heating survey, call yourplumbing contractor, gas heating
Installeror FHfcUe tervioo.
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announces
Remedial Reading
and
Reading Improvement Services
for
i’ermntary School Students
and
Secondary School Stu.Ws
Salon Hall University offers reading program* foi
elementary and secondary school students during after
tchool hours at the South Orange Compus.
lo^PP!' Ca "° n * wlll
,
b# o«««ptad until September 23,963. Interview* and testing will be held at the Reading
Cam*uJ°<0, * and McQuald Ho,, a> th# South Orange
or further Information and/or application, please
contacts
JOMph Zubko
eroding Center
, Sefan Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
or telephone!
SOuth Orange 2-9000. Extension 441.
.
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For CYO Title
St. Paul's Shades Star of Sea
RAMSEY In a geme high-
lighted by a dramatic finish,
St Paul’s (Ramsey) nipped
Star of the Sea (Bayonne),
7-«, ter the Newark Archdio-
cesan CYO junior baseball
championship here at Finch
Park Sept 8.
The game reached its climax
In the bottom of the seventh
Inning as St. Paul’s pitcher
Tony Wild went to a 3-2 count
with two outs and the bases
loaded before striking out the
final Star of the Sea batter to
preserve the victory.
ST. PAUL’S was the Ber-
gen County champion and Star
of the Sea the Hudson County
king.
Essex County was not
represented in the playoff
since its junior champion has
not been decided.
Going into that seventh Inn-
ing, St Paul’s held a 7-4 edge,
but WHd lost his control some-
what after striking out the first
two batters.
Wild then walked two
men and was touched (or a
single the fourth hit off him.
Two more walks filled the
bases to set the stage for the
dramatic finish.
iiN THE FIRST Inning. St.
Paul's forged a lead which it
never relinquished, going
ahead, 3-0. A double by Mike
Keegan and singles by Greg
Reinan and Wild drove In the
runs.
After Star of the Sea had
trimmed the margin to 3-2, the
winners added two more runs
in the third inning with Reinan
and Wild driving them across
with singles. Star of the Sea
again cut the gap to one run,
5-4, but St. Paul’s added two
runs in the seventh inning to
complete its scoring.
Wild went the full distance,
striking out .10 batters and
walking six as he picked up
the decision. He was also one
of threo hitting stars for St.
Paul’s with four-for-four and
three runs-batted-in. Joe
Paglia and Reinan had three-
for-four apiece, Reinan with
three RBIs and Paglia with
one RBI.
Jablonskl went all the way
for Star of the Sea, giving up
14 hits, striking out three and
walking no St. Paul's batten
en route.
In Essex County
St. Rose Crowned Champion
NEWARK—St. Rose of Unu
(Newark) captured the Essex
County CYO Intermediate
League championship by nip-
ping St Francis Xavier (New-
ark) 10-9, to win the second-
half title. St. Rose had al-
ready won the first round
crown.
Baldesario Abruzzo held on
to notch the pitching decision
from Joe Santoro in a free-
hitting affair.
THE JUNIOR League title
race remained scrambled al-
though Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral edged St Benedict's, 31,
in a first-round make-up
game. Ed Cilento received
credit for the win. assisted by-
Joe Pallino's two-run single
in the first frame
St. Antoninus (Newark) had
a loss removed from its first-
round record when it was
ruled that Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral may have used an In-
eligible player in defeating
St. Antoninus. St. Antoninus
has a 5-0 first-round mark,
while the Cathedral is five
and one.
St Antoninus will face St.
Benedict's at Branch Brook
Extension Sept. 15 at 1 p m in
a first round make-up.
A second round make up
game also has been scheduled
between St. Thomas and the
Cathedral. The loser will be
eliminated from contention for
the second round title.
Star of Sea
Wins CYO Title
BAYONNE - Star of the
Sea edged Mt. Carmel in a
battle for the championship
of the Hudson County CYO
Junior Baseball league The
champions finished with a 5-1
record. Star of the Sea had 4 2
St. Bridget's (Jersey City),
the only' non Bayonne team in
the circuit, was third with J 3
and St Vincent's was fourth
with 0-6
news of
Catholic
Youth
'Clod's' Background
Found in Bible
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
Of all slang terms, "clod'*
may be one of the most des-
criptive. Just when it was in-
vented, we don't know, but it
goes back quit® a ways, be-
cause we read in Proverbs
826:
"While as yet the earth
and fields were not made, nor
the first clods of the world."
The Scriptures may not be
referring to human clods here
at all. but the fact reminds
that clods, human and other-
wise. go back quite some lit-
tle ways In history. The only
thing is that the human clod
is harder to recognise right
off than the clod who is, tech-
nically at least. Inanimate
MR. WEBSTER defines s
clod as “a lump or mass, es-
pecially of earth; that which
is earthy and of little value,”
and in this definition, he
comes up with a good descrip-
tion of the human clod a: well
as the literal variety
If ever anything was a
lump, or of little value, it is
a clod And it has two main
characteristics: it's made up
largely of dirt, and It's inert
The unique aspect of tha hu
man clod is that he thinks he
sees only clods around him
THE HUMAN CLOD is one
who hat no sense of values
He's the boy withs faraway
look in hts eye. absent mind
rally tearing up a chapel book
while the Sacrifice of Calvsry
n gomg on before him The
cSod is the guy bragging abou!
his "making out." or drinking
too much, or It's the gsl who
equates popularity with a
free use of sex and who con
demns her girtfrtends who do
have character as "squares
"
The clod Is the loud mouth
who tries to get a crowd fol
lowing him along the wrong
paths, because he’s scared to
be alone. It's the guy or gal
who tries to make virtue seem
square and vice seem cute
and beautiful and "the thing
to do." "Clod," In other
words, is a darn good
synonym for "slob."
I ONCE WATCHED four
well-dressed. good-looking
young men at a drive-in res-
taurant, who began their cul
tural display of the day by
pouring mustard on each
other, then squirting pop, then
proclaiming their displeasure
to the world at large in some
filthy, but hardly original,
shouting.
Quite obviously, these were
nothing but well dressed
clods Not only that but they
were proclaiming it loudly
and publicly, much to the dis
gust of the human beings in
the vicinity.
IN BRIEF, the clod is sel
fish, self-centered, and miter
ialistic. All he cares for is
his own comfort and pleasure,
no matter what this may cost
everyone else
He's the sun and we're
all his planets The ckxl may
be handsome or beautiful
rich or poor, on foot or m a
convertible, personable or dull
—but he or she is still all
clod
"Love" D a word that
means self gratification and
everybody, in his mmd love*
him and wants his lose
which he'll see about nun;
in return when he deeid-«
who deserves it
There are spiritual, intrl
lectual. moral, and soe;il
clods And there are infinite
combinations of these sane
ties
CAB CALL - Some 600 students of St. Joseph's Academy, Cleveland, used a cab shuttle
system to attend a performance of "Romeo and Juliet" in nearby Lakewood. Chartered
buses were too expensive for the relatively short haul, so school officials made an ar-
rangement for a special price with the cab company.
Aim at World Open
Knights Capture Legion Crown
JERSEY CITY-With their
feet hardly cooled from
marching off with the Amer-
ican Legion national junior
drum and bugle corps cham-
pionship. the Blessed Sacra-
ment CYO Golden Knights
will be after the first World
Oj>en title Sept. 14
For the first time, world
champions will be crowned m
both the junior and senior
classes in a two-day program
at Roosevelt Stadium Blessed
Sacrament will lead a coo
Ungent of North Jersey junior
unit* which will compete in
the preliminaries at S a m
Sept 14 The final* will be at
S p in
IN \DDFMON to Blessed
Sacrament St 1-ucy i Cadets
Newark) will be battling for
« high finish along with St
Patrick's Cadets (Jersey City)
and a number of out of state
( alholic groups like St Kcv
in * Emerald Csdets of Bo*
ton »tvt St Riphiel s Golden
Bucr sneer* of Bridgeport,
(om
St l-uc> « which has been
n.proving all »ea*on claimed
'bird place in the American
legion competition behind the
Golden Knight* and the Gar
and 1 »det* The Hawthorne
Muehachos were fourth for a
New Jersey sweep
IN WINNING that title.
Blessed Sacrament gained it*
ninth national crown It won
the American Legion honor
five other times, most recent
ly in 1959, and the Veterans
of Foreign Wars national
championship three times, the
latest in 1960 It was the 20th
win tn 24 events this year for
Blessed Sacrament
After the World Open Sept
H. Blessed Sacrament will
travel to Hackensack for an
other contest and it will be at
Livingston the following after-
noon for another competition
In another contest Sept 7.
St Patrick's Cadets finished
a close second to the Wood-
siders of Newark in a battle
for the Eastern States Cham-
pionship at Bristol. Pa The
winners had 77 85 points and
St Patrick's Cadets posted
77 80
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Essex Catholic, Marist Prepare Bid to Join Perennial Parochial GridPowers
aummf* n The ' rt™**l * for the•uramlt of the bigger North Jersey inde-
pendent Catholic schoolboy football teams
»s annually a heated battle. But. 1963
may bring a peak never before achieved
with the Ust of potential contenders in
creased this year.
Although Marist (two years) and Es-
sex Catholic (ona year) are youngsters
in the sport, each la preparing a serious
challenge to the perennial powers St.
Benedict’s Prep, St. Michael's (UC). St.
f^fr. , /rep tnd H * u ~ «<*19tt leader, St. Joseph’s (WNY).
St. Joseph'* (9-0) cruised through its
first gU-winning season last year to fin-
ish slightly better than Seton Hall (6-0-2)
In ita first undefeated seaaon and St. Ben-
edict’s (6-M).
A teamby-tesm outlook, with 1962
records in parenthesis, is as follows:
ESSEX CATHOLIC (35) - With an
all-important year of experience behind
it, Essex Catholic appears ready to crack
the .500 barrier and perhaps go even high-
er if some very promising sophomores
and juniors progress rapidly under the
coaching of Greg Riel. Quarterback Don
Dißcnedetto, fullback Rich Reinhardt and
halfback Joe Sockalosky are returning
lettcrmcn who give the backfleld strength
and sophomores Larry Schumacher —a
swift halfback —and Craig Courier —a
triple-threat quarterback —and a couple
of other newcomers provide good depth.
While the line doesn’t have as much
depth, there are some outstanding play
ers led by tackle Joe Norton and guard
Joe Mastracchio, both regulars last sea-
son. Other , experienced linemen include
Lou Constantinople, Ray Beam. Paul
DeLuca, Bob Cashill, Jim DePore, Dave
Clemo and Mile* O’Brien.
MARIST (1-6) • For two seasons,
Marist has suffered through 1-6 records,
but Coach Marty O'Brien expecta a big
upturn in the Royal Knights' fortunes
this year. Graduation took little toll and
it left Mickey Albers, a hard-running half-
back, who could be one of the beat around.
Also returning in the backfield are quar-
terback Brian Burke and running backs
Dan Klinga. Tom Constantino and John
Modzelewski Top veterans in the line are
Brian McNulty. Tom l.apinski, Ed Gottko
and Vin Tuohy.
ST. BENEDICT’S (6 1-0 - When you
have two Advocate all-start like half-
back Ralph Ulore and tackle John Walter
and you are a coach like Joe Kasberger,
how can you expect anything but another
top-notch season Of cuurie. gravel-voiced
Joe will never admit to optimism, but the
talent on hand will be speaking for itself
There may not be any backs around who
are belter than Ldore, who led all Cath-
olic scorers with 90 points last year. John
Burke. Augie Dcßo*a and Red Foley, all
with some experience, will join Lilore in
the backfleld
Walter leads the line, but he isn't the
only standout He'll be playing with vet-
erans like Pat Bnantr, Kevin Oates, John
Berxlokas. Brian Froehch, Bob Petitti and
Ed Wallace at the interior spots and Mike
McAdams, Bill Trexza and Mike Berielli
at ends.
ST. JOSEPH’S (8-0) - It will be a
new coach MartySeglio —and. for the
most part, anew starting squad as the
Blue Jays have lost most of the players
who led them last year. Although they
wore not regulars, the backfleld mem-
bers all saw enough action to make the
team solid behind the line with Ken Judge
at quarterback and Bill Grtego. Bill Lisa
and Gene Arthur at the running spots
Sparking the forward wall will be two
veterans, center Gary Macejka and tackle
Lou Filpovits. Th# other positions may he
filled by a good crop of underclassmen
who are coming along.
ST. MICHAEL'S (3-5) - Ixmng sea
son* arc not the vogue at St Michael’*
and coach George Planner may have the
experienced men to avoid a repeat of the
sub-. 500 mark of last year. Key among
the returned are quarterback Richie Sal
mardi and halfback Howie Heatherly In
Ihe line, Frank Riiionico leads a trio of
top hands which also includes Dennis
Keller and Ed Purcell
ST. PETER’S (4-4-1) Lettermen will
fill every position for coach Bill Cochrane
and most are well-seasoned seniors who
could bring the Petrcans back to the top
of the pack both in Hudson County and
among the parochial powers. Even though
it is primarily a senior squad, two juniors,
quarterback Ron DeMeglio and halfback
Tim Hawkes, could be the backfield stand-
outs. They’ll play beside fullback Chris
Mortonson and halfback Pete Sack, both
senior*
In the line, St. Peter’s has size and
experience with tackle Glenn Grieco ex-
pected to lead the way. Sharing interior
line jobs with him will be Larry Finnegan,
Bill McCahill, Paul McGovern and Bruce
Zemar. Dom Santora and Ed Lewis should
start at end.
SETON HALL (6-0-2) A team that
has lost just one game in the past two
seasons has to be counted among the
teams to beat even though many of ita
regular* have been graduated. Coach Tony
Vcrducci faced somewhat of the same aitui
ation last year and rounded the club into
a championship unit He hopes to do the
same this year, building around center
Bob Heffers, the only returning starter.
With Gary Vogler (250 pounds) and
Pete Finnerty (215 pounds), backed up
by Terry Kelly (195 pounds), the tackle
positions will be well guarded Joe Luongo,
a guard, is another first-rate lineman.
Among the end prospects are Ed Roch-
iord. Ron Parenti, and Gary Tobin Gradu-
ation took most of the backfield expen
erne, leaving Verdueci a building problem
in that department.
St. Peter's Slate Shows Changes
JERSEY CITY - A num-
ber of changes appear in 22-
game. 1963-64 basketball
schedule released by St
Peter's College
Two new opponent*. Moo
month and StonehUl c A Massa-
chusetts. have been added and
Georgetown and Stetsoa are
returning after a one-year ab-
sence. Notable by its absence
is Fairleigh Dickinson, a tra
dltiooal rival.
IN ADDITION, Coach Don
Kennedy's Peacocks will com
pete in a Christmas tourna
ment Dec 27-28 at Wagner
College. Fairfield and Massa
chusetta complete the four
team field
Other features will include
Madison Square Carden games
with Fairfield and Manhattan
and a 12-game home schedule
with such attractive opposition
as Seton Mall. Niagara. St
Joseph's making its first
visit to the Jersey City Armory
LeMoyne ami Catholic Uni-
versity.
WHILE GRADUATION didn't
take a big toll of the
Peacock roster, academic dc-
finer.;.es did a» George Ken
nedy snl Steve Day. two
sophomore starters last set
•on. are no: b ck ia achoc
tius year
The kr>- '-olfovert a*e T n»
lleaney. Tim Kehoe. Bill Sin
ger and Lou Trivarlo Rie
”o - • will be back aa a soph
•more after being out of school
for a year St. Petar a hat
*Do enrolled Charlie Potter
• 6-9 player who graduated
from Orange County Junior
College in New York this year
•U'-'g the Homing fresh
men. the top prospects are 6 8
Bob Greta of Smithtown L I
rad Joe C-millery, who aver
aged 77 pomt» per game win
St Mary a (JC) last season
The complete schedule u
‘4. R «3*r 1.
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All-Weather
Track Ready
For Q.P.
NORTH ARLINGTON —The
first all-weather track in
North Jersey is the main fea-
ture of an athletic field which
was recently completed at
Queen of Peace High School.
The track, which is 311 yards
long, ring* a football field
which is used for practice and
as a site for freshman and
Junior varsity games Varsity
games still will be played at
North Arlington High School
Field.
IT IS TIIK biggest track in
the area for the indoor season
and plans call for making it
available for a number of
meets, according to Brother
Thomas, athletic director.
Queen of Peace entered
track last year and last week
hired BUI Ziegler as track
coach, replacing Brother
Thomas and Brother BenUde,
who served as temporary
coaches. The Queensmen ap-
plied to enter the New Jersey
Catholic Track Conference
Sept. 11.
The field enables the foot-
ball team to save an hour
each day, time which had
been spent walking to a coun-
ty park* for practice.
Don Bosco Tech
Ousts Champs
PATERSON - With defend
ing champion St. Mary'a out
of the running, the Paterson
Catholic High School Fall
Baseball Tournament will go
into Its semi final round Sept
12 St Bona venture will face
Don Bosco Tech at Pennine
ton Pars and St Joseph s will
engage St John s at Totowa
Oval
St Mary's was ousted. 43,
by Lion Bosco Tech in an open-
ing round game Sept 7 The
Gaels had a 3-1 lead erased in
the last two innings Don Bos
cos Mario Gillio singled
home John Savastano from
second base in the bottom cf
the sesenth to snap a 33 dead-
lock
The final will be Sept. 15 at
Totowa Oval.
Debut Due
In CYO Loop
JERSEY CITY - St Paul’s
(JC). defending champion in
the Hudson County CYO Foot-
ball League, will begin de-
fease of its title Sept. 14
when the league open* It*
fifth season
Coach Jack llathaway’i St.
Paul's team will put a nine-
game winning streak on the
line in a clash with St. Mi
chad's (UC) in the finale of
a tripleheader at High School
Field.
STRIPPED OF the aervices
of 10 of it* starter*—including
Pat Spitaletta, who led the
league in scoring last year
with 103 point*—St. Paul’s will
be In a rebuilding year SI
Michael's, on the other hand,
suffered through ita worst
campaign in 1962 and now
boasts a host of veterans un-
der coach Frank McGovwn
Five games are on the
agenda in the opening week
Besides the tripleheader, a
twin-bill is on tap Sept 15 at
Bayonne * City Park Stadium
Eleven teams will compete in
the league, each meeting all
others once
Launching the opening dsy
action will be a contest be
tween Mt Carmel (Rayonne)
and Queen of Peace (North
Arlington) Ia the second
gsme. St Paul of the Cross
(JC) will faee St Aloystu*
i JO
In the Sept 13 game*. Our
Lady of Victories (JC l wtll
test Sacred Heart (JC) arvl
Star of the Sea (Bayonne) will
meet Maly Rosary (JC).
Boystown 11
Shifts Leagues
KEARNY
- New Jersey s
Boy stown will shift it* footbsll
trim to the A1 Rlom Leagur
'Ms season from the Hudson
r ounty CYO League in which
hvd competed
The change wn made since
the CYO regulations limit
boys to the 11-14 age group
BO 135 pound weight class
With older and heavier play
' **. the Rloris' limit* of ISO
TOunds and 13 years are more
suitable for Boystown
l 1962. Boystown had a
6 ! record in the CY'O League
~hc loss came at the hands of
St. Paul's (Jersey City), 13-
12. in the championship gsme
after the locals had won the
Northern Divlaioo crown
Q.P.FIELD - A new football field and all-weather track, recently installed at Queen of
Peace High School, North Arlington, has been put into use with the opening of the
school year. the field is beling used by all teams for practice and it will serve as
the home site for the school's freshman and junior varsity elevens. Varsity gamws are
played at North Arlington High School Field. The track, which can be used in winter
as well as in spring and fall, is the first of its kind in the North Jersey area. The track
is 311 yards long with a chute which provides a 150-yard straightaway
sports spot
Busman's Holiday?
by ed woodward
When a recreation director
takes i vacation and spends
it playing basketball, srould
you consider il a busman's
holiday’ In some cases, yes
But. in the case of Btl!
Rafterv of Kearny it's work
hard competitive work
The former St Cecilli'i
(K) and I-a Salle star this
week began practice with 14
other returnees and new com
ers at the New York Knicker
hockers training camp at
New York Military Academy
ir. Cornwall. N Y Su other
veteran* including Richie
Guerin and Tom Gola will
report next week
SHORTLY AFTER h:»
graduation f >m LaSalle this
tear .111. was spp tnted
Kearny recreation director
ie ipent the summer becom
mg familiar with hit duties
and woraing into shape by
running daily and passing
many of bis evening hours
shooting a basketball
TN « week he started hit
* acat or rv>t so come Mentally
with the Krrnk camp He 11 drill
with the New York pros until
Sept 28 when the club will
lease its new training site
ilpsala in F.ast orange had
been used the pa«t few years)
and launch an exhibition tour
The season will start Oct 17
at Madison Square Garden
A big shake-up in personnel
I* m prospect for the Knicks
and Bill is hopeful! that the
can ahow enough to stay
AT A SPRING camp for
rookies, he learned that the
thing Coach Ed Dooos an wanU
ia man “who can make the
team go
" There are a num-
ber of shooter* and scorers,
but the need for a “quarter-
back" is great.
Although he was a big scor-
er in high school and still
holds the career record for s
New Jeriey schoolboy,
Rtfiery I* more at borne in
the role of a t sack court man
who can direct the attack.
Bill isn't kidding himself
that it will be easy with hold-
overs lik* Gola, Guerin. Jack
Foley and A1 Butler and new-
comers like Art Heyman of
Duke, and Jerry Harknett of
Loyola to beat
But that doesn't mean that
he went to camp with a
pessimistic ties* He knows
Ms own ability and is anxious
to show the Knick official* his
credential* for a pro job
• • •
BlU.fi BENT KNOWN too
temporary on both the high
school and college courts, Vtn-
rue Ernst of Jersey City, has
decided to maka hi* bid to
replace Bob Cousey with the
Boston Celtic*
After leading Providence to
two NIT title* in three year*,
he went to Brail] last spring
to star for the U S eager*
in the Pan Am Games There
were reports that he planned
to stay amateur to preserve
bis eligibility for the 1964
Olympics even though th# Cel-
tics bad drafted him
HOWEVER, the former St
Atoyaius star signed his con-
tract thia week and left for
Boston's pre season camp
which wtU open next week H*
has met successfully every
challenge In hia headline
dotted career to date, but an
attempt for i 59 player to
make the grade with the pro
big boys" hat to rate far
abote any other challenge
North Jersey fan* will un-
doubtedly have plenty of com-
pany around th* nation in
rooting for Vlnnit to maka
the grade.
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NEW YORK CITY
NEWARK BUICK
li Offorloo Tk* Moit Eoboloos Dials
Dartof Oir GIGANTIC
END-OF-MODEL-YEAR
CLEARANCE
Of IVKRY LAST CAR
BRAND NEW
1963 BUICKS
fIICTRA 225 • It SABRE • RIVIERA • WILDCAT
SKYLARK • SPECIAL • INVICTA
SEDANS. HARDTOPS. CONVERTIBLES I
STATION WAGON 6
Wt'rw do
'■
i
•f • llfitlmt to fot • rtol bar^aia.
SplondlM loloctloa of body ityloi, colors oid
tqulpmtat for haiodloto doJlvoryl
• Tup in<u In uUoumueut! • Turmt to uuit your Mtdil
NEWARK BUICK
1001 lEOH ST., RIWMK
: OMN EVENINGS TIL 9:10 ’
AUL'S
MOTORS
''
MAWTMORNC
HA 7-2530
'’’ ' l< >n < a i*
1959 T-BIRD
All black. Red A White Vinyl
interior, bucket *cat». full pow
er, * » SPECIAL lIMS.
1957 CHEV.
210 Sene*. < Door Sedan VI
Auto . RAH . w « SPECIAL
WK
1957 FORD
Ranch Wafon VI. Stand
tranj . R AH v* »
SPECIAL *s*s
1959 FORD
Convertible Black roof. Red
A White body. VI. Auto P S
RAH . * w SPECIAL lilts
There’s a future in
ELECTRONICS
W'W
Train for better pay while
you keep your present job
Electronic
School
Aw iMruy, H X
m-nu
uxn h® h caimm mtttm w
Sir**.
SEAT-BELTS\
au repairs z snv;ct up to 12 months to pay
3085 HUDSON BLVD., JERSEY CITY OL 6-8000
• :x*« *«rt» .> Imm W-t<« lr.!i»»ca i
: I* D«■ K«4 till I
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Hal 40 nan
CHECKER
JERSEY SALES CORF.
FACTORY BRANCH
SaWa • Sarvfa* • Parti
531 MITRAL AVE.
Eut Orcjiya OR A-3-31
©
HAGIMOPLIN*
HmiVi Only AitinliW
DnU>
Karmann Ghla '63 Cpa.
V.W. '63 Convertible
Karmann Ghla '62 Cpe.
Corvette '6l 2 Topi
Porsche '6l H7op
V.W. -61 Sedan
VW. '6O Sedan
V.W. '6O Panel Truck
VW. '59 Sedan
M.G. Roadster '6O
Ford Zephyr '5B
Porsche '6l Coupe
V.W. '6l Pickup Truck
Hermann Ghla '59 Cenv.
Karmann Ghla '57 Cpe.
iitcuTivi can ——
.
'M v w. siaiiON watON
fully Mi/ipose, *4M. spilt (font
Mil. hk« ««* thr oucOout.
note enni iee% euaiAinii
S«* On* Of Th*
Largest Displays Of
VOLKSWAGENS
SPECIALISTS IN
* Station Wagons
* Karmann Ghiat
• Buses
• Trucks
taut • sinvice • run
310 ELIZABETH AVI. ,
NsWAMK TA 4-2000
Archbishop Heenan
In Westminster See
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Archbishop John Heenan of
Liverpool has been named
Archbishop of Westminster,
succeeding the late William
Cardinal Godfrey who died in
January.
Arhbishop Heenan has
been active in church unity
work. His statements on edu-
cation, family and the strug-
gle against communism have
also won wide attention.
THE ARCHBISHOP, 58, was
born In London, ordained at
25 and consecrated as Bishop
of Leeds by Archbishop God-
frey in March, 1951. He be-
came head of the Liverpool
Archdiocese shortly after,
succeeding Archbishop God-
frey there. At Liverpool he
was the spiritual leader of
about 500,000 Catholics; the
Westminister Archdiocese,
which Includes much of Lon-
don, has about 450,000 Catho-
lics.
Recently Archbishop Heenan
offered Catholics eight rules
for fostering Christian unity.
The gist of them was to be
charitable, calm, knowledge-
able and honest about the
existing differences.
One of them discussed par-
ticipation with others in reli-
gious services. Archbishop
Heenan declared: "Christian
charity does not require us to
take part in the worship of
other religions —but we
should not be more Catholic
than the Pope. We may re-
cite publicly the Lord’a
Prayer and the Apostles'
Creed with other Christians.
We may also pray with them
in private."
His work with the Vatican's
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity was ex-
tensive. He also served as
chairman of the British Bish-
ops’ Committee for Christian
unity work.
ARCHBISHOP Heenan is
expected to be enthroned in
the Westminster Cathedral of
the Most Precious Blood be-
fore going to Rome for the
second session of the ecumeni-
cal council, which opens Sept.
29. The Archbishop told the
press:
"My work at Westminster
will be to continue the coop-
eration which is getting much
greater between non-Catholics
and ourselves. I am sorry to
leave the North but I shall
now devote myself wholeheart-
edly to the priests and people
of Westminister."
Evening Masses
For Spanish
PATERSON Rev. Stanis-
laus B. Chang, administrator
of Our Lady of Providence
Mission, has announced that,
with the approval of Bishop
Navagh, daily evening Masses
will be celebrated there at 8
pm. from Monday through
Friday.
Father Chang said that the
Masses were added to accom-
modate his Spanish-speaking
parishioners whose working
schedules make it impossible
for them to attend morning
Mass during the week
Jesuit Centers
To Visit Shrine
AURIESVILLE Jesuit
centers in the metropolitan
area will sponsor a pilgrim-
age to the National Shrine of
the North American Martyr*
here Sept. 22.
The pilgrimage Is dedicated
to the memory of Pope John
XXm and for the auccesa of
the Vatican Council. A noon
Mas* will be celebrated in
the coliseum by Very Rev.
James J. Shanahan, S.J., for-
mer president of St. Peter’s
College and provincial of tho
Buffalo Province. The preach-
er will be Rev. Arthur Mc-
Gratty, S.J., former director
of Loyola House of Retreats.
Morristown.
Following lunch, there will
be a procession to the ravine
where St. Rene Goupil,
America's first canonised
martyr, it buried. Father
Shanahan will preach.
Faiths Combine
In School Study
MONTCLAIR - Msgr
Thomas W. Cunnigham, pas-
tor of Immaculate Conception.
aQd Tom Langan, president of
the Montclair-Essex District of
the Arcbdiocesan Council of
Catholic Men, have joined an
interfaith committee here to
study means of improving the
teaching of religion to gram-
mar and high school students.
Other members of the com
mittee include Rabbi Jesahia
Schmtzer; Rev. C. Lincoln Mc-
Gee. president of the Clergy
Club; Rev. George Bean, presi-
dent of the Ministerial As-
sociation. and Sidney Kellner,
director of the American Jew-
ish Committee
The commitec said its pur-
pose is to study ways in which
the religious education ol
young people and parents esn
be Improved in light of the
many social, ethical and moral
problems facing society.
Pray of Them
Sister M. Aurelia
CALDWELL - Sitter Mery
Aurelia Perrin, O.P., 78, a
member of the Siiteri of St.
Dominic of Caldwell for al-
most 40 yeara, died Sept. 4 at
St. Catherine of Siena Infir-
mary here. A Solemn Re-
quiem Maas waa offered Sept.
7.
Born in Lawrence, Mata.,
Sitter Aurelia Joined the Sit-
ters of St. Dominic in 1924,
received her habit the fol-
lowing year and wat pro-
fessed in 1928.
She served at several North
Jersey schools, including La-
cordaire in Upper Montclair,
St. Mary's High School.
Rutherford, and St. John the
Apostle, Clark-LInden. She
was also superior and prin-
cipal at the mission in Bayou
la Batre, Alabama, 1949-1931.
Survivors include four sis-
ters, Sally, Augusta and
Teresa Ferrin of Lawrence,
Mass., and Mrs. Timothy S.
Sullivan of Albany, N. Y.. and
a brother, William Ferrin of
Albany.
Other Deaths
. ..
Nicholas J. Catcella, 80, of
Newark, organist at St. Augus-
tine's Church for 40 years,
died Sept 1 at borne
Judge Clement 1>. Nye. f<9,
a national director of the Holy
Name Society, died in Los
Angeles
Rev. Luigi Mon Uni, a cousin
of Pope Paul VI, died in
Braiil.
Bishop leopolde Eljoy
Garay, 85. of Madrid died
Aug 31 at Vigo. Spain
Msgr. Edward J. Higgins.
73. founder of the Catholic War
Veterans, died Sept 5 at Im-
maculate Conception Rectory.
Long Island City.
lm your Pruytrt tlto rtmtm-
brr thru 4 reused prlrtfr.
Newark
...
Rev. Cornelius J. Mclnerney,
Sept. 14, 1948
Rt. Rev. Magr. Joseph M. Per-
otU. Sept. 14, 1933
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John P. Lenl-
han, Sept. 14, 1958
Very Rev. Andrew Petralia,
O.F.M. Cap., Sept. 15, 1954
Rev. Andrew L. Clark, Sept.
16. 1932
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Mark J. Duffy,
Sept. 16. 1948
Rev. Edward S. Kotlowiki,
Sept. 16. 1959
Rev. Thomas E. O'Shea, Sept
17. 1923
Rev. Joseph De Sanctis, Sept
18. 1953
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Paul A. Dip-
pold. Sept. 19. 1962
Rev Henry P. Wosniak.
Sept. 19, 1951
Rev. Joseph G. Giunta, Sept.
20. 1942
Paterson
. . .
Rev. Bernard E McKenna.
Sept. 14. 1958
Rev. Augustine F Wirth,
0.5.8., Sept. 19. 1860
Knights Plan
Peace March
WILLI AMSTOWN Rev
William C. Clark of Holy
Name Church, East Orange,
will speak at the annual pil’
grimage for Peace of the New
Jersey Knights of Columbus
Sept 15 in this South Jersey
community
Father Clark, an officer of
Jersey City Council before he
began studies for the priest-
hood, was ordained last June
The procession will begin at
215 p m. and will be led by
Rev Francis J. Cosgrove of
Williamstown. Closing cere-
monies will be held in the
prayer garden of St Mary's
Church
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MEMORIALS
AUTHORIZED DEALER<$it 7 RIDOR
ROAO
NORTH ARLINOTON. N. J.
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HELP WANTED FEMALE
WX HAVE OTBMINGS roR
FEMALE-ST ENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE
-
SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
-MANY OTHERS"
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
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Now aril. N. J. 0T1«
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C.
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■a. Hapfj Bot ’ll. Tha
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COOK
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makai aa houao
Pataraoot a or 1
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FOR SALE
BARNEY'S WAREHOUSE
LIQUIDATES OUTFITS
Camalata llotnaa of PhM
ouauty evrniturk
4k tha t.'apald Balaacaa
I Bnatno • Ilk Boon ■ 4 low
BARNEY'S SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
aaa Prattaalnjraaa Ara.
OH RaoU 22. NEWARK
Opaa Moo . Woda. Pit NU.
PATERSON URJVE-IN OUTUTT
47 Wow M. 1 Bl. from Mata
Opaa Maa.. Than. A Prl. NU.
AUTO DEALERS • NEW CARS
BUICK • MERCEDES-BENZ
Aathortaad BaJaa A Sarrtea
MAPLE BUICK INC.
OoMplH Una a4 IMHtaN wad cara
Phone SO 2-7500
I-IT W. A Oraaia Ara . So. Oranoa. N. 1.
CADILLAC
an at A SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Pina SaUctlon of Uaad Cm
'
Caolral Ara. Nawark
Phone AAA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
Maw Jor»or|»JUrjoat Cadltlae
AuthajUK^XAC^OLD.
Clifton. N. J.
MOORE CHEVROLET
mVKE - PASTS
OK USED CARS .
Dial El 4-3700
W n. Broad BL BUahoU
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
AuthortMd
I SSm. 1 N? AiUna ton
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
CHEVROLETS
MVI IUXDUM
l & $
CHEVROLET
“OUR REPUTATION
is tour woTtawi ■
on Maw An . t'wa Ml!
CHEVROLET
coRVAtm coivrm
•CONNER CHEVROLET
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DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
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TOWNE MOTORS INC.
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tnd Cara - Body Uaf
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IS St Ganna An. W
FLETCHER
LINCOLN MEBCUBY CORP
Par Tha Baal Daal va
OLDSMOBILE
aaa JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Authortaad Salat * Sarrtra
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PI 4-7500
ITI Gian Rldaa An Maaltlair
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
PLYMOUTH * VALIANT
BALKS A lE*VICK
Holm Bl« lataa CM». M. J.
UNion 6-6300
PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
VALIANT - IMPERIAL
MVSPIIY BEOS. MOTOR BALKS
BALES A SERVICE
m% naan am I Uaatf Can
ElizabatK 5-5600
1963 PONTIAC • TEMPESTS
AO Mndaia and Calan AvailaMa
Pn» laailai Daßnry
BEST DEAL IN STATE
KLAXON PONTIAC
477 N. Broad SL aillta.
Phons: WA 3-6900
PONTIAC
Naw Car Salaa • Samoa - Parte
Cuaraataod Uaad Can
rtne.l Body Work A H.p.lr Barrie
TROPHY PONTIAC
"• BNray. Car. MU> SL Baranna. N.
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PONTIAC • TEMPEST
RAMBLER
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VALLEY VIEW
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AIR-CONDITIONED
3,4, & 5 ROOM APTS.
FROM $l2O MO.
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You'll Go Into Orbit
When You See The
SPACE PROGRAM for
Your Family in
Rolling Hills
luiiuuiut nun ATWAYNEWf INMANS UVDNil J*w»K of FrtokMH A»»
WAYNI. Ni
THE INSIDE STORY . . .
▼ our (Komi of b»g tpl«t lowol. b« U«»l* o«d Colonial 7 »t©ry
Komu ikilHwUf planned N> pro**d# pWnty of room for fK| »K«I«
to I.*. ond ploy in uncrowdod comfort
THE OUTSIDE STORY . ..
Ktnj •it*, londxopod. woodod plot* 100*130 (o««T Vfc o<ri) . . .
b*g onoogh for barbocu>ng. bodminton, ooqvtt, pitting hortothoo*.
procttc* parting, packing o font or two. ploying cotch. or what
kaaA yow.
THE COMMUNITY STORY ..
Only O fpw block* owoy or# Woyn#*» modorn public and porockiol
Kkooll houwi of worthip of oil faith* . . . chopping contort
porkt and playground* public ond privato golf courtot
country clubt . . . •■p»o*t highway* . . ond convoniont
commuting to Potorton. Nowork and Now York.
SS! • i
Modal Shown: "Tha Woyna" Split Laval . . . $23,990
1 fomilf Sit* Ixlroomi . . IVj Colarnd Caromic Til# Rotht
.
. . Finiihad ‘I K "
Room with Sliding Glou Polio Dooit . . . Ovoniiod luilttn Ooiog* . . . POURED
CONCRfM FOUNDATION.
Pfkod *23,990 to *28,950
All UHliHot, Including CITY SIWfRS (NO SEPTIC TANKS)
. . . Sidewalk, * Curht . . . Aro In and Raid tor.
IDS DOWN
SO-YIAR MORTGAGES
FOR QUALIFIED lUYERS
. . CITY WATER (NO WUIS)
5 FURNISHED MODELS
■ OPEN DAILY A SUNDAYS 11 AM. TILL DARK
SALES OFFICE PHONE: ARmory 1-40*5
Mvd. la ItOUJNO MUXS AT WAVNB,
46-Home Community
Opens in Wayne
A Pit* Rtlttut
WAYNE (PFS) - Laurel
Woods, a 46-home develop-
ment featuring customised
split-levels, two-story Colo-
nials. and bilevel* priced
from (29,M0, has openad off
Hamburg Tpk*. on Colfax
An.
Tho Vincent J. Mootalto Cos..
Is tho oxdusivo agent tor the
development, built by Marino
Tun-in. All homes have boon
architecturally designed to
toko advantage of the moat
up-to-date building toohMlsCf*
using durable contemporary
materials.
One of tho moat attractive
North Jersey communities,
Laurel Woods la Wayne is
close to shqpping centers,
schools and recreational faell-
ities and only 4S minutes from
New York City,
..Currently displayed Is the
VMderblH, a distinctive Dutch
Colonial home with seven
targe noma. It is sito-eriant-
od In take full advantage of
proportioned
mlnmum sised 100 by uo
foot lot.
Packanack Hills
Sales Are Brisk
A Ktyti-Mdrlim RtUm*
WAYNE (PrS) - galas era
moving briskly at Hills of
Packanack, according to sales
agents McDonald and Powers
Cos. of Cadar Grove, who clta
the picturesque location and
favorable lax situation as in-
centive factors.
The new to-boms commun-
ity located on Reiser ltd. la
the Packanack Manor section
features three models from
SM.MO. The Braemar Con-
struction Cos. of Union has
placed the homes on heavily-
wooded and landscaped lots
larger than one-third acre.
Within walking distance is
Immaculate Heart of Mery
Church and School.
Open Model
Apartment
A Ksyiee Pt!t*n
WAYNE (PFS) -a fur-
nished five-room model apart-
meat with two bedrooms it
being open for public inspec-
tion this weekend at the 176-
unit Berdan Court Apartment*
oo Berdan Ave. Juet north of
the Hamburg Tpke. Rentals
ere from $l5O to $165 monthly
Builder Jeen Chalemain of
Hackensack also la offering
four-room apartment* with one
bedroom and expacts to start
initial occupancies soon.
Wayne Mills
Opening Due
A P+t* RtUdit
WAYNE (PFS) Wayne
Hills la the name given to a
new custom-built community
being inaugurated this week
end on Rt JO2, two mites
south of Rt 206
Featured are five models of-
fered on J/4 acre fully wooded
plots. Prices start st $27,»».
Exclusive sales agent for
the community is the R C
Flynn Agency of Wayne
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WAYNE TOWNSHIP, N. J.
Situated In an ettebllihed retldential «»tdon of Mitorit Wayne Town,hip. thl, dlltlnctlva newcommunity of magnlfcent home, off*,, o full moaiur* of all the requltltei f w today', modern
tuburban living. Within a few block, ora Wayno'i flno public and parochial elementory, junior
and ran!of high ichool, ... all houra, of worthlp . dropping center, ~ . tmart country
club, . . . public and private golf court#,
... a
»wlm club . . . park, and playgradnd,
. . . expre,, highway, and burat to nearby Pate run, Newark and New York City, CITY SEWtIS
ft All -UTIUTIIS . , . SIDEWALKS, CURAS ft PAVED lOADS ... A** IN AND PAID POK.
CUSTOM-STYLED COLONIAL 2-STORY ... SPLIT LEVEL
... 81-LEVEL... and RANCH HOMES on VS Aero Plot,
Planrtod for Maximum Comfort and luxury with a Wealth of Wanted
Footer**
. , , Entrant* Foygrt ... Big Picluro-Windowad living Rooms.
Oining Rooms , . . "lat-ln" Kltehgn* with all BuilMni . . . Rg< r ,.atlon or Family Room with Sliding Glass Ratio Doors ... 3, 4 or 5 Bad-
rooms ... IH, 3or 2V4 Baths .., Ovgrilxsd Built-In Goroggi.
$24,990
THE PRESIDENT SPLIT LEVEL *24,990
"THE MADISON" BI LEVEL *24,990
A-
"THE JEFFERSON" RANCH *27,990
"THE WASHINGTON" COLONIAL 2-STORY
MODEL HOMES OPEN DAILY AND WEEK-ENDS
MQOCI HOMI 111 , 771-44*4
DItICTKJfS f*(>M NEWARK Nor® mi Lsn** Slid PirUir 1$ Rt ) (tnl ||)|),
ilfj* *'*'*''*** hllom fmlAtu I!f»l and Iwr
!*
tn la iracVJe* Ot!c ' /ST.Hi
ii! * 3 At«i TlfM 0*» PtvM.MBB
VULLACt
" t 4 Bhfd -nd roiL( *" iOUIP * H.US AT WAYNI SiCNS TO HARO*
PATtKSOn KIMsA Are, to Pcmctcn ,t _ croc, on tweiai ,i era caetuwe
Irrr.Ctf to Vuier »0 led #■ V»lley »C to rrteenett
KJ*,oP *l ,’C Ceatefjl" rreetnet. An to etunui B-'rt . r rtt cmWemmen, Shrd. ,ra FOl Cw MUittC mu, At WATXI i'Cftt TO IAADiON VIUAM
Site, Atent, C. W. KLUI REALTY CO. LA 3-4262
*29,490
CAN T COME OUT TODAY? CIIP THIS AO FOR FUTURE ttfIIENCE!
a truly
•
new design
for
Wayne Hills
"A Custom Built Community"
WAYNE, N. J.
★ Bi-Levels
★ Ranches
Split Levels
'At Colonials
★ Contemporaries
3,4, R 5 BIOROOMS
on H Aero plot*
High In tha healthful foothills of
»ho Romopo Mountain*.
Moro't tho P«rfe<t homo, tha par-
fact community. In a town modal
for it* wall plonnod growth and o
good bolonco of raiidentiaJ and
induitrlol taxpayers. Drlva out
today.
Homos from
*27,900
EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENT:
R C FLYNN AGENCY, REALTORS
2099 HAMBURO TPKE.
835-3933
..‘i • -i'-"t
WAYNE
DIMCTIONSi from <W», Wanton I/I4g« follow *l. 4 W..t to
It. 201, To exit 202 South, Proceed South opfKOik 2 mllw to model . . .
OI It- 44 to It. 23, North on 2] to 202 North (ol Don't Soak Houto)
North ofprwt. 4 mUos.
■HSSHmililiLJld*: *y-. , :■ -V.,-. - -i -
IMS WBX-CND HUD FOft
am
Black Oaicrtdge Road (Rout* 202 North)
WAYNI, N. J.
SEE OUR
2 EXCITING
NEW
MODELS
NOW!
A chakaof
6toumi
2-Story.., Spßt
Lovtl...Bi-Ler*l
S Ranch Modoh
MOOa HOMES OKN BUIT
Moods
*
THE WEBSTER
SPLIT-COLONIAL
4 BtdJoomi
Pm'til R, t R lcrn
? Car Gjrjje
*24,890
(“tni jtrmioN”)
Otktr Models It
828,900.
10% DOWN
ALL GOOD BUYS
Welcome To Wayne
Gateway To North Jersey
WAYNi
PtOftK
JttOMI PUCI
6 *oofr> (Split) $24,100
WOOO STOCK DRIVE
7 Room (Spilt) wMi >wlm-
ming pool $24,900
60RN5JOC MACS
7 Room (Split) $25,600
OIOROIA DHVI
7 Room (Spßt) $>9,900
wnrs uua otrvi
5 Room (ColooloD $22,900
PACKANACK LAKE,
WAYNE
VAUIYVIIW TERRACE
6 Rm (Cop* Cod) 522.900
OAK WOOO DRIVE
7 Rm. (Cop* Cod) 525,990
SUMMIT DRIVE
6 Rm (Ing. Tudor) $26 990
HIIiCREST DRIVE
7 Room (RoiKh) 529,900
MAONOUA RLACE
• Rm (Split) 534,900
KATHLEEN COURT
R Room (Split) $40,400
EDWARD J. FENGYA CO.
SRECIAUZINO IN HOMi SALES
IN WAYNE AND VTONITY
OX 4*4305
IMI HAMAUO* rni „
ANTHONY WAT Ml HONSHOmU CINTT* WATHt
Uw Ittf Hr
M Utm
Wilco of Wayne, Inc
• «i*l «rr*T« . MMflUMca
. MoiTuai raciunai
ui n v n e
PARADE OF HOMES
IN WAYNE TWP.
amid* tha •{'Undid, axcliwrc hnrnr. of the Parlcnaclt Munt of
I U'*)oc —a MW cnmnu.-litr it bio»otE:n* forth the HiUi of PtcVtnack, *
limtud eclectics. of iplit-loe! and 2 inrr Colooial boon oo beteilf wooded
l/i acre 100. Merc it few w-orkmamhip, i|«ooul drtign tnd the bcM of modern materia It
tt pntn you can afford. Became of prog read .e town gu.ernmcsi you alto beoefe from
low, low uia (hat arc calculated to .u. that way. You'll alto be clow to the few* abop-
“*> twnwnwocw of tuburbaa Wayne. See our) lerrely The
CoWl SpU-trcl Including 4 bedroomi, 2Vi baths yunaUd me room. 2-car prtj.
and fell baaemenr; the Sebtuhaa Spirited with 4 bedrooms 2Vi barbs paneled roe
room, auacfcwi and large hawmeac arm; the 2-atory Colonial fea taring 4 bedroom.,
2Vi barb.. mu!u (wupoae rtaes, large lrriog room
with fireplace, 2-car garage and fall baarmrm.
Sit ibtm tbit ta ttktnd for UlTt.' Pmtd from
$26,990
ills of
a i
IMMACULATE HEART
Or MARY CHURCH
AND SCHOOL
WITHIN WALKING OMTANCt
Martttm A hrei U.
t«N n. C.tar tm ackanack
RATZER ROAD, WAYNE TOWNSHIP
OiKICTIONIt Route 3 or 4* to Route 21 north on fate 23 tor 4 awle-t to Ratrar Road It! Datit
Slaat H*.w). turn r'ght tor 1 rule to HVh of P»:*»nac k ...0K... Bteerfted A/e. to Rt 23 Itt
Claremont Oner* north on Pt ZJ to vn. Ww CircW; than egrttmut north on Rt 23 tt itxne.
JEetttrel 'Wooe/s
♦
t' •
i
' • i,
in •wa.yne
*
ZS
TOJM
►WIN
mwv " »i*»Jir
DIRECTIONS
f'om Now York City -
Route 46 to Preoknets
f*it follow Riverview
Drive to Alps Rood to
Homburq Turnpike, turn
loft on Hamburg, to
Colin* Avenue; a half
mile on the right it
the property.
from Newark Route 23
to Route 4o then la-t to
Preaknos* Exit just
beyond Two Guys From
Harrison cross 46 On
overpass and follow
Riverview Drive as above.
Irons Paterson - Broadway
to West Broadway
to Hamburg Turnpike
Take right at Colfax
Avenue |ust past the
Preakriess Shopping
Center
fwhefli Saim Atml
VINORNT J. MOHTAJUTO AND Cos.
Rialtom
1310 Hampuna Tunnpikk
WaYHK, NkW JltlKY
AR 1-0202 OX 443404
MAMINO TUN AIN - BUH-DEN
• ‘ „ •
A distinctive, troditionol home
set in o picturesque wooded land-
scape, the 'Vanderbilt' abounds in
luxurious features appealing ro
the most discriminating buyer. Site
orientoted to take full advantage
of it's generous sized lot, the 'Van-
derbilt' and it's environment are
related.
Sensible, intelligent planning
provides, in addition to two and a
The'Vanderbilt'is close to public
and parochial elementary, junior
and senior high schools. The local
elementary and grammar school
are within walking distance, and
a short ride by bus transports stu-
dents to the secondary schools.
Fully accredited, with excellent
reputations, the Wayne schools
are among the very best in the
state.
half baths, two car garage, and
fireplace, seven spacious light and
airy rooms; three bedrooms, large
living room, dining room, kitchen,
ond paneled recreation room with
twin sliding doors*
*
PUNNISHKO NY
$29,990
Recreational and social facilities
are within five to ten minutes for
swimming, fishing, 'Little League'
fields, golf (both public and pri-
vate courses)JAll utilities, including
sanitary sewers, in and paid ftr.|
30 year IH% mortgagee
ovaUabl* to «|ualWed buyer*
*
*MAK FURMtTWtS 00,, INC. NATSNOON, MU.
M*« Ope* Deity ft Weekee* IH Berk
Wyndmoor’s Sunken Tub
Recalls Ancient Greece
A Cberenson-Carrall Release
MORRIS TOWNSHir (PFS) ~ A “new" trend in home
bathing (one which actuallydates back to 1700 B.C.) —the sunken
bathtub proving to be a much-in-demand feature at Wyndmoor-
at-Nonnandy Heights, the 30-homo luxury community
Builder Samuel Herzog included a sunken tub in the ranch
model at Wyndmoor, to see if such a luxuryfeature would prove
an asset in a custom-type home. The idea proved so popular that
buyers of the other models wanted this "plunge" included as
an optional extra.
The earliest examples of luxurious bathrooms can be found
in tho ancient palaces of the Aegean civilization, in thoso of
Knossos and Phaestos on Crete (dating back to 1700-1400 8.C.)
and in the palace of Tiryns (1200 8.C.) on the Greek mainland.
FIRST IN THE EAST - The Marlborough apartment (above)
is one of several models at Leisure Village which will be
open to the public in mid-September. Priced at $16,000, It
features two bedrooms.
Lake Success Offering
Lots at Reduced Prices
A Cbernu on-Carrol Release
STILLWATER (PFS)
Homrsitcs scattered through-
out almost fully sold sections
of Lake Success are now be-
ing offered at special reduced
prices to enable the develop-
ers to close these sections
out, reports Frank Aceto, ex-
ecutive vice president of this
1.200-acre vacation communi-
ty located along the Appala-
chian Trail, off Rt. 206.
According to Aceto. there
are a limited number of home-
sites being offered at these
special prices, and they will
be sold on a first-come-first-
served basis.
Vacation sites are also cur-
rently being offered in the re-
cently opened Overlook Sec-
tion at Lake Success. Pur-
chasers are being offered their
choice of sweeping views of
the Delaware River Basin, the
Pocono Mountains, or north-
western New Jersey in this
new section, which is approx-
imately 1,600 feet above sea
level, second in altitude only
to High Point.
Homesites at Lake Success
totaling approximately 16.000
»q ft are currently offered
with special financing terms
of only 199 Vs down payment
for a full four-lot site
THE ADVOCATE is the
"extension school" of every
Catholic in the Archdiocese of
Newark and the Diocese of
Paterson
'Leisure Village' for Senior Citizens
A Quinn Release
LAKEWOOD (PFS) In
thto beautiful pine-scented re-
sort area, Robilt, Inc., builder
of many award-winning
homes, is erecting, anew city
for senior ciUzens. It is called
Leisure Village.
When completed, Leisure
Village will contain 5,000 one-
and two-story garden patio,
homes, a complex of recrea-
tional buildings, community
halls, a medical center and
outdoor areas worth some $75
million.
Sixteen model units are on
display now, along with a
spacious community hall, arts
and crafts center, outdoor rec-
reational facilities, swim-
ming pool, nine-hole pltch-and-
putt golf course and a 30-acre
man-made lake.
Leisure Village is located on
Rt. 70, just off Exit 88 or
the Garden State Parkway. It
is the East's first planned
community exclusively for sen-
ior citizens.
The model homes, eight of
which sre completely fur-
nished, are .designed for per-
sona 55 and older who want to
spend their leisure yean in a
healthful and restful environ-
ment.
Leisure Village is about 00
minutes by highway from both
New York and Philadelphia. It
also may be reached easily
by rail, bus and plane.
Robert J. Schmertz, Robilt
president, said everything in
Leisure Village has been de-
signed with an eye to the needs
and wishes of senior citizens.
This includes a location that
is a short drive from resident’s
former homes, to that they
may easily exchange visits
with their children and grand-
children.
Schmertz said that Leisure
Village garden-patio hornet
will be sold under condomi-
nium ownership so that each
buyer receives an independent
mortgage for his unit. This
title at Leisure Village may
be sold, transferred, borrowed
against, or willed to heirs.
Apartments in Leisure Village
will sell from $12,500 to $18,500.
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DOVER'S MOST ELEGANT
NEW COMMUNITY
FOX HILL
ANN ST. DOVER, N.J.
ik,
r;I*- 1*-
The "RALEIGH" 2-Story
4 bedroom* (on 1 level), I'l both*.
"Dme4n M Kitcktß, laundry room
Ond mud room oH kitchen, 2-<or
goroge, mahogany paneled fomtly
OTHER MODUS
FROM
$25,690
$24,290
ONLY 15 HOMES WILL BE BUILT - THE LAST REMAINING
RESIDENTIAL AREA IN DOVER, NEARLY 1,000 FT. ABOVE
SEA LEVEL, INVITES YOUR CONSIDERATION.
Tbe dramatic vista* of 100*130 beou
tifvHy wooded site*. the almoit hyp
notic beouty of the gentle. rolling
terrain, the background of luxurious
Comfort and grociout living evident
oround you, all thi* at to* Mill
• Clattk Home Styl.ng
• Unspoiled Veudentiol Beauty
• Congenial Community At-
mosphere Him b living lei*
•ry Th.» i« to* M»ll
Models Open for Inspection
Model Rhone 346-9503 I vet. RE 1-U44
DIRECTIONS: Rt. 10 in direction of Dover to
3d Dover cut-off (Center Grove Rd ot Cost'
Mobil Service Station), right Vj mile to Von
Nothrond Awe., left h mile to Re*enro*r Art .
left 2 block* to Greenwood Ave . right 1
block to Ann Sl. fo m<xWl
FOX
HILL
Ann St, Dover, N.J.
RIVER VALE, N. J.
sßjryae
potto. ItahM lUmai mftu.
r«4di*< Gum Door owobm« (Vila
to bo wmiH to —mu bill
•»» imriHt Mod—i
10 c>«T rtrtotl MM total*. Cl—-
torn to eaerythtat WUI toooo or ootl
Lorn UU o—l.
"Koo* Amonco BootittfoT
Wilco of Wayne, Inc
M* Vodor >MO Wo TOO
HIGHLAND LAKES
ItliMiM CmmmM
Y»*r Imx phi onn
>■«»• !•»*• IMI ntr r».«<
>Nm, bvwl r«M »tH»
‘ -ulin tfUb-
kntkwi mlMk Mnk
M*X (mb. I or laota Itt
H««ri I hbrnu 4 bait M
**H c*B*r iHin hair t*rv« MM.
bl»*hl KM* NrMifc.4 DON
‘"•on nt* c*M» M.IM.
Ch.» Cmiwiri Tmkm Arrmtmt
OvkciHM U O INIblvM
SECKIER l SHEPARD INC
Land Value!
r\
TOTAL
DOWN
P*YWDfT
4FORir <
!U KING
SIZE
m. LOTS
y.
lot appra.
4,000 «-)sq
60-ACRE
NATURAL LAKE Special
Fall Discounts!Stays full all year!
• Every lot has K J
full lake-
front JT \
privileges! ~>
50%OFP
IN SECTION K
NOW AVAILABLE!
Hi
YOUR OWN
VACATION
HOME
NOT A SHELL - 4
<m roue lot including
bulb IMna.
and bulb built
wamMM. uad
YOU’LL HAVE ALL THIS!
• Til-state view from the highest natural pri-
vate lake in N.J.! • 2J$ mi. of wooded lake-
front • Swimming, boating,fishing, ice during
and more! • Thefinest huntingm N. J.,only
moments away!
NO MONEY
DOWN
for limited time onlyl
OQQ©&ISg
ATOP BLUE MOUNTAIN RANGE
SUSSEX COUNTY, N.J.
DIRECTIONS: FOLLOW Route 3,10or 46West to Netcong;
there go north on Route 206 to Springdafe Park; then
follow signs to Lake Success.
»0«T 111 MO ■(■•III CO.
Over 500 Listings
•Aaota am . apt hooiii
1 rAMU.It! I PAM MOMI!
rutMiiHio . uM'uaaitMto
. TtMaOOAaV AatAHOIMINT!
1 TO 7 RMS.
$6O TO $450
Martin Goldstein
aaotta
Wl 7-7000
m MAia it roar ita
SENIOR CITIZENS
Ti
>W A»*v hi
*O7 H' OMIk
PAYIAIL
57800
*W« ]4l -0410
GREEN ISLAND
N«w Section—boy front and
lagoon lot*— bargain prices
WONORRPUL OPPORTUNITY
TO MAif PIN! SILICTION.
OOC« YOUR ROAT ON YOUR
OWN LOT—RUt LO LATRR. (N
iOY TWO PINI RRACHIS-
MRNRV I
SCHWIER
INC.
RXCLUtIVt AOINT
Or*** IllMi r 4. Or*** ltl**C. N J
ot * jr«
OtrwtSoN* Puk*D aoMR u Ku
M. IW*c n* Rt SO I* su,„v».
'**” *IN «M d»«* u
O'*** U**4
proximity and
PRIVACY IN A
PREFERRED
location
...
■■■• O LOCA
jut
T* ,?rp- S®®-
SSsira
*29,990
i SH%
AvalMto Mr
STONY BROOK
ESTATES
Sicomoc Ave., Wyckoff
OtMCTtONIi «M M iw, A H
B&mMi
' Glen View
Development Cos.
m
*
NEW JERSEY’S NEWEST
• -
PRESTIGE APARTMENT
ADDRESS!
Park Hill T
Terrace J
|
fort uee, n. j. if
[ v^ THE HEIGHT OF 5
REGAL ELEGANCE I
y- :■?
• f,
Ef. . 3%?V53
■
v hmt' ■
1 ■
SfcU'-»
■v
A
EB 11
fci-
**» , m
! 12=
L
kM?r •
/I Majestic Hilltop Location . . .
Commanding a breathtaking, panoramic view of the George Washington Bridge
and the Manhattan skyline
Glamor Touches Galore
. . .
Artistically landscaped grounds with a spectacular, illuminated fountain with jets as
high as >0 feet . . private entrance road with electronic check for maximum
security . Olympic swimming pool . . lavish stone and glass lobby .. . plush
carpeted corridors
All These Luxury Leatares and More
. . .
ri
Central air conditioning . . . swift, smooth automatic elevators . . . master TV
antenna automatic laundry facilities .. . telephone outlets . . All-Formica
eat in kitchens with Kelvinator dishwasher. 30-inch oven and range and 13 8
cubic foot refrigerator with separate freezer . . spacious bathrooms with imported
ceramic tile in beautiful colors .. . walk-in closets . . ample free parking facilities.
Unmatched Convenience
. . .
<6
UNWOOD VE
XI
PALISADES IN
Walking distance to shopping, public and parochial schools, houses
of worship, movie theatres . . . 3 minutes drive to Bergen Mall and
Garden State Plaza shopping centers . . . seconds from the George
Washington Bridge . . . ONLY 2S MINUTES FROM TIMES SQUARE.
4u 2 & SVj-Koom Apartments
(1 & 2 Bedrooms... 1 & 2 Baths)park hiilterrace
•OIHBW
from $177 mo.
MODEL APARTMENTS OPEN DAILY & WEEK ENDS
Renting Agent on Premises Tel. Wl4-1320
If No Answer, Call DU 4-4030
DIRECTIONS: Turn north op Linwood Ave. 4 blocks from Geo. Washington Bridge
Plaza and follow signs to private entrance road to Park Hill Terrace on right.
■V . : . DESIGNED & CONSTRUCTED BY INGANAMORT BUILDERS
ilmi THE COOPERATION OF THE FOLLOWING FIRMS:
•*
rma «im>
Klnd.rfc.mKb Rmd
•N. M. a.
After Iwßnn Im.
1
N. A.
Cmiil I Metric C».
IU WkMkN* Hr*, l
iiMffliKU. n. a.
a. a. h<mm
a KlM.rk.mKll lu4
M. J.
*IM UMI Av
k/Hu M. V
LwmW
*wmi a
city. n. a.
Mtkft tumkir C».
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MMtr, Cte Ik. Flmdmr Cfrp. t 4 J
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CMHIK Irma CNm> C.
11l 11link *****
Ckteldt F.rb, N. J.
Cntert Air CmdlHmlm C.
1> N». WnMußm Am.
Ulte terry, M. J.
ChnMiM llml a Alum.
I Irm I
Kddllwtrlfc, N. a,
Ovr.hyte Cry.
If HdrrMt Ft.
A Sm IK.
HSW/’- W«l tew Vdte, N. a.
nttnJß* lySteSte *****
MMtel iRteRKKrt. A IK.
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HI Fdrt U. Rmd
LwiU. N. a.
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ill Ov.rp.cl. T.fr.<.
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■
i m. a.
Si.r CmtrmtU. C.l
«U Rimrtid. Am.
Lyndhurti. M. 1.
UK.ru.md Mty. A TUI. C*.
lIM Spnnyll.M Am.
RIM. N. J.
w.tmn RMvdMr-
Turnbull IlniMr Ik.
11l Wml Ord SI.
tew Yyrfc Mu N. Y.
WlHtlnmn TIM C*.
MkßmulU.. M. a.
Wmd FMklk Cd.
N. A
>* Wml «nt si.
NdW Ydf* SS, N. V.
•ft 4 Sdd it.
MAM
h Rdrtdd, N. a.
HMMtete
MMldod Fd
Olm* Cd.
Ateted
rtu N. a.
City
Jdrmy City. H. A
Rdßter 4 F*—ted CKMldte
Cd., Id*.
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Park Hill Terrace Apts. Open
PerJk HiU Terrstt Relesse
FORT LEE (PFS) - Park
HiU Terrace Is centrally air-
conditioned and offer* solid,
sound-proof and fire-proof co-
struction. The corridor* are
carpeted and the elevators are
swift. silent and automatic.
The apartments ar* unusually
lari*, and many of them have
unsurpassed picture-window
view* of the Manhattan sky-
line and the George Washing-
ton Bridge.
The apartments were de-
signed scientifically to project
time and labor-saving trends.
Although spacious and airy,
they are easy to keep clean
because of their unusual lay-
out.
Typical three and one half
room apartment* have 21 8 *
20 feet living rooms, and the
bedrooms are oversized The
four and one half room apart-
ments have living rooms
treasuring 23 8 t 20 feet and
the master bedrooms are well
over 200 square feet
The kitchen*, available in
any desired decorator color
feature Kelvinator appliances,
including dish washer. 30-inch
built in oven and range, and
a 13 * cubic fool refrigerator
with separate freezer The
counter and cabinets ar* all
formica in the eat-in kitchen
The Inganamort brother*
are no strangers to the build-
ing industry In the past two
decades the family has con-
tributed substantially to the
housing growth of Bergen
County Thc> have built a num-
ber of new housing communi-
ties tn the area, which In
elude motels and homes in ad
diltoe to apartment bouses
CLOSE TO SCHOOL - The new Park Hill Terrace apartment houses in Fort Lee are shown
above, with Holy Trinity School in foreground.
Franklin Hills
Adds Section
A ( btrrmiom i errol Relestt
OGDENSBI’RG I PFS) -
The Uurd section—heavily
wooded and with rolling Ur
rain—opens this weekend at
Franklin ililla, the SOhoms
community being created here
on Rt. 117. off Rt. 23, rrportj
builder Lee Wood* of the
Graaowood Construction Cos.
Featured is a bi level ranch
home with 1.500 sq ft of liv-
ing area, priced at $l6 290.
with terms including down
payments as low as $490
Highlights of thia home in-
clude an entry foyer leading
to a formal picture-windowed
Using room. ‘ L" shaped din
tng room, eat in kitchen, mas
ter bedroom with bath, plus
two other bedrooms and main
bath
The lower lescl shows t
finished recreation room,
fourth bedroom or den. finish
fd laundry-powder room, and
an extra-deep, attached ga
rage with direct acceas to the
house
Newark’s New Garden Apts.
A Kjrykm ReUstt
NEWARK (PFS) Four
model apartments are being
opened for public inspection
this weekend at tha 86-unit
Lincoln Terrace Garden-apart-
ment community on Lincoln
Ave. one block wett of Broad-
way in north Newark. Rentals
are from $9O monthly, includ-
ing cooking and heating gas
Builders Isadore and Harold
Strauss, who have created
homes and apartments
throughout North Jersey, arc
offering two-, three-, three
and a half- and four-room
apartment! and expect to be-
gin occupancies on Oct. 1.
The new apartment com-
munity is only 10 minutes
from downtown Newark
Schools, shopping, all houses
of worship end buses are in
the Immediate area.
Lincoln Terrace offers a va-
riety of features Including two
air conditioner* in all of the
apartments except the two-
room unit which has one, mas
ter TV antennas, latersl
soundproofing to deaden noise,
fully-insulated roofs, basement
laundry rooms with washers
and dryers, storage space,
eliding - aluminum windows
with screens, at least one
walk-in closet in each apart-
ment, folding and flush closet
doors and ample on-iite park-
ing.
RECENTLY PURCHASED - Pictured above is the home
purchased by James Casazza of Union City at Forest
Lakes, Rt. 206, Andover.
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NOW SIUING SECTION 2
SEACREST BEACH
ON THE ATLANTIC OCEAN
PRIVATE BEACH CLUB
FINE VIEW OF BARNEGAT BAY
MODEL OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CUSTOM DESIGNING OFFERED
LIBERAL FINANCING AVAILABLE
SELECT YOUR LOT NOW 11 I
FREE GAS DRYER WITH ALL GAS
•• lOCATION ••
North of lavoUtt* • South of toy Hood, N#or Ocoon tooth Marino
SEACREST REALTY CO. 7934241 - 349-5487
SWEET BRIAR at
HOLMDEL VILLAGE
Another •xduiivo group of
Authentic ColoniaU by
HENRY A. WEST & SON
CERTIFIED BUILDERS
Low-Low taxes
$30,000 & up - Salts Agent, Walter Whalen
AD 2-2729
Direction!: Tvm at avr tifn a* levta J4, at Wionk laa4
Rave Yo« Seen
Beautiful
Forest
Lakes
Rout* 306, Andovor, N.J.
Unspoiled Natural Beiuty
ranMftj * Srtvata Mtato. xuaw*
tar Uoaa »te rul lb* tan tar
per—r am m Nun mrmammL
• Water Mains • 4 Beaches
• Paved Roads • Boardwalk
Limited Number of '•a-Acre PloU
Reasonably priced at only $1,250
Terms As Low As $125. Down
Sol only OSE but MANY
btnldtn rtsdy to irrrt you.
ROUTE 208, ANDOVER, N.J.
a distinctive new lake
_
community in diePocono Mountains
[Hemlock farms
Uv noon 401 ions vauiy, pa.
VisitHemlock F«nno now... thisbeautiful
new development was previously a private
4,200acre estate... now a private, prates*
slonally developed community far your
vacationhome.
Several lovely lakefront lota are available
for your Inspection.
(Purchasers must inspect property prior to sale.)
LAKIVIIW BUILDINO SITU, OVER 1/3 ACRE, PROM $lOO DOWN
NASD SUtMCaO SOADS • YIAK ROUND WATIR RYRTRMI • DOCK ANO BRACK PRIViUOU
mmm
MIUNe, rWONS, SOATMa AM> IW/MMiNt AT HRMLOCK VJUURS
mmm uwno
tows V— n. H rtApkww m«SN«4I«S
THE PERFECT PLACE TO
RAISE YOUR FAMILY
No where else can you find so much Hair,
function and value in homes priced from
$2B 500. Visit Butterworth Farms this week
and see for yourself.
Suwx Axe. 4 Gloamter R4., M writ tow*, N.J. JE SUM
PUmntJ, bush mU toU 4*
FRANK H. TAYLOR A SON, INC.
■ IAkTOUt . MMTtMI lAMKIKS . tNW*o*t . »UILOI«l
THE NEW IMAGE OF EXCELLENCE
•‘LL
Since its opening a abort time ago. W rod moor haa be-
come the new image of elegance tn Morris County
Located in tha choice Normandy Heights section of his-
toric Morris Township, this exclusive new community
offers truly extroardinary homes In ranch, split-level
and 3-story Colonial design with an Infinite number of
custom variations. Of course, all utilities are in and
paid for. including city sewers. Visit Wyndmoor and ex
amine these unusual homes this weekend
3 Models from $33,250
fyt/c/ftjclMwyi
V Wyndmoor Road off Columbia Road
In the Normandy Heights section of Morris Township, New Jersey
DiRECTIOHS: West on South Ormre Are. (becomes
Colasbis RdJ to Wyndmoor 000 ft. past fri Are.
I'ght)... 0R... Morris Are. Otoute 34) Wsst to
Part Are, MaCitcoi ri*M to Coil til Id 4 toft
bOO ft. to Wyndmoor.
AGENT: Brcunell A Kramer • MU t-UOO • Modal Phone: 53H69S
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PRETTY AS A PICTURE
k Manor
AWAN BORO, N.
B«aaUfal Matawan with iu wait tain lake* ami quirt, tree lined itrrett
providat a truly enchanting »elting for thi* distinctive new colony of mag-
nificent modern home*. Nearby ire fine schools, all house* of worship, shop-
yag center* and convenient 60-mlnute commuting to Newark and New York
City via the Pennsylvania Railroad. Bathing, boating, fishing and tkc after
recreational attractioa* of the Jersey »hore resort center* are within a few
minute* drive.
jy* *** *pncloo» bk level ranch models with * room*. 4 bedroom*.1 j bath*, finivbed recreation room, big picture windowed living room, full
»Ue dining room tcience kitchen with built in wall oven, counter top range
and birch cabinet* with Formica work counter*, built in 2-car garage ga*-
nred forced air heating. CITY SEWERS. CITY W \TEK l GAS, SIDEWALKS
* CIRBS ARE IN A PAID FOR
‘19,990
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Ttil. horn* la the TAUARACK H
Entering through the gateway, you w« discover this
beautiful secluded section called
Tamarac%
the m oqy large trees which were left In their natu-
ral state to tone the eetting for this private neighborhood.
This secluded location is convenient to fine schools,
shopping centers, houses of worship, golf & country
dubs, end has all urban utilities Including sanitary
••wars. The Qardan State Parkway, N. X Turnpike and
East-West Freeway (#287). as wall as the Pirn RR mala
line, are minutes sway.
Tamarack North offers true Ranch Homes, BMevel
Ranches, Two-story Colonials, and many different
Split-level designs which range In prioe from $28,990
to $40,000.
Cell us for a special appointment at Liberty 9-888*
°r visit Tamarack North during our regular sales
hours: Weekdays 1 to 5 PM; Saturdays & Sundays
Noon to 5:30 PM.
Deal dfcsctfy with the building firm.
Mtf* office: Suite S. 495 Main St, Metuchsn, N. X
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Tourists’
Duties
Outlined
LUGANO, SWITZERLAND
(NC) The Christian tourist
must be “the ambassador o(
Christ" wherever he goes, Al-
fredo Cardinal Ottaviani, sec-
retary of the Sacred Congre-
gation of the Holy Office, said
here at an International Sym-
posium on Pastoral Care and
Tourism.
“A Catholic who is fully
aware of the demands of his
Faith must necessarily real-
ize," the Cardinal, said, “that
wherever be goes or resides,
he Is the ambassador of
Christ, and that his behavior
must be such as to carry the
Christian message to all
places and to all men, no
matter how much they may
differ by their traditions, cus-
toms, clothing, belief or phil-
osophy of life."
"The clergy of the tourist
resorts or districts,” he con-
tinued “must consider tourists
as part of their flock. . . to
whom they must be anxious
to extend the full benefit of
their pastoral ministry.”
As for vacationing priests.
Cardinal Ottaviani said that
“the fact of being tourists
themselves does not free them
of their priestly responsibili-
ties.
. . They may feel it their
duty to assist the local clergy,
for whom tourists often repre-
sent a heavy pastoral bur-
den."
Bishop Francois Charriere
of Lausanne, Geneva and Fri-
bourg reminded the gathering
that tourism has become one
of the main concerns of mod-
ern society. He said that “con-
tacts with nature, meet-
ing and discovering other
people, will often be the oc-
casion for opening the tour-
ist’s mind to the great spir-
itual problems of today and
of giving him a more accurate
vision of other peoples' diffi-
culties.”
CONCLUSIONS adopted at
the final meeting included the
following:
• Catholic priests should
look toward cooperation with
pastors of other Oiriatian
churches in promoting high
moral standards in tourist re
sorts
• Diocesan secretariats for
tourism should be established
to prepare priests for pastoral
work among tourists; tourism
commissions under the au-
thority of national or regional
conferences of Bishops might
also be in order
• Priests of different na
bona titles should be assigned
on an exchange basis to pas-
toral work in resort centers
• Special provisions should
be made for the spiritual care
of employees engaged in sea
sonal work connected with
tourism.
5 Carmelites
To Make Vows
NEW BALTIMORE. Pa. -
Five Carmelite seminarians
from the Newark Archdiocese
will make their simple profes-
sion of vows Sept. 15 at the
Carmelite Novitiate house
here.
Four of the group are grad-
uates of the Carmelite Junior
Seminary in Hamilton, Maas.
They are Frater Pius Joseph
Heron, O.Carm., of Engle-
wood; Frater Brien Keith lun-
german, O.Carm., of Roselio
Park; Frater Evan Michael
O’Neill. O.Carm., of Engle-
wood, and Frater Damien Jude
Eilert, O.Carm., of Bogota.
The fifth Is Frater Ignatius
McGrath, O.Carm., of Tea-
neck, a graduate of Fordham
Prep. All five will return to
Mt. Carmel College in Niagara
Falls, Ont, for their philosoph-
ical studies and then go on to
Whitefriars Hall. Washington,
D.C., for theology.
Information Classes
At Bloomfield Parish
BLOOMFIELD - A series
of 10 Tuesday evening infor-
mation classes on Catholic be-
liefs will begin Sept. 2» at
2:15 p.m. at St. Thomas the
Apostle Church, sponsored by
the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine.
Rev. Daniel A. Danik is in
charge of arrangement!.
Speakers will cover such topics
as “The Bible,” "The founding
of the Church” and "The Vati-
can Council.”
Family Life
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READ THIS EXCITING STORY HOW FOLKS S5 AND OVER
CAN NOW LEAD A LIFE OF ACTIVE LEISURE FOR
ONLY $3975 A MONTH INCLUDING MEDICAL SERVICES!
Now, for the first time in the New York metro-
politan area, folks 55 and overland their partners
of any adult age) can enjoy a life of active leisure
in a year-roundcountry club city: Lrisure Village.
Located in the famous healthful pine belt at
Lakewood, New Jersey, Leisure Village is a com-
pletecommunity of one and two bedroom garden
patio homes with every facility and every con-
venience to make life more comfortable, more
interesting, more worthwhile.
Within the 430 braathtakingly wooded acres
Leisure Village occupies, you will find every
activityyou ever dreamed of doing in that “some-
day" when you planned to take it easy.
SUPERB COMMUNITY FACILITIES
The accent is on actirc relaxation at Leisure
Village—in all seasons—every day of the year,
with congenial neighbors and friends whoee in-
terests are the same as yours. And you can aet
your own pace. Do as much or as little as you
like,whenever you please. Right on the property,
you’ll have a Riviera-eizc swimming pool, a 38-
acre private lake for boating and fishing, a nine-
hole golf course, complete facilities for shuffle-
board, lawn bowling, horseshoe pitching, bocci
and croquet, a communityhall and mom theatre,
an arts and crafts center, your own area for
gardening,a lounge and card room, a well-stocked
library ... even lecture*and seminars on a wide
range of interesting topics. Everything is fully
completed and ready for immediate use. £nd
they're all FREE to resident! of Leisure Village/
EVERY CONVENIENCE AT YOUR FINOERTIPS
Even the necessities of life have been planned
for utmost convenience at Leisure Village. With-
in the community, there will be a completeshop-
ping plaza including a supermarket, beauty and
barber shops, plus specialty and service shops of
every land. To make life even easier, a special-
design intra-communitybus will pass your home
at regular intervals to take you to and from any-
where in Leisure Village.
v
•
MEDICAL SERVICES INCLUDED
Active leisure depends on continuing good
health. And that calls for frequentmedical check-
ups. That’s why Leisure Villagewill have its own
Medical Center right on the grounds, fully staffed
with general practitioners, specialists, nurses and
laboratory facilities. What's more, resident* of
Leisure Village are included in a group medical
plan with comprehensive coverage including
drugs and at-home visits by doctors and nurses.
And these services are all included is the rosy
monthly payments on the beautiful garden patio
home you own.
STAY CLOSE TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS
You can live a perpetual vacation life at
Leisure Village without leaving your children,
your grandchildren and your frienda half a con-
tinent away. This country club city is not located
in California, Florida, Arizona or New Mexico
but in Lakewood, New Jersey—right in the New
York-NewJersey metropolitan area. Right in the
heart of a healthful vacation bell where the
weather is warmer in winter, cooler in summer
than most areas in the Northeast.
Lakewood is so ideallysituated too. Close to
the famed Jersey shore, only 60 minutes to
Newark, only 85 minutes to New York City, on
excellent parkwaye and roads, and express air
conditioned buses lesving directly from the
property l
EXQUISITELY DESIGNED,
AIR CONDITIONED QAROEN RATIO HOMES
The focal point of your active life at Leisure
Village is your lovely, custom-designed garden
patio home. Here you will have all the beauty, all
the convenience, all the advantage* of a private
home—with none of the choree.
You may choose from a variety of four differ-
ent floor plans, either one or two bedrooms, one
or taro baths. Every home has its own private
terrace, overlooking beautiful landscaped lawns.
The Inside of every garden patio home wa* de-
signed just for folks oo the freedom side of 55.
Although every room la large, there ia no unneces-
sary space to cause unneeded housework. The
kitchen contains a treasure house full of General
Electric appliances: a 18.2 cu. ft. refrigerator-
freezer, dishwasher, garbage disposal, matching
clothes washer and dryer, eye-level wall oven
and counter-top range complete with range hood.
For your added comfort and safety, your gar-
den patio home t» centrally air conditioned and
baseboard heated with individual room tempera-
ture controls. Each home has its own garage or
carport, with huge storage area. Bathroom floors
are fashioned of non-skid tile. Bathroom tubs
have scald-proof fixtures and handy grab bars.
Every bathroom is equipped withs built-in,
oversized dressing vanity and twtn medicine
cabinet*. Doors are extra wide. Plus TV outlet*
and remote-control lighting m every room.
Abo included in the price of every Leisure
Village garden patio home are interior decoration
in a wide range of colors, and quality wool car-
peting. wall-to wall, (except in kitchen and bath-
room) in your choice of color*.
FORGET ABOUT MAINTENANCE
Residence at leisure Village (re** you from the
expense and work of exterior maintenance. Your
grass, hedge*, flowers and shrubs will be planted
and maintained like a country dub setting. Your
walk* and street* will be cleaned. Leaves will be
raked in the fall. The exterior of your building will
be repainted regularly.All garbage will be picked
up at frequent intervals. All included m your
monthly payment*.
PRICES KEYED TO TOUR BUDGET
Every garden patio home at Leisure Village is
priced to meet the budget requirements of moat
folks 55 and over.
A new Adventure in Living for Folks 55 and over!
See your children and
grandchildren as often as
you plcase. This country
club community is only 85
minutes from New York,
60 m inutesfromNewark.
Become a modern day Isaac
Walton without tearing house. The
Leisure Village[?]-acre prirate
lake is located right on the grounds
and is well storked for unlimited
fishing fun.
Take an inmgorating dip or swap
ya rns withfriends at poolside under
the gay umbrellas. Either way, you'll
love the Rivicra-size pool at Leisure
Village, complete nth lockers and
shower facilities.
Periodic check-ups and
tests at the Medical Center
plus at home visits and a
medical plan are included
in your monthly payments
at Leisure Village
Hole out at paror whack your way through the rough, you'll
still love playing golf at the Leisure V illage course. Its 9 holes
are an [?] challenge and the views are superb.
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OWN YOUR OWN
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM HOME
FROM *12,500 TO >18,500
THEN PAY ONLY >39 n A MONTH
Includingtax ft, homeowner t insurance,
recreational facilities, complete exterior
maintenance, intra-community transpor-
tation, medical unices and medical
courage plan.
YOU DC Cl DC
If you're lucky enough to be 65 or more (other
household members of any adultage), we believe
that Leisure Village offers you anew adventure
in living. There are 16magnificent model apart-
ments, all exquisitely furnished, waiting for your
Inspection. Come on down to Lakewood and get
the completestory on this fun-filled way of life.
i Leisure Village
AT EXIT 88 OF THI GARDEN BTATC PARKWAY, LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
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